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..2, Fairlee. Plac.e,

Im directed to say that m.pursuance _—
merit made by the Minister for‘Labour and ^ploymfent in the 
■Parliament on the 2$th February, 1958,- the Government of India 
have set up a Steering Group with the following composition.-

1. Shri B., Hogg, - ,'/!
Chairman, Indian Mining Association 
Calcutta. 1 . •C ‘

2. Shri Inder Mohan Thappar, ' ' ’ 
Royal: Exchange Place,' Calcutta
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4. Shri Kanti Mehta, 
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Members may bring one or two advisers. with them but 
the latter will not be entitled to draw travelling allowance 
or daily allowance from Government. ’ " . .

2. The Steering Group will prepare the ground for a Conference 
of mine workers, employers, mining engineers and Inspectorate
of Mining to consider the question of safety i;n mines in relation 
to

!
a ) mine management practices;
b) workers’ training;
c) arrangement for check and inspection;
d) measures calculated to prevent accidents in mines; and 
e) allied matters.

3. A copy of a note prepared jor the subject by the Chief 
Inspector of Mines is enclosed.

4. The meeting of the Steering Group will be held on the 
17th March, 1958, atA.M. in th$ Committee Room A, 
North Block Central Secretariat, New Delhi*

Yours faithfully,

Qxf

(K.N. Nambi^r)^
Deputy Secretary

IkCopy forwarded for information to the Ministry of Steel
Mines & Duel (Shri Chhedi Lal) B

0 opy to: - S >

(1) Private Secretary to Labour Minister.
(2) Private Secretary to Deputy Labour Minister. <
(3) Personal Assistant to Parliamentary Secretary.
(4) Private Secretary to Secretary.
(5) Personal Assistant to Joint Secretary

I

for Deputy Secretary j



Notes for use of 
the Steering Committee _bf 

TEN COW1 ER INCE PROPOSED ' TO BE"CALLED 
TO DISCUSS T^FETY IN “MINES

Introduction z

1* Mining is known, all over the worlds to be the most dangerous 
profession of peace time, accident rates in mines being 10-00 times 
these in factories and 3;5 times those in railways (Table j. and 
Figure I). There are two basic factors peculiar to mining; both 
Ueingdue to the fact that mining involves excavation of ground. 
Firstly, the relentless forces of nature are to be contended with 
constantly and at every stage, for roof and'sides have to be 
kept up against the force of gravity. Secondly', as fresh ground 
is- exposed every moment, the conditions do not remain static for 
■any length of time but exchange from day to day and even from 
hour to hour. The problem of safety in mining is getting more 
intricate as mining extends to greater depths and more machines 
are used in the getting of minerals.

2. In the words of the,Conference on Safety in Coal Mines held 
recently under the aegis of the European Coal and Steel Community 
’’greater safety can be attained primarily through a detailed study 
ofworking methods, through proper training of the personnel, and 
through full co-operation in creating safety-mindedness”, though 
disciplinary action is also considered ’’indispensable. ” This 
conference is being convened, to discuss the various problems of 
safety in mines and to devise ways and.means to reduce mine 
accidents.. ;

Development of Ind^ian Mineral 
Industrv in Recent Times.

3. Though interest in mineral deposits awakened during the 
times of the East India Co., the real' exploitation of the minerals 
began only in the 1890’s. Thus the number of pers.ons employed in 
Coal'Mines in 1901 was seven times th^t in "1880 and twice that in 
1890. Table II gives the development of the mineral industry in 
India since 1 90T). ’

Development of Inspection of Mines.

4. The first concrete proposal for the ' inspection 'and regulation 
of .mining operations in India came in 1890 from 'the then Secretary 
of State , Lord Cross who, forwarding a copy of the’ proceedings of 
the Berlin Conference of 1890,' asked the Government of India to 
consider the advisability of undertaking legislation for the 
inspection of mines -and regulation of employment therein of women 
and children. "

5. . As a first step, the Government "of. India appointed in 1894 ' 
an Inspector of.Mines within the organisation of the Geological 
Survey of India, to inspect the mines and make recommendations on 
the tree of regulations needed. Three Mining Specialists (one 
in Mining and.Metallurgy, one in Coal Mining' and one in Gold Mining) 
were also appointed in the Geological Survey.

6. Following up. the first renort of the Inspector of Mines 
(Mr. James Grundy) the Government of India 'appointed, in 1895, a 
committee to frame, general rules., applicnble. to mines or groups of 
mines, and to specify the heads on which legislation was. desirable 
and the provisions which were to be made under each of the heads. 
The committee submitted its . ren-ort early in 1896. ir
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7. In 1897, a disaster of large magnitude' occurred in the 
Kolar Goldfields (in Mysore State) in which 52•persons were killed 
in a shaft accident. This' was followed in 1899 by a mine ^ire 
in Khost Coal Mine in Baluchistan'; in which-47 persons were killed. 
The finalisation of mining legislation- was therefore given top 
priority and the Mines Act was enacted in "1901 and brought into 
force the same year. . 1A .• • .

8. Early in 1902, the Government- of India ’created- a- ’’Bureau of 
Mines Inspection” and appointed the then specialist 'in Mining and 
Metallurgy in the Geological Survey of India, as Chief Inspector 
of Mines to head the n°w Bureau. In 1904, the Bure-ah was renamed 
as the Departm nt of Mines end was shifted in 1909 toDhanbad, vhich 
has since been the seat of the Department. -<4

9. Table_ UI .gives the. growth of the Department of Mines since 
1901. The cadre as sanctioned is shown-ageinst the number-of 
inspectors actually in position. ■ ■rt"' -■'

Safety Legislation■ in Mines. ■ - ■ - ■

10. Before the ’enactment.of Indian Mines Act, Inspectors of 
Mines acted on a purely advisory basis.-' Inspections were usually 
made on invitation - and in. all cases after prior-’arrangement. Even 
then, in 1900 the provisional' Chief Inspector of ‘Mines .had to record

? that though ’the visits and suggestions of the Inspector were 
generally received in a friendly spirit, in more. than''one case 
admission to the mines was practically refused.’

11. The main features of the first Mines Act-were:

(i) Inspectors were empowered- to enter and inspect mines, and 
to enquire into accidents etc.

(ii) The employment of competent managers in mines was required.®

(iii) The Government was empowered to frame rules etc. for 
regulating work in mines.

(iv) Penalties were prescribed for the contravention of various 
provisions.

12. The development of the safety legislation for mines since 
"then is described in Appendix A, while Appendices B, 0-‘and D give 
the main features of the Coal Mines Regulations 1957, of the 
proposed amendments to the Mines Act-1952 and of the draft 
Metalliferous Mines Regulations respectively.

Accidents and Accident Rates;-" • a " .  1    ■ ■ ■■Wl ■■■ ■ III '

13. The number of fatal accidents and of fatalities in Indian 
mines are given in Table IV, Table V gives the-fatal accident-rates • 
and fatality ; - •-rates, se^imtely for coal mines and metalliferous 
mines in India. Figure 2 shows the- development ’ of fatal accident
rates in Indian mines since 1901.

14. A comparision, in respect of coal mines, with the fatality 
rates of other countries of the world is given in Table VI.

Disasters in Indian Mines.

15. Like any other mining industry, the histoT'w of mining in 
India is marred by a number of tragic disasters, ''each involving 
the death of a large number of persons. The largest one was at 
Poidih Colliery (in Asansol Sub-division in’Bengal) in 1936 when 
209 persons were killed due to an explosion..
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16. A list of accidents in which 10 or more persons were 
killed is given in Table VII.

Courts of Enquiry
17. Even the 1901 Act contained a provision relating to the 
appointment of Courts of Enquirie-s ’into the causes of and 
circumstances attending’ individual accidents if the Government 
was of the'opinion that such an enquiry should be held, the 
Court to consist .of a single person. Assessors could, however, 
be appointed to assist the Court. ,1111 date, such Courts of 
Enquiry have been appointed in about. 30 cases. Particulars in 
respect of these Courts of•Enquiries are given in Table VIII,

18. Appendix E details the recommendation made by different 
Courts of Enquiry and the action taken thereon.

Technical Aspects of Accident 
Prevention

19. For purposes of general discussion, accidents can-be 
divided into two. categories - high-fatality accidents(or disasters) 
and low-fatality accidents. Though disasters are spectacular 
in nature, make headlines and serve the purpose of drawing the 
attention of the public to dangers of mining, they do not 
.constitute more than 7-10^ of the total fatalities (Table IX). The 
majority of deaths in mines are accounted for by 1owlfatality 
accident. • *

20. Appendix F describes briefly the causes op high-fatality 
accidents and indicates the general lines alo^g which preventive 
measures are to be developed. Appendix G discusses, in. brief, 
the causes of. and preventive measures for low^fatality accidents 
•and also the .other technical factors having a general .effect on 
safety.

Changing Pattern of Working Conditions in Mines,

21. The mining industry in India is. over a hundred years old. 
In several cases, the shallower and easier deposits are nearing 
exhaustion, and workings have now to be taken deeper into the 
earth as well as into more difficult deposits. Mechanisation 
is also on the increase. These factors are introducing new 
dangers into the mining practices as known hitherto in India.

j 22. Working of difficult deposits involves problems of 
exploration, planning and.roof control. Problems encountered 
in deeper workings arise from strata control, high temperatures 
and humidity, and winding from depths (all mines); and-.also 
of inflammable gases and coal dust (coal mines). Mechanisation 
creates problems resulting from increased use of explosives 
and electricity, from faster development (roof control and 
ventilation) and from greater production of dust.

23. Mechanisation also means more concentration of workmen 
multiple-injury accidents.

Securing- Compliance with Mining Legislation.

24. If safety could be achieved just by making regulations 
and. putting them on.the Statute Book, there would actually >e 
no .problem to be solved. No amount of legislation can, however, 
be of any use unless the provisions thereof are implicitly 
followed. Thr?e parties are involved in this - the -a . 
owners, the managerial and supervisory staff, and the workmen. 
Unless all of them play their proper part in their respective 
spheres, safety will not be achieved. Several difficulties 
have been experienced in this respect, arising from-



(i) Interference in technical matters effecting 
safety, by unqualified owners/agents;

(ii)Overburdening of managers by non-technical statutory 
duti es;

(iii) Low standards of supervisory staff;

(iv) Lack of training of technicians., operators and 
workmen;

(v) Poor discipline, etc.

05. kft-^r safetv legislation' hrs bean framed, there is
also the need for a Govv^rnni'mt agency to enforce the same 
and to bring stragglers unto mark. Also, it is desirable 
that all operations in mines be kept under regular vigilance 
from the point of view of safety, so that unsafe practices - 
whether intentional or unintentional, are pointed out and 
remedied. For this purpose, it is necessary th?t the Govern
mental agency appointed for the purpose' is given’necessary 
facilities backed by suitable powers of enforcement.

Safety Education and Propaganda.

26. However, as may be clear from a description of the 
causes of accidents given in Appendices F and G, 'there is 
such a multitude of local factors contributing to the occurrence 
of an accident that no amount of enforcement or coersion alone 
can achieve greater safety. :Vhat is equally, if not more, 
important is that every person on the job should be safety
conscious and/^V'uld always be on the alert against dangers. 
Safety Education and Propaganda can play a very useful role 
in promoting safety consciousness.

27. Separate programmes may be evolved for giving 
'instruction to the supervisory staff and for educating the 
general body of workmen. Periodic talks on safety should 
be given to mining officials, and,’safety periods’ observed. 
Study groups should be formed where individuals are encouraged 
to come forward and discuss their particular problem.

28. To carry horn? safety propaganda to the workers most 
of vhom at present are illiterate, it is essential to adopt 
visual means. •Documentary films on Occidents and safety should 
be prepared, and shown regularly to the workers. The possibility 
of showing these safety films in the commercial cinema halls in 
the mining areas should ^Iso be explored.

29, Safety posters are anothe 
workers can be kept constantly 
class, a Safety First bulletin 
Appendix H .discusses in detail 
work.

■ important medium' whereby the 
alert. For ,the more literate 
can be of considerable help, 
this aspect of accident prevention

Points for discussion_

30. This Conference is being 'called to discuss in general . 
the problem of safety in mines in India, and to recommend ways 
and means of reducing accidents in mines. This Steering Committee 
is'meeting with the object of drawing up an Agenda for the 
Conference and of laying down the general procedure to be. adopted. 
It is suggested that, during its deliberations, the Conference 
Tnay like to discuss and'make recommendations regarding the 
following points;-
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1. Management practices, -■ ■
.' ■ *’ R ..-

2, Discipline,
/

3. Training of Supervisory staff and workers,
4. Safety Education and Propaganda. 

■ • ♦

5. Technical considerations, with particular reference 
to gassy and dusty mines and^working at greater deaths.

'■ ■' V ■ .t ’ ;■
6. Enforcement agencies, and difficulties of enforcement.
7. Enhancement of Rates of Compensation for accidents - ■ 

to act as an incentive for promotion of safety,



.Table I: Fatality Rates in various industries.

(From I.L.O. Year Book of Labour Statistics, 1956)

[ Mining

I
Manuf ac- 
taring.

T--------------- J
(Railways !
((for workers- , 
J' not pass- / 
( engers) . . j

—

Remarks 
' ■ .________________All ’ |

'Coal' '
(a). •-

India' 1952 0.81 1.00 0.10 " 0.24 w - ■ -• - ...
1953 0.65 0.97 0.10 0.29

1954 0. 72 0.96 0.10 0.20

1955 • • • • • • • • • . • • •

Japan 1952 1.45^ *1.48(a) * O.’19^a^* 0.50^ *in establish-
ments employing

1953 1.47 1.60 0.20 0.41 100 or more
persons.

1954 1.68 1.84 0.17 0.26

1955 1.73 1.91 0.15 0.28

South 1952 1.54^) 1.79^ • • • 0.60
Africa

1953 1.56 1.80 • • • 0.47

1954 1.51 1.65 • • • 0.62

1955 1,35 1.48 • • • 0.52

U.K. 1952 0.68^) 0.67^^ (a) 
0.06 0.32^

1953 0.65 0.63 0.06 • 0.33

1954 0.62 0.61 0.06 0.27

1955 0.72 0.70 0.05

•U.S. A.1952 1.68(c ) 2.22^ 0.10^) 0.34(b)

1953 1.46 2.15 0.10 0.31

1954 • • • 2.48 0.09 0.24

1955 • • • 2.50 0.30

France 1952 1.14(b) 0.95^ • • • 0.45^a^

1953 0.95 0-.86 • • • 0.41

1954 1.02 0.88 • • • 0.43

1955 0.83 0.74 • • • » 9 9

2
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Germany 1952 1.-39- • • • • • • .0.42 a'
(Fed * Rep.)

1953 1.35 • • • • • • 04 47

1954 1.26 • • • • • • 0.48

1955 1.43 • • • • • • 0l45

Noates : (a) Rates per 1,000 persons employed (average).

(h) Rates per 1,000 man-years of 300 days each.

(c ) Rate s per 1,000 man-years of 2,400 hours each*



Table II : DEVELOPMENT OF MINING INDUSTRY IN INDU. 19QQ- 1956
a ( COAD MINES . T------------------------------------ JtMETALLIFEROUS MINES 5 ALL MINES

Year No. of Mines No. or persons employ
ed (in thousands; Out put (in milli an ^ons Pit-hea

d T'alu ̂j 
(in erops, of : ^>1 a 3 No. of Mines, j

1 No.of parsoi s employ
ed • 1

(in thousands) ; Pit-hea
d value 

(in crorej of J rupees
) 

<

No. of Miie^. | No,of pars ms j employ
ed, 

’in thousan
ls)J

[pit-he
ad V ilue ] 

( (in crores of } j rupees) 1 
1

j1900 80 6.1 .........1905 280 80 7.8 • • 360 29 • • 640 110 • •1910 418 98 10.8 • • 363 46 • • 781 145 • .1915 583 146 16.3 • • 538 34 • • 1121 180 *• •‘t.1920 783 176 17.0 • • 933 58 • • 1716 234 • •1925 810 173 20.0 • • 1201 80 • « 2011 254 • •- .1930 549 169 22.7 8.8 1120 92 6.8 1669 262 15.-61935 494 159 21.0 5.8 1319 94 6.9 • 1813 254 ’’ll2*71940 613 209 26.1 9.2 1194 119 3.2 1807 328 W2,41945 973 295 26.3 29. 1 1178 91 • 3.6 2151 386 W2,71950 891 350 32.3 46. 6 1205 121 10.4 2096 472 >7.071955 853 348 38.2 . 56. 0 2246 242 31.3 3099 591 '87.331956 856 352 39.3 65. 0 2521 276 35.9 3377 629 100.93
Figures for 1950 and onwards relate to Indian Union’ (including . previous Princely States)...Figures for 1945 and earlier relate to British India (including Pakistan).Figures for 1930 and earlier relate to British India including Burma.



Table III : Strength, of Department of Mines in India

(including Chief Inspector and Electrical 
Inspectors )

force.

Year !
[ Sanctioned^ In
J cadre {posit

1 !

{ Number {Number of’{Number ’of {Number of J
ion J of' •. {persons {Mines peripersons 5

{Mines {employed {inspector{per ins- {
{ {(000’s) ‘{in posi- {pector ini Remarks
{ { { tion. {position 0. -1___ L _ {) _ l(ooo M 1

1905 3 .3 640 110 213 37

1910 4 4 781 145 195 36

1915 • 4 4 1,121 180 280 45

1920 6 6 1,716 234 286 39

1925 9 9 2,011 254 223 28
New Act and 
Regulations 
came into 
force.

1930 9 9 1,669 262 185 29

1935 11 11 1,813 254 163 23

BURMA WAS SEPARATED

1940 13 13 1 ,807. 328 139 25

1945 13 13 2,151 386 165 ' 30

1950 30 20 2,096 472 105 24
New Act came 
into force

31 Dec . 
1954 40 27 2,873 568 106 21

31 Dec. 
1955 75 39 3,099

»

•

591 79- 15
New Rules & 
Temp. Regs, 
came into -• 
force.

31 Dec. 
1956 77 39 3,377 629 87 16

31 Dec . 
1957 77 37 • • • • ♦ • • • • • • •

New Ooal
Mines Regs, 
came into



TaWe- rz.. JN .MINES,,1901 - 1S57.-' : ■ ■'
■ ' • • t • . ; •. .;■ Coal« Minos : Me t al lifer o us Mine s • ' ‘ * i 1 ' All Mines —, . . < ■

I
•----- , •• 'Number Number . tNumber Number • Number Numbed :Yeau» : of of : , of- ' of : - of of :Rem@rks.i fatal f at al a- : fatal f at al a* jfatgl ‘ f atala»:.1 accidents, ties. : accidents^ ties. •.accident ties*1901 62 70 18 32- ■ 80-,. 102 Including the State of1902 53 59 8 12 ' . 61 .71

Hydsrabalv_ British Indi1903 57 67 11 14 68•I . . ’81 (including1904 49 55 11 18 60 73 Burna andP akin st an, b1905 5 4 58 11 18 65 / ' 71 excluding190® • 67 80 17 23 84 •• 104 Princelv- 1907 80 89 25 33 105 . '122 States.1908 114 165 21 «9 135 . 1941909 97 119 29 33 126 7 15 21910 lO^ 16 0 13 26 117 1281911 112 148. ■ 20 26 137 174-1912 113 157 20 28 133 ■ 1851913 112 185 19 26 136 2111914 120 115 32 46 15 2 191 &1915 142 166 21 22 16 3 1881916 111 169 29 27 140 206"1'917 ' • ’ ’ . V I’o'S . 37 • 38- • 175 201.1918 
... ...Ai »

168 J?7,. . .41... . 46 . .. ...209. . . - . 2431919 213 260 40 52 252 3121920 147 17 2 30 53 177 225 4H11921 197 257 35 36 232 2931922 17 4 209 31 34 205 2431923 194 332 43 55 237 2871924 - 18 9 230 , 44 51 233 2811925 15 7 186 43 47 200 2331926 15 2 • 171 46 56 198 2271927 166 181 43 66 209 2471928 183 218 38 41 221 • 258'-------1929 15 2 194 60 7-2 212 2661930 175 211 42 46 217 2571931 156 185 33 42 189 2071932 137 151 26 49 16 3 2001933 116 124 26 29 ■ 142 15 31934 131 15 7 46 52 177 2091935 158 264 44 48 202 31 2 X1936 167 420 47 57 214 477 ExcludingBurma1937 172 200 36 48. 208 248,______ 217 248 31 '35 • 248 •2131939 229 249 37 37 2'3 286



35 3

329

293 , 
25?:' 
221

1949;...
195’0 ‘

] 946 
1947 
1948

1 943 
1944 

•< 1945

t257 
299 
256

1940
1941
1942

205'
215.

•278.

250
217
20 9

195 2 Q
193 3 .
195 4

■’”«

*31
24

27
34
20

227
238 :
35 9 -

durnbe 
of

i at al 
L^c

’4

328 
. 365

307 r
322 Z

W.ibcr 
of ' - 

la i

32
32 

. 106

/ ■>. *< ’**• 
All Milios.

38
26
27

260- 303
28 7 3 42

>1 ?’M-
I is t al 1 if er a us Mine s

NpzSacr : ’Z^ubur*.- ■ 
of ArTof

239

2S0

295
239
25 2

319

27
29

21

1 9.

68'.
48 ‘
60

1955
1956

216
199
165

310
25 9

58
63

31.
34”
51

268
323
277

271
239

’ 228

100 . >-361 ■
58 305
78 ... 281

68 ' ' ' 27 4.
76 26 2

27 2 Excluding.
»’ Pakistan* 

270 
27 o
425 In cl uding

388
* 407

378
335



Table V : FATAL ACCIDENTS jUD FATILIT^ RATES PER 1000 PERSONS EMPLOYED1901 - 1957
YEAR OCOAL MINES 0METALLIFEROUS MINES} ALL-MINES 0 

00 00 FATAL 0 0 FATAL 6 ■ 0 ‘ F.ATAL ACCIDENTS' }RE-0 ACCIDENT} FATALITYO ACCIDENT}FATALITY} ' HATE .-oFATALITYOMAR-ORATE 0 RATE 0 RATE 0 RATE 0 0 RATE OKS1 .0 2 0 3 . d 4 0 5 0 6 . 0 7 0 81901 0,73 0.82 1.66 0.93 ■ .. 0.76 0.981902 0.69 0,66 0.75 0.49‘ ■ : , 0.70 ' ,0.70■ 1903 0,72 0.84 0.49 0,62 / 0.67 , .0.791904 0.60 • 0.67 0.43 0.71 0.56 1 0.681905 0.67 0.72 0.38 0.^5 ,v,0.59' > \ V 0.641906 0.74 0,89 0.44 0.68 O..651 0,821907 0.78 .• 0.86 0.51 . 0.67 .0,69 A? 0,801908 0.95 ■ 1.37 0.48. 0.66 - '0,82 ; . V-:.- 1,18' 1909 0.89 1.08 0.92- 1.05 0.90 : ^>1.081910 0.99 1.52 0.33. ' \ 0 • 66 0.81 < ■ ■■ 1;'29.
.. ’ . . * t ■ ■1911 1.10 1.38 0,50; < ’ 0.65 <•- ■ " -■ 0 • 94/’ ? ' •1^18,71912 0,93 1.29 0.47 ' 0.65' ■ 0.81 A ■ ' 1-.121913 •0.88 1.39 0.39 ■ 0.54 0,75 r ■/.. < "r.i6- ■1914 0.87 1.05 0.68 . - 0.97 0.83X,* - 1,03 ~ a1915 0.98 1.04 0,61 . 0.64 0,91? . . • . 1,04 A1916 0.77 1.18 0.53 • 0.68 0.71 ' 1.04 '1917 0.90 1.06 0.64 0.65 0.83 ’ ' 0.95 EBk..1918 0.95 1.12 0.67 . - 0.75 0.88 1.02 |1919 1.12 1.37 0.68 ' 0.88 1.01 1.25 j1920 0.84 1.98 0.51 0.90 0.76 0.96 I1921 1.03 1.35 0.59 0.61 0.92 1,17 I1922 0.94 1.13 0.70 0.77 0,90 1,061923 1.06 1.82 0.82 1.05 1,01 1.65 31924 1.01 1.23 0.62 0.72 0.90 1.09 ?1925 0.91 1.07 0.53 0.58 0.79 0.92 ■1926 0.89 1.00 0.51 0.63 0,76 0.871927 1.00 1.10 0.41 0.63 0.78 0.921928 1.11 1.33 0.37 0.40 0.83 0.971929 0.92 1.17 0.58 0.69 0.79 0.991930 1.04 1.25 0.45 0.50 0.83 0,981931 0.99 1.17 0.46 0.58 0.82 0,981932 0,92 1.02 0.46 0.87 0.80 ' 0.981933 0.80 0,86 0.42 0.47 0.68 0.741934 0.87 1.04 0,59 0,67 0.77 0.91193b 0.79 1.66 0.46 0.51 0,80 1.231936 1.02 2.58 0.44 0.54 0.80 1.771937 1.05 1,17 0.37 0.50 0.78 0.931938 1.08 1.23 0.29 0.33 0.81 0,921939 .1,13 1.23 0.36 0.36 0.87 0.941940 1.11 1.36 0.23 0.26 0.79 0.961941 1.05 1.23 0.22 0.26 0,75 0.871942 1,11 1.35 0.34 0.36 0.80 0.961943 1.11 1.31 0.23 0.28 0.77 0.94 •1944 1.17 1.32 0.22 0.24 0.89 1.061945 0,87 0,95 0.23 0.29 0.72 0.79

Contd.................„..



1 2 3 4 5 6 71946 0.77 0.9.1 0.23 0.37 0.66 0,791947 0.67 0.74 0.26 0.28 0.56. 0,641948 0.68 0.82 0.22 0.23 0.587 0,691949 0.66 0.75 0.21 0.31 • -'0.54 0,641950 0.61 . 0.72 0.19 0.26 0.50 0,601951 0.79 ' 0.90 0.41 0.54 0.71 0.771952 0.76 1.00 0.32 0.47 0.65 0,81. 1953 0.75 ■ 0.97 0.19 0.23 0.51 ■ 0,65- 1954 0,65 ’ 0.96 0.26 0.34 ‘ 0.49 ‘ 0.721955 0.62 • 0.89 < 0.24 0.28 0.46 0.641956 0.56 0.73 0.23 0.28 ‘ 0.42 0,53■1957 0.47 ■ 0.51 0.19 0.26 0.33 0.40



TABLE VI

Frequency Ratc-s of Fatal Accidents in the Coal Mines 
of the Principal Coal Mining Countries 1929 - 1957.

Country 1929 1931 =1933 1935 1937 1939 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 :1955 1956: 1957o
1. India (i)(A) 1.17 1.17 sO.86 1.66 1.17 1.23 0.74 0.82 0.75 0.72 0.90 1.00, 0.97 0.96 0.73: 0.51*
2. Japan 4.08 4.11 •4.89 5.35 3.58 3.67 1.66 1.61 1.65 1.86 1.84 1.4Q/ 1.60 1.88 1.91 .. : .. //(2)
3. Union of South 2*22 2.07 :2.05 4.88 2.55 2.27 1.84 1.87 1.64 1.66 2.03 1.79 1.80 1.65 1.48 • • • • •

Africa (’A) •
4. France (C) 1.10 0.89 10.89 0.99 0.80 0.98 1J4 0.83 1.09 0.87 0.95 0.86 0.88* 0.74 • • * • •
5. Germany (Ruhr) 2,03 2.02 :1.83 1.56 1.65 1.59 1.76 1.72 1.47 1.64 1.55 1.52 1.50 1.37 • • • • • • •

(3)(B) (4) •
6, Nether Lands(C) 0.91 0.761:1.08 0.92 0.54 0.64 0.75 0.45 0.35 0.57 0.52 0.49 0.56 0.42 • • • • : • •
7. United Kingdom 1.30 1.22 1.28 1.29 1.20 1.11 1.03 0.76 0.75 0.83 0.81 0.67 0.63 0.61 0.71 0.56 0.67*

(5)(C) - —
8. United States 4^09 4.42 3.58 3.67 3.69 3.40 2.93 2.67 2.19 2.17 2.70 2.22 2.16 2.45 2.40 2.62*2.81*

(6)(D) •
9. Australia(A) 1.01 0.66 0.81 0.69 2.13 0.86 0.84 0.78 1.00 0.63 0.78 0.62 0.82 0.89 • • • • • • •

10. Canada f
(0/1948-54: (A) 2.83 3.43 1.66 3.45 3.15 1.78 2.0632.18 2.25 2.84 2.28 2.94 1.96 2.70 2.44"% .. :..

0 ;
Notes : (l)Before 1947: previously British India. 

(2)1959-54: nines enploying at least 100 persons. 
(3)Calculated by the Office on the ba^is of 

statistics relating to the area of the Dortmund 
Divisional Mines Inspectorate.

(4)1931-35: another type of statistics tending 
to give higher rates than those at present 
enployed.

(5) Excluding Northern Ireland.
(6) Including Alaska.

Notes: Rates calculated on the following basis

(AjlOOO persons enployed (average strength)
(b)1000 persons enployed (workers and technical 

enployees).
Cc)1000 nan-years of 300 days.

n(d)1000 nan-years of 2400 hours each.

* Provisional figures.

Source: Information upto 1954 communicated to the I.L.O. by the Governments for the preparation of the Year Book 
of Labour Statistics,



Table VII : LIST OF MINE ACCIDENTS IN WHICH. 10 OR MORE 
PERSONS WERE KILLED. "

1901 to 1958.
■ — ■ ■ 'i ■ ' — ^r———•

No. 1
; . Date' of !F j
[) Accident {Name of Mine j
!____ ___ I________ !

F Mineral{ No. of^ 
j worked {persons! 
( {killed' j

! Classification
i . ...........

1 16.6.1908 Nadir Khan . Coal 20 Explosion of fire
damp

* 7.2.1910 Dishergarh Coal 11 -do-

3 15.10.1910 Sitaipur Coal 12 Falls of Roof

4 26.11.1910 - Namdang Coal 14 Explosion of fire
damp

5 6.12.1910 Shivrajpur Manganese 12 Falls of .Sides

6. 9.11.1911 Kendwadih Coal 14 Explosion of fire
damp

7 11.7.1912 Phularitand Coal 23 Irruptions of water 
or falling into the 
water. •

8 28.6.1913 Jote janaki Coal 13 -do-

9 22.10.1913 Chowrasi Coal 27 Explosions o^;firedamp • • M

10. 31.8.1915 Chanda Coal ‘10- MiscellaneouWon 
surface.*

11 . 4.2.1916 Bhowra Coal 24 -do-

12. 20.7.1916 Dishergarh Coal 14 Explosions offfire 
damp > w

13. 18.11.1918 Dishergarh Coal 10 . -do-«

14. 24.11.1919 Kustore South Coal 14 In*shafts, Ropes and 
Chains Breaking

15. 18.9.1920 Bawd win Leadsilver 11 In shafts, while 
ascending or descen
ding by machinery

16. 28.2.1921 Amlabad Coal 11 Explosion of fire
damp

17. 9.3.1922 Khost Coal % 13 Explosions and 
ignitions of fire 
damp

18. 4.1.1923 Parhelia Coal 74 -do-
19. 14.4.1923, .. Re wan war a ... Coal 16 - Falls -.of ,rpof

20. 16.5.1929 Bawd win Silver- 
lead-zinc.

10 Falls of roof

21. 17.2.1931 Ningah Coal 13 By explosives

22. 12.4.1932 Lady Rangi Mica * 19 Suffocation by 
gases•



-2-
No. TPate ~of

5 Accident
i

5 Name of Mine
FMineralfNo7 of^f” 
{worked {persons} Classification. 
{ . {killed, jj__________________________

23. 16.1.1935 Loyabad Coal 11 Irruption of water
24. 29.6.1935 Bagdigi Coal 19 Explosions and ignitions 

of fire-damp and coal- 
dust .

25. 24.7.1935 Kurhurbaree Coal 62 -do-

26. 30.1.1936 Loyabad Coal 35 Suffociation. by gases

27, 18.12.1936 Poidih Coal 209 Explosions and ignitions 
of fire-damp and coal 
dust. •• •

28. 6.7.1942 Makerwal Coal 14 Irruptions of water
29. 22.2.1943 Sodepur, 

9,10 & 11 Pit s Coal 13 By fall of roof •

30. 8.10.1943 Jhamuria, 
7 & 8 Pits Coal 12 By sundries underground

31. ,19.3.1946 Beg.inia Coal 13 By explosions and igniti 
of fire-damp, and. coal 
dust.

32. 19.4.1952 Champion Re ef Gold 20 Rock Burst ...

33. 30.6.1952 Champion" Reef Gold 10 Rock Burst-
34. 12.7.1952 Dhemo Main Coal 12 By fall of roof .

35. 5.8.1953 Ma jri Coal 11 By irruption of water®'

36.
37.

14.3.1954

10.12.1954
Damn a

Newton Chickli

Coal

Coal
10
63

Ignition of fire-damp?
•• - f

Irruption of water
38. 5.2.1955 Amlabad Coal 52 Explosion of inflammable 

gas.
39. 27.5.1955 Champion Re ef Gold 10 Rock Burst
40. 26.9.1956 Burradhemo Coal 28 Irruption of water
41. 29.9.1957 Rajupallem Barytes 11 Palls of si.de..
42. 19.2.1958 Chinakuri

1 & 2 Pits.
Coal 175 Explosion -and ignition 

of fire-damp.
43. 20.2.1958 Central Bhowra Coal 23 Irruption of -water.

si.de


Table VIII Particulars of Courts of Enquiries constituted 
under the Mines Act to enquire into mine accidents.

F Year F Colliery involvedF ~ -- -
31. j of {with cause and • fl Constitution of fl Assessors
No.{accident{number of persons} Court of Enquiry?-

I_________ {killed. _ __J______ _ ____ { _________
1 2 3 " 4 ’ ~ : 5

contin....

1 1913 Bhatdih
(Irruption) 

7

( Information not readily
available )

2 1913 Jamadoba ‘
(Irruption)

7

-do-

3 1913 Chourasi 
(Explosion) 

27
-do-

4 1916 Bhowrah Colly.
(Subsidence)

24
(Sleeping in
Dhowrahs) •

Deputy Comm'i- 1. Chief Inspector of Minet 
ssioner. Mines

2. T.H.Ward, Mining Engr.

5 1916 Sitalpur 
(Failure of
Winding 
equipment)

6 • • :

Collector of 1. Chief Inspector of 
Burdwan Mines. &

2. G.C.Lathbury, Mining 
Eng.

1916 Dishergarh
Colliery • •
(Explosion)

14

do- - -do-

£
7 1918 Dishergarh 

Colliery 
(Explosion) 

10

-do- 1.Chief Inspcctr. of
Mines.

2. T.H.Ward, Mining Hngr.

8 1919' South Kustore
Colliery. • 
(Failure- of • 
winding 
shackle) 
14

- Deputy 1.. Chief Inspector of
' Commissioner Mines.

2. A.Wright, Mining Engr.

9 1923 Rawanwara Kha s 
(Fall of roof) 

15 '
-do- Offg. Chief Inspector of

Mines. . ..

10 1923 Parhelia 
(Explosion) 

74
-do- 1. Chief Inspector of

Mines.
2. Colliery Superintendent 

E. I.R.
11 1925 Newton Chikli

Colliery 
(Breaking of 
rope )

1

(Information not readily available)



9-

1 2 3- 4' ‘

12 1928 Bhaskajuri District .
Colliery. Magistrate.
(Inundation)

7 ........

5___________ .

1. Chief Inspector of Mines
2. J. Mac ki e , Mining Engr.’.

13 1928 Mudidih ....  Addl...Deputy *
(Subsidence) .Commissioner 

6

li hief Inspector of Mino
2.J.B.Wardlaw, Mining Engr

14 1929 Sripur Colly. District 
(Fall of roof) Magistrate

l.Offg.Chief inspector of Mines.
2.J.B.Wardlaw, Mining.Engr.

. 3.J.Mackie, Mining Engr.

15 1930 Dis hergarh Wes t 
Colliery’ 
(Explosion)

6

Chief Ins
pector 
of Mines

1. Dr.D. Penman, Mining Engr.
2. J. Thomas, Mining Engr.

16 1935 Bagdigi Colly. 
(Explosion)

19

-do- l.Addl. Deputy Commissioner
2.J.B. Wardlaw, Mining Engr.

17 1935 Karharbaree Colly, -do- 
(Joktiabad) 
(Explosion)

62

1. Deputy Commissioner.
2. J. Mackie, Mining Engr

18 1936 Loyabad Colliery Commissioner,1.Inspector of Mines. 
(Suffocation by Chota Nagpur 2. J. Mackie, Mining Engr..
gases,after fire) Division. 3. B.K. Bose, Mining Engr., •

35

19 1936 Poidih Colliery 
(Explosion)
209

Commissioner,1
Burdwan 
Division

2.
3.

Inspector of Mines.
L.A. Jacobs, Mining Engr.
B.K.Bose, Mining Engr.

20 1945 Noamundi Iron Ore 
(Fall of side)

4

(Information not readily available)

21 1946 Begunia Col 
(Explosion) 

13

ry Commissioner, 
Burdwan Div.

l .Dy. Chief Inspr.of Mines.
2 .J.K'. Dholakia, Mining 

Engr.
3 . A.G. Mackay, Mining Engr

22 1952 Champion Reef 
Gold Mine 
(Rock bursts) 
20 410.>

Deputy Commi
ssioner, Kolar 
Gold Field.

23 1952 Oorgaum Gold 
Mines
(Rock burst)

1

-do-

1 .Chief Inspector of Mines
2 .Ex. C.I.M.& Explosives, 
Mysore.

3 . W.T. Hocking, Mining 
Engr. (Management).

4 . M.C.Narasimhan(Labour )

-do-

Contirt...
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28

I
1 I 2

! 3 1 1
24 1953 Pure Chirimiri 

Colliery 
(Pall of roof) 

8

Deputy Commsr. 
of the Dist .

1 .Chief Inspector of Mines.
2 .R.D.Malayiya (Labour
3 .M.S.Dhadha (management)

25 1954 Swung Colliery 
(Fall of roof) 

7
Deputy Commsr. 
Hazaribagh.

1 .D.R.Bagroy. Mining Engr. 
(ManagementJ
2 . Bindsswari Dubey, M.L.A., 

(Labour).

26 1954 Newton Chickli 
(Inundation) 

63
Mr.Justice 
B.R.Sen Nagpur 
High Court.

1. M.L.Shome, Mining Engr.
2. W.S. Barlingay, M.P.

27 1955 Amlabad Colly. 
(Explosion)

51

Mr. Justice B.P 
Jamuar of Patna 
High Court.

.1. M.L. Shome, Mining Engr.
2. N. Das, M.P.

28 1956 Burradhemo 
Colly.
(Inundation)

Commissioner, 
Burdwan Div.

1. Chief Inspector of Mines.
2. S.C. Samanta, M.P.
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special Rules.

3. Special Rules w-i established in 1905 for the control and

guidance °f persons acting in the management of or employed in or about 

'Giles and for the safety, convenience and discipline of work people.

DeveXppJinnt. of ...mininz legislq ti on„daring .1906-XiC 8*

4. 2d .new rules we o added in 1906., relating to the types and

grant of statutory certificates and the ’qualifications w-hich We manager 

of various classes of nines must possess. In 1907 three important rules 
4

were added for the purpose of safeguarding’Railways.

5. In 1908 new roles were made codifying the various existing

rules. Further amendments of 'these rules were made in 1922.

6. In 1918 the„Government of Bengal* Bihar and Orissa framed

rules for providing acquaintance on the part of the coal mines officials 

with the number of persons worthing in a mine at any given time.

19ft

7t In 1923 the I id won Mines Act 1901 was replaced by a new

Indian Mines Act, 1923. phis Act contained-new provisions relating to 

hours end. limitation of employment of persons in the mines. Also some of 

the provisions of earlier Act were strengthened.
• * @

3. In 1924 rules were framed for the examinations for and givant of

certificates to underground sirdars. In the same year the Government of 

Bengal, Bihar and Qrissa made rules under the new Act, 1923 relating 

generally 'co health and sanitation in mines.

MIS JttQUIilXipNS.

9. 1926 saw the promulgation of two new sets of regulations -

the Indian Coal Minos Regulations 1926, and the Indian Metalliferous Minus 

Regulations 1926, replacing ' the. (General) Rules. New in^ortant provisions 

in the Coal Mines Regulations related to •

(i) submission of ’ abandoned mine plans1 by the owners, 
agents and mma'-ers showing the workings upto the 
time of abandonment or discontinuance, to 
against danger due to irruption of water to adjacent 
mines. 

f

(ii) Provision of de-tatching hooks Ln shafts more than
15 0 ft. in depth, to prevent accidents due to 
ever wind ing 5 and



(iii) maintenance op 2o ft. barrier along fee- boundaries. 

Devclopmenu of i'lnine Le r/i slat ion dur ing 1927^1955.

10* In 1928, the Act was amended, the amendments relating mainly to

the limitations of working hours# In the same year, the Government of Bengal 

Bihar and Orissa a proved the model code of B:.-:;,?^?^ for coal mines under 

the 1923 Act.

11. ’ la 1929 orders were issued requiring that plans under the 

regulations should be prepared by or under the’ supervision of a surveyor 

holding a ‘Surveyors' Certificate of corp itency1 •

12* I11 1933 certain provisions of the regulations wore amended.

Of these, those, worth special mention relate to *

(i) the procedure to be observed in the case of 
intentional flooding of a m.ine°

(ii) the procedure to be followed in the event of a 
premature collapse of the workings;

(iii) the requirement that the shot fiuer in a mine in which 
safety larps.are required to be used should be the A 
holder of sirdarship certificate endorsed for gas

4 testing.*

13. In 1934, the minimum requirements for foot paths in open workings

• were specified. The Act was amended further tn 1935.

Impact of the .-i ir.r ctor s in 1.955 - ,36,

14. In 1935 and 1936 there were a series of explosions and fires

accompanied by heavy loss of life. In 1936 temporary regulations and 

further amendments of the principal regulations wore made to p ovide mainl’v 

against tho dangers of fire and explosion (f ire damp . and coal dust) and of 

inundation from surface water.

15. For danger due to fires, provisions were made'to have all

structures and supports on the. suf face and some structures in fee underground 

■ workings made of non-inflammable material, and for the. storage of highly 
• (

inflammable mater ids in fire-proof receptacles. Other provisions prohibits 

the lighting of lire in the underground workings of the mines and deposition 

of boiler- ash c-tc. in caol quarries and on exposed outcrops of coal or on 

ahy broken surface caused due to extraction of coal* Provisions were also 

made for providing mo ms of extinguishing fire where timber or other



inflammable materials are stored and also in other places when there

danger of fire. Further provisions were- made to guard against the oanger 

of fire travelling from one seam to another, the precautions to be taken 

and the procedure to be followed in the event of an outbreak of fire* 
»

16* For danger from inflammable gas, provisions, were made to dam 

off the fire and to prevent passage of air to the fire through goal or 

broken strata. 1 a
17. To guard against the danger of an explosion from fire damp or 

coal dust, provisions wore made for ensuring that all approachable places 

within 60 ft. of a place where a shot is to be fired are free from 

inflammable gas and that, if such places are dry* to treat them with water 
• - 1 ' • .to such an extent that there would be no danger of coal dust* being raised 

into the air by blasting of the shot. To guard against the danger from 

blcwn out shots, provisions were made to charge only well-drilled and 

suitably-placed shotholes with correct amounts of explosives and to ste. 
the shotholes with suitable non-inflammable stemming materials. S’

18. For mines where danger of explosion exist, provisions were m & 

for the use of ’permitted explosives’. Certain directions were also gjven 
for the use of such explosives. A list of ’permitted explosives’ wasll 

published, in the Gazette the same year, "

19. To guard against the danger from dry coal dust, provisions 

wore made to keep the haulage and tramming roads clean of dry coal dust 

and also to treat those places with water or incombustible dust. In 1938 
\ ■ * ■ * :

further amendments wore made requiring above provisions to be observed; in 

the depillaring-areas falling within.400 ft.\ of the pillars under detraction. 

20, To guard against the danger of accumulation >of inflammable' pas 
" 'if '* ** • ' * ’? '

in the advance headings (of gassy mines) where the ventilation remains 

stgnant, restrictions were imposed requxing^$<^^g.^/'”t.o • be trd^t^ 

the headings to bo restricted to 8 ft, in width and not more ^than 10ft, 

ahead of the widened galleries. Provisions were'also made regarding the prolan! 
’ . ~tions to bo taken and the procedure to bo followed in the evept of detection 

of inflammable gas in any working place or part of a mine. Further provision." 

were made for maintenance of ventilation plans. -



21. Io guard against the danger of inundation from surface water, 

provisions were made requiring that no underground workings should be made 

at any spot lying vertically below or falling within’50 ft. from either 
r ’A- *

bank of a river except with the written permission from the Chief Inspector 

of Mines, An amendment of this provision was made in 1938 in which the 

words ’tanks .and reservoirs’ were inserted after the word ’ river*, 
* w i k' u * '

22. In 1937 further amendments were made in the Supplimontary

Coal Mines (Temporary) Regulations, 1936. By this amendment the law
• - C V- -V‘ •

relating uo the danger to persons employed in mines'was further strengthened. 

23. The employment of women belowground'was also first prohibited 

in 1937. . "" *

24. In the same year Coal Mines (Temporary) Regulations, 1937 were 

enforced. Those regulations were made mainly to guard against possible 
I

danger from in fl a mma bl e gas. Provisions were maee that the first 

inspection, in a mine after discontinuance of workings for a period 7 days 

and in a mine in the process of being dewatered should be made

with approved locked flame .safety lamp. Further provisions were also made 

for the statutory inspection of all mines other than those in which® 

inflammable gas had never been found and was unlikely to be found, with appr< 

locked flame safety lamps* y

25. Further temporary regulations (Supplimentary Coal Mines 

(Temporary) Regulations 1937) were enforced the same year. These

regulations were made to guard against the danger from explosion-, 
. . k

Provisions were made for enforcing standing orders in mines for withdrawal.

of persons in the evont of a stoppage of the mechanical ventilatory for 

searching of persons for contraband articles before they enter the mines; 

and for more frooquent. examinations of safety lamps.

26# In 1938 /furtluor amendments were made ir the regulations, 

strengthening arJd codifying most, of the temporary regulations that were 

enforced in 19^6 and 1937, with some additional revisions. These 

additional provisions- related to

(i) . withdrawal of persons from a place which is found
dan.gorous,

(ii)) tho* provision of telephonic’ communications on haulage 
roads exceeding 3000 ft. in length, and

(iii) the qualification of shot firer’s, and overhauling of
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approved shot firing apparatus*every three months*

i * z
2t. By th^of 1937 provisions were also made for establishing

Central Rescue Stations for groups of mines in particular areas* The rules 

were enforced in 1939. * ;•‘V .. ..

28. In 1939 the regulations were,further amended...For stability 

of the workings, the size of pillars and.galleries were specified and 

certain restrictions were imposed for working two or more seams in close 

proximity and for extraction of pillars. New provision was made empowering 

the Inspectors to order protective works’to be made to ensure stablisation 

of the workings within a specified time and, in case of non-compliance, to 

prohibit, the extraction of coal in the part of mine in which protective.

I

works were required to bo done.

29- In 1941 further amendments were made to the regulations. Some 
.. . • .t ■ ' \ '

of the old provisions were strengthened and the made more specific. Thet^ 

important new provisions related to : ",

(i) maintenance of joint surrey plans when the workings wE
of two adjacent mines have approached within 100 ft. ® 
of tiie common boundary;

(ii) for determination of the atmospheric conditions behind^ 
sealed-off fire areas, in mine,s|where saffety lamps ;S 
arc required to be used; and

I(iii) electric shotfiring.

HINES ACT 1952,

3Q. In 1952 a now Mines Act, 1952 was enforced in supersession of

the 1923 Act, strengthening the old provisions of the 1923 Act and adding

several new provisions. The additional provisions.related to A
(i) appointment of certifying surgeons; notice of certain 

diseases connected with mining operations’and carrying 
out investigations into the cause of such diseases$

(ii) payment of extra wages for overtime and limitations of 
periods of overtime work;

(iii) employment of adolescents and their working hours; and

(iv) grant of leave with wages to the workers employed in 
nines. ’ ‘



Monorandun on Ccal Minos Regulations, 19^7>
1. INTRODUCTION: In the drafting of this 

revised co,de which replaced the Indian Coal Miro 3 
Regulations. 1926, each one of the provisi cns was 
sonsidored In the light of the administration of tho 
previous provia cns aid also against the recommendations 
made by Courts cf Enquiry into disasters ad other 
major accidents in nines. Comments of tho various 
Mining Beards aid State Governments as also those 
received from tho public wore also taken into 
consideration. Tho draft was also considered at tho 
Fifth Session of tho Industrial Committee on Coal 
Miningo'

Now chapters that have boon added in this 
draft are - 

and
(a) Duties cf officials / workpersons, aid

(b) Machinery ad Pl?, nt.

Tro previous Chapter (XI) on Func in gs ad Gatos has 
been omitted and the previ sl ons contained therein 
have boon' transferred to tho various chapter s at 
appropriate pin cos.

In this nr^ft, ao attempt has boon radc to 
bring together all tho provisi ons concerning tho same 
subject undor one regulation, and tho various provisions 
and oven the Chapters - havu been re-arranged to follow 
a more logical sequence.

2. CHAPTER 1 : (PRELIMINARY) : This chapter 
consists cf two regulations which woro previously 
placed immediately before Chapter I. Its provisi cns 
are almost identical with tho previous draft except 
for a few additional definitions. An undorranagor has 
boon defined because, being tho next in rank to tho • 
manager, he is tho most imp a? tan t offLcial-of tho mino 
aid has to shoulder certain important rosponsibilitios 
under the R^ pilati ns. An Overman has been d ofinod to 
cw:.;:tu an official between the rank of a sirdar and 
an undormanagor, who is at present given various 
designations such as Inchargc, Supervisor, Assistant, 
etc. In the definition of'a ’competent person’ tho 
qualification asregards . age has been specified and 
the expression 1ap r intern in writing etc.’ has boon 
added to avoid repetition -at each p3a ce where the 
•expression is used. An 'auxiliary fan’ has been 
defined to distinguish such fan from other kinds of 
mechanical ventilators installed belowground. Ar-m 
'roadway' in the mine has been defined to distinguish 
it from surface 1 roads’•

3. CHAPTER II; (RETURNS, NOTICES /HD RECORDS);

Tie provisions in the previous draft have been recast 
so as to present brevity and proper sequence. The 
forms relating to notices and returns have been
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grouped in the First Schedule. The latest amendments 
to't he present code of Regulations regarding .notice 
of accident and occupational diseases (SRO 1853, dated 
23rd August, 1055) have also been incorporated in 
draft Regulations 1C aid 11. Ue provisions regarding 
the stability of workings foruing a part of the 
previous draft Regulations 8, 9 aid 14 have been 
transferred to the Chapter on Mines Workings (Chapter X) 
in their appropriate places.

4C CHAPTER III; (CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCE 
AND EXAMINATIONS^ ; In the new Regulations, 
provision, has been made for holding examinations for 
Overman. Also, for competency in Gastestihg, a 
separate certificate is to be granted so asto provide 
that the technicians working in isolated areas are 
not endangered through ignorance of gas-risk. It 
has also been provided that unless declared fit, 
every manager or official etc. shall retire at the 
age of 60o The sequence la s be en altered to make 
it more rational;.,

5, CHAPTER IV: (INSPECTIONS AND MINE OFFICIALS); 
Corresponding to the previous Chapter III, it contains 
new provisions relating ro -

(a) qualifications cf Inspectors5

(b) officiating arrangements in absence of 
managers of mines which has been the 
subject of a recent amendment of 
regulation 24 of the Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1926$

(c) the provisions regarding theissue of 
Manager s permits by the Chief.Inspec tor, 
(previously contained in the Chapter on 
Certificates of Competency);

(d) the compulsory appointment of qualified 
assistant manager, engineers, overman 
aid surveyors in mines; and

(e) the provi sion. reqi iring that all 
instructions regarding technical matters 
relating to a nine should be issued 
through the manager0

6. CHAPTER (DUTIES IND RESPONSIBILITIES OF WORKMEN, 
COMPETENT PERSONS IxND OFFICIALS): This is an
entirely new chapter based on a similar chapter 
in the I.L.O. C^de of Model Regulations for Coal Mines, 
and includes all the important duties applicable to 
all mine officials aid other competent persons at 
present laid down in the Code of Byelaws framed under 
Section 61 of Mines Act, 19520 In order to enforce 
the provisions in every nine, these present byelaws 
had to be applied individually in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in Section 61 of the Act 
which involved both delay ad unnecessary correspondence. 
Provisions additional to those of the byelaws relate 
to the duties of overman, shotfirer, fan attendant, 
lamp-room attendant and magazine clerk. The provisions 
relating to the duties of managers and surveyors are 
more detailed and specific than the corresponding
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byelaws, It is propos ed .that the future byelaws, 
beteft of the general provisions now- included in this 
chapter, will confine themselves to a code of good 
practices to be observed by persons engaged in nines 
in special technique such as loco*traction, deep-hole 
blasting etc.

7. CHAPTER VI: (PLANS /UP SECTIONS); 
Corresponding to theprevious Chapter II, it has been 
shifted here due to its closer relation to the 
Chapter on Mine Workings. The revised draft embodies 
the recommendations on the subje ct ra de by the Court 
of Enquiry that investigated the disaster at Newton 
Chikli Colliery. Other provisions are with respect 
to -

(a) incorporation of plans of workings of 
adjoining nines (joint survey plans) 
which are required under Regulation 
76(4) of the 1926 code, in the main 
working plans;

(b) the preservation of field-books and 
recording of other survey notes relevant 
to the preparation of plans and sections;

(c) provision of suitable survey instruments;

(d) che eking of plans; and

(e) responsibility of surveyors.

6. CHAPTER VII; (MEANS OF ACCESS AND EGRESS),; 
There is no entirely new provision in this chapter, 
ihe prevision relating to fencings ah gates at 
entrances to shafts ai d inclines which was previously 
contained in Chapter XI (Fencing aid Gates) has, been 
shifted here.

9t CHAPTER VIII; (TRANSPORT OF MEN AND MATERIAL - 
Winding jn Shafts): The existing provisions 
on this subject have been thoroughly revised, and 
regulations have been made relating to *

(a) the installation a nd maintenance of 
winding equipment;

(b) provision regarding sinking shafts;

(c) permissible life of winding ropes;

(d) m^re frequent md detailed examination 
of winding ropes and other accessories; 
an d'

(e) recording of particulars about the same, "

Provision, has also been made for specifying statutory 
certificates to be held by winding enginemen at a 
future date. The relevant provision about fences and 
gates has been shifted here from the existing ■ ■ 
Chapter XI4

All the provisions have been regrouped to 
follow a more- logical sequence,
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IC. CHAPTER IX (TRANSPORT OF MEN AND MATERIALS - 

HnuT -rc) : Following arc the new additions
in this Cla pter which corresponds to the. present 
Chapter VIII: '

• /

(a) compulsory provision of separate 
travelling roads;

(b) periodical examine. tion ■ of haulage and 
travelling roads by supervising officials;

(c) the provision cf signals on conveyor 
roads;

(d) detailed provisions regarding moverent 
of railway wagons on colliery sidings; 
and ' . •

(e) transferred provisions relating to 
gates, fencings, etc.

The chapter has been placed hereto follow the 
chapter on Winding, as both the Chapters relate to 
transport of men and material,

11. CHAPTER X (MINE WORKINGS): This chapter 
corresponding to the previous Chapter VII (Roa.ds aid 
Working places) is perhaps one of the most important 
chapters in th^ code. The important changes are with 
respect to the following -

(a) the obtaining of permission from the 
Inspectorate he fore commencing operations 
of extraction or reduction of pillars 
(contained in the Temporary Regulations);

(b) the submission of periodical reports cf 
eperati ns of packing or stowing of • 
'voids’;

(c) the erection and maintenance cf systematic 
supports;

(d) the fencing of ro.ads, working places, . 
disused workings, ^etc.,- end

(e) -safety' in sinking shafts.

The provisions relating to dangers from 
inrush of water or gas, outbreak of fire or spontaneous 
heating, which were previously included in this 
chapter have been transferred to the chapters that 
follow, in their appropriate places. The provision 
regarding safe working under railways and roads etc. 
has been transferred here to its logical place from 
the previous chapter on Returns and Notices, etc.

Provisions regarding the supervision of work 
in sinking shafts have also been included here.

. 12, CHAPTER XI (PRECAUTIONS AGAINST DANGERS FROM 
FIRE, DUST, GAS.AND WATER): The previous ’
Chapter VII-A has been completely redrafted aid 
includes all the provisions relating to special dangers 
from inflammable and noxious gases and wat^r. ' The 
provisions relating to dangers from inrush* of
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water, etc. have been revised in the light of the 
recoEmendations contaire d in the repo? t of the 
recent disaster at Newton Chikli Colliery. The 
previsions regarding prevention and suppression of 
des t are in confr rmity with the recommendations of 
ILO on the subject.

13. CHAPTER XII (VENTILATION): The additional 
provisions in this chapter (compared to the present 
Chapter X) relate to -

(a) details of construction, etc. of 
ventilation stoppings md other 
ventiln tion devices;

(b) the d election of inflammable gas 
(Regulation 142(1);

(c) the use of safety lamps aid ancillary 
matters that were contained in the 
previous Chapter (chapter XII) on lighting.

The rcccmmondati'n.s of the Court of Enquiry into the 
Amlabad Colliery disaster, relating to this subject, 
have also boon incorporated. The various provisions 
have been regrouped to follow a more logical sequence 
The provisions regarding lighting have been placed in 
a new Chapter that follows.

A

14. CHAPTER XIII (LIGHTING /ND SAFETY LAMPS): 
This Chapter contains all provisions relating to 
lighting in minus, including those promulgated 
in the code of temporary regulations. Provision has 
also been mdc for laying down standards of lighting 
f^r different categories of workmen aid funder different * 
conditions of environment. More detailed provisions 
have been made regarding the maintenance aid use of 
safety lamps etc■

15o CHAPTER XIV (EXPLOSIVES AND SHOT FIRING): 
This corresponds t^ the previous Chapter IX, aid has 
been thoroughly revised taking into consideration the 
special dangers due to presence of inflammable gas 
and coal dust in coal minesP The provisions relating 
to this subject contained in the Temporary Regulations 
are also included. The various provisions on the 
subject of explosives and shotfiring have been 
regrouped to- follow a more logical sequence.

•x6.. CHAPTER XV (MACHINERY /ND PLANT),: This 
is a new chapter aid incorporates the provisions on 
the subject previously included in the Miscellaneous 
Chapter (No. XII).. The new provisions relate to:

(a) the use of internal combustion engines belowground;

(b) construction, maintenance and examination
o f ma c hinery; and

(c) danger from moving parts.
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17. CHAPTER XVI (MISCELLANEOUS); The important 
additions in this Chapter are with respect to •

(a) the cater ry of supervising officials, 
empowered to carry cut certain statutory 
inspections;

(b) the t’aking of articles or material as 
sample for any investigation (Regulation 
196; by Inspectors;

(c) standard cf fencings;
(d) place of accidents net to be disturbed; 

ac d
(e) use of protective equipment etc.

All provisions relating to appeals against the orders 
of the Chief Inspector have been brought together under 
this chapter,

13. SCHEDULES: The Schedules appended to 
the Code have been conveniently divided into three 
sections; the first relating to all forms of 
notices and returns; and second relating to the 
conventions that are to be used in the preparation 
of plans and sections and the last relating to 
systematic timbering rules.



■ APPEL\DIX -g_

MBiO^DUM Oh PipPOSED TO MINES ACT 1952

Since the coming into force of the Mines Act 
1952, certain anomalies have come to light as also 
difficulties in the enforcement of certain7 provisions, 
such as those relating to leave with wages.- Certain 
other amendments of the Act are also considered 
necessary for proper enforcement of safety legislation 
in mines. The draft under consideration contains all 
these amendments.

The definitions of ’agent’5 ’mine’, ’month* and 
’owner* have been revised to make then more comprehensive 
and position. New definitions of ’managing agents’, 
’mineral*, ’workings belowground’ and ’opencast 
workings’ have been introduced. ’Shift’ has been 
re-defined to distinguish '’IWfrom ’relay’.

In lighu of1 diffi-culties experienced, certain 
amendments have been made to Section 6 dealing with 

z functions of Inspectors.

The duties and responsibilities of a mine 
manager under Section 17 have been re-defmed and 
Section 18 has been amended, so that owners and agents 
share responsibilities with the managers.

The scale of medical facilities (Section 21) has 
been revised to serve the special needs of the mine* 
workers. . \

Section 22 dealing with ‘Powers of Inspectors 
when causes of danger not expressly provided, against 
exist or when employment of persons is dangerous’ has 
been amended to include matters concerning health 
of workmen, to follow up contraventions of notices' 
given under sub-section (1), to include extraction 
or reduction of block of minerals in metalliferous 

(mines and risk from sudden inundation. A few small 
changes have also been made to lay down in the same 
clauses the procedure to be followed in connection 
with the issue of orders eCc.

The Section dealing with Notices to be given of 
accidents (Section 23) has been emended to make it 
more comprehensive.

There are a number of anomalies in Chapter VI 
relating to hours and limitation of employment5 and 
complications have arisen owing to the two distinct 
periods of work admissible for persons employed 
above ground and belowground. A number of sections 
had to be amended on the lines of similar amendment 
of the relevant provisions of the Factories Act. 
Minor amendments have also been made in the' various 
sections relating to the usage of the term ’relay* 
which i^ fact should be ’shift*. Other amendments are-

(i) to implement the provision of certain • 
I.L.O. conventionsj '

(ii) to allow operators of continuously operated 
machinery to relieve each other at the

...2...



workfacc to perm; such operators to 
work io able-shift if their relief does 
nee ;uri: up 5

(Hi) to require payment oi-over‘ic.; on daily 
basis5

(iv) co milcie the limn on overtime for the 
quarter;

(y) io simplify ’-he permanent register of. 
employees5 and

(vi) -io prohibit unauthorised cniry inio ixne 
wo rkmgs •

The provisions of Chapter VII' (ooiling with 
Leave wi ih Wages) were originally drai-c on the same 
lines as previous Chapier VIII of ihe Fac‘-ones net. 
In view of the difficulty experienced ?..n putting these 
provisions in io effect, che entire Chap :er of ihe 
Factories Ad has recently been amended. In ihe case 
of ihe present provisions of the Mmes mi, applies 
cion is all ihe more difficult because of :he two . 
seis of concessions allowed 10 piece-ra • ed workers 
and ochers. ^Iso, ceriain sections of this Chapier 
cannot be given effect to unless releven; rules are 
framed under Section 58 of ihe ^cc^ In suggesting 
ihe substitution of an entire chapier, all ihe above 
difficulties have been inken into account; and ihe 
impcrcun; changes -nd are made in ihe revised chapier 
ore as follows:

(1) Calendar year has been 'efmm.. on ’-he 
lines of Factories ^d»

(ii) The iis unc non between employees paid on 
a monthly basis, piece-rate basis and others 
employe.; either abovegroun?, in opencast 
work...ngs cr belowground has been delecec^

(in)absence due 10 lay-off or maternity leave
eica has been accepted for compulsion for 
the pur po s es of a; i ent an c o^

(iv) nccuiiulacion of leave has been permittee 
all categories of workerst

(v) The number of tines m which leave nay be 
;aken during a year has been Imited io ;hree

(vi) Wages Turing leave^period m case of all 
cho ihr-c categories of persons have been 

. uniformly made to relace ;o ihe respective 
full-time earnings _.urmg she previous nomh.

(vli) The unpul • wages for le^ve have been made
recoverable as ’ delayed wages’ un :er the
provision of ihe Paymen; of Wages .id.

Certain ocher amentnems io ;hc Faciories >*c; 
have not been mcorporu 1 ei in this Chap-er because in 
Chapier VIII of the Mmes Rules 1955, provision has 
been made to cover 1. epical ^purposes.
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Section 57 dealing wish regal at ion-making 
Powers and Section 58 dealing with rule, making powers 
have been amended to include reference to certain 
important masters. SecOion 59 has been amended to 
render uniform the procedure to be followed in making 
new regulations and rules. Reference to the7 
preparation and maintenance of plans and sections 
etc. has also been included in Section 60 dealing 
with the framing of temporary regulations.

The punishments for contravening the various 
provisions, laid down in Chapter IX, are considered 
to be very inadequate. In the amendments of various 
sections in ‘this Chapter, the scale of fines have 
been raised to set out deterrent punishments and 
imposition of Imprisonment along .with fine has been 
made compulsory in all serious breaches of the Actg 
Regulations etc. ^Iso,, pro vision has been made, uo enhance 
the penalty for the second contravention for the 
same o ffence.

The Sections relating to the procedure to be 
followed during pro sectulons have been amended to 
remove certain flaws*. weaknesses or ambiguities.



Appendix D

Memorandum on draft M etallifcrous Mines Regulationst

’ e c c s s i Q y fo r a n ew Cod p o f R egulat io ns t . .

1. The Indian M etaliifero.us Mines Regulations were 
framed over 31 years ago at a tine when the metalliferous 
mining industry in India was still in its infancyt Only 
about 70,000 workers (including only about 10,000 under
ground) .were employed in all non-co al nines in the'area 
now lying within the territories of India, as well as 
Pakistan; Very few nines used nachinery, the total h*pt- 
of electric nachinery in use in all .these nines being- 
just over 3,000c Only about 2 million lbs* of explosive 
were being used. Since then the metalliferous mining 
industry, has developed severalfold such that, in 1954, 
in the Union of India alone 2.8 lakh persons • (including 
as many as 33,000 underground) were, employed; over • 
80,000 hep. of electric nachinery was being used; and 
the amount of explosives-used had increased to over 4j- 
million pounds and the number of detonators to nearly 
9 million. The 1926 Regulations which contain only a 
few provisions and those also of a very-general and 
often vague nabure, have proved to be totally inadequate 
to meet the requirements of such a fast-developing 
industry. }

2. The complete inadequately of the present Regulations 
is well reflected by the condition of the majority of the 
mines - where, litmle planning is done; where work is 
carried out 'in a haphazard and o ft en dangerous .manner; 
where any person is supposed to be fit to become a 
supervisor, and where, managers do not often know the 
rudiments of mining.

3, ..Under the impact of the second and subsequent 
five-yearl-plans, the expansion of the industry is 
expected to be still faster. More underground mines are J 
being opened, the existing mines arc being mechanised, 
and 'even in the opencast workings greater depth are 
being reached wish the help of mo re machinery and more 
explosives. It is vital that while achieving this large 
expansion in mineral.^ reduction, the interests of safety 
are not lost sight of; and that new mines are planned 
scientifically in accordance with the best known 
principles and safe practices. This can be ensured if 
only duly qualified persons are permitted to be engaged 
in the management, control and supervision of these 
mines. The Regulations also need to be much more 
derailed and specific in-nature, so that fundamental 
requirements of safe mining are expressly laid down for 
the information and guidance of ^11 concerned^

4. The need for a revision of the existing code was 
realised the late 1940 rs; and as an enabling measure, 
’-he Mmes Act was completely revised in 1952 by a new 
enactment. Bun though over five years.have passed 
since uh on, ( nhc new regulations have not yet come in 
Wpc,;. and there is a consistent demand from the public, 
as voiced in nhc Parliament and outside, for an .up-to- 
date and more suitable code of regulations to replace 
the pld code which has proved to be inadequate to meet 
needs of the expanding mineral industry of India.
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'Main Features of the new Code,

5. , In the drafting of this revised code (which is 
meant to” replace the Indian M etalliferous Mines 
Regulations 1926, and the Mysore Gold Mines Regulations 
1953) each one of ‘she provisions has been considered in 
•chq light of experience, gained in the administration of 
the existing regulations. Foreign legislation relating 
to the'subject has been studied, and desirable 
provisions therefrom incorporated in the draft. The 

k first drafc was circulated to the various Mining Boards 
and State Governments and their comments have, also been 
taken into account. For the sake of uniformity, the 
sequence followed is that of the Coal Mines Regulations, 

. 1957 - with'necessary modifications.

6,'. New Chapters that have been added in this 
draft to those in the 1926 regulations relate to:

(a) Examinations and Certificates of Competency 
and Fitness (Chapter III);

(b) Qualifications of Inspectors and Mine 
0 f.f i ci al s (Ch ap t er IV);

(c) Duties and Responsibilities of Workmen* 
Cbmp et enc p er so n s and Mine o f f i ci al s 
(Chapter V) ;

(d) Precautions against dangerous from Fire, 
Dust, Gas and Water (Chapter XII);

(e) Ventilation (Chapter XII);, 1

(f) Lighting (Chapter XIV); and

(g) Machinery and Plant (Chapter XVI).

attempt, has been made in this draft to bring 
together all the provisions concerning the same subject 
under one regulations, and the various provisions, and 
even Chapters, have been re-arranged, to follow a more 
lo.gical sequence. Details of the main changes, 
chapterwise, arc given in the appendix. The draft was 
published in the Gazette of India on 28th March 1957 
for public information and comments.

Implications of the new Regulations,

8-. _ although the whole draft code is to be the 
subject of discussion in this Session, it is considered 
advisable to explain the implications of some of the 
more important changes.

$• , Quarterly returns have been drawn out for * 
statistics relating to production, salo, employment 
e^c. These statistics are indispensable for the proper 
assessment of the development and ptentialities of 
the Industry. Also, as far as possible, the information 
•relating co non-co al mines should be similar to that 
of coal mines, so that a proper comparison may be made 
between the different classes of mines. In this •

• • • 3 • • •
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connection it is worthwhile .to &>te that even at.'present 
.all iron ore nines are sending"nonthiy ..returns to the 
Mines Department, and 'that monthly as well as annual 
returns containing similar details /have been received 
from co ar mines for over 30 years past’#-/-;7/f\' /■ ; / 

10. In order to ensur e . competent ma ana gea ent in 
non-coal Mines, it is necessary to classify th on into' 
size-groups.. ’ The basis chosen has been that of ' ;
employment. The production, basis (as in coal mines) 
was also' considered; while’several other bases (etgt the 
depth of workings; the h.p:. of machinery used; etc,) were 
also suggested. Bus after due consideration, it was 
found, that none of these other factors. could form a- 
satisfactory basis for a size classification. Thus, to 
specify output for the purpose (as in the case in coal 
mines) was subject-to. grave difficulties as there are 
over 50 types of minerals being worked In India- . 
varying .from road-ballast to geas. And-While .the 
output in one case is measured in tons, in,.’another case 
it m.ay be counted in hundredweights, and' in others 
again in punds, ounces or even carats. Similarly, the 
amount .of machinery used or the depth of workings cannot 
form'a. satisfactory basis for classifying mines. In 
this connection it may also be stated .what the main 
object of appointment of qualified managers under the 
Mines Act is to ensure the safety of workers and of the 
mine workings; and for this purpose the^ employment; 
figure is a very significant one. ..

11, As regards the manner of classification, ..ap, 
attempt has been made to follow the 50-year old ’experience 
of coal mines. The probleu of opencast working are 
the same,- whether the mineral raised is coal of a 
metalliferous ore. The problems of underground mining 
ate more numerous and complicated in metalliferous 
mines than' in coal mines,. -The present classification of 
coalmines is -

(i) less than 600 tons (small mines);

(ii) 600-2,500 tons (second class mines);- and 

(iii) more than 2,500 tons (first class mines) 

of coal per month. On the basis of the national O.M,S,, „ 
the corresponding employment figures come to:

(i) 60 persons for small mines;

(ii) 60-250 persons for second class mines; and

(iii) over 250 persons for first class mines, 

including 25 persons, 30-100 persons, and more than 100 
persons respectively in cases of mines having workings 
belowground. It would therefore be seen that the 
figures suggested for classification of non-coal mines 
are reasonable,

12. On this basis, the 2400 non-coal mines in India 
can be classified into: - z

(i) abou’3 120 first class mines;

(li) about jSOQ second class mines; and

(iii) about 1700 small mines.
4



As nay be seen, therefore, there are no grg.^^S. Tor any 
apprehension on this account# It nay-also mentioned

• that no st b f the. larger nines already; mplby. qualified 
■ managers and assistants;' and a numb er of, the regaining 
managers are.-expected to qualify for the* grant of 
Service Certificates or of Managers* Permits, ■

. ■

13. Similarly, if the provisions requiring, the * 
appointment of assistant managers’.and engineers \ etc, 
are considered on the basis of actual figures, it .. 

.would be seen that the industry could only'be ben efit ted 
'from the'.services of these technicians, A.

■ • .... • ■ .’?• ,.. . .

14. That, the industry in general does need/, a- mo re 
compet ent rnanagement and supervision cannot be-"denied; 

’and the scale laid down in the draft regulations in' 
this respect, is a modest one. In this connection it 
nay also be pointed out that the employment of ' 
qualified, mining engineers by every holder of' a mining 7. 
lease is even now required under theMin’eral (Gonserva* 
tioh and Development) Rules - though in a more general 
way, . ... ’ > - - A-

15. , It may be stated that the draft- code is a p 
bulky one. This was inevitable as one code" had to be. 
framed to meet the requirements of several different 
types of nines. Or otherwise a multitude of separate 
codes would have had to be prepared for the various 
types of ninesi If the code is studied carefully, it 
would be found that a. very large number of provisions 
even Chapters - do not apply to opencast mines, and 
■chat many other provisions apply only where winding • 
and/or haulage engines- or other machineries are used#



3
R e c o min. eh d a t i oh.. Action taken.

(5) The -incombustible dust used 
for the purpose of this rule shall be 
prepared from shale or other material 
containing no injurious free silica.

(6) The coal tubs shall be. so 
constructed and Maintained as 
to prevent as far as practicable, coal 
dust escaping through the sides 
ends or floor of the tubs.

(7) No explosive' ’-shall be used other 
.than a "permitted5’ explosive 
on the British Home Office list.

(8) As far as practicable, all 
blasting shall be done between 
shifts or when there is a minimum 
number of persons in the mine.

(9) No shot shall be fired unless 
all roads within 50 years of the 
place of firing have been treated 
as laid down in (3).

(10) No shot shall be fired in 
coal which has not been undercut, 
overcut or sidecut... The length 
of the shothole shall be at 
least 6 inches less than the length 
of the cut.

(11) No shot shallbe fired unless 
the charge is at Toast three feet 
from an open face in any direction.

(12) No shot shall be fired within 
50 yards of any place where gas^ 
has been found within the 
previous 36 hours.

(13) Not more than one shot shall be 
fired at one time, and immediately 
prior to the firing of each shot a 
careful test for firedamp shall be 
made by a competent person at the 
place where the shot is to be ' 
fired.

(14) No shots shall be stemmed or 
fired save by, or under the personal 
direction of, a competent person 
authorised by the manager, in writing, 
for the purpose.
(15) No unauthorised person shall have 
in his possession explosives or 
detonators.

(5) Incorporated in 
Regulation 87-1 of Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1926..

(6)Incorporated in Regula
tion 96-A(2) of Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1926.

(7) Incorporated in Regu
lation 116 of Indian Coal 
Mines Regulations,1926,

(8) Instructions issued. 
Now incorporated in Regu
lation 168(17) of Coal 
Mines Regulations,.1957.

(9) Incorporated in Regu
lation 15(3) of Indian Coal 
Coal'Mines Regulations, 
1926.

(10) Incorporated in Regu
lation 1i6-A(c) o'f Indian 
Coal'Mines Regulations, 
1926. c .

(11)Regulation 107 of 
Indian Coal Mines 
Regulation 1926 was suit^ 
ably amended. .
(12)Does not appear to ® 
have been accepted in vkw 
of the second part of' 
recommendation no, 13.

(13 ) Incorporated as. 
Regulation 115(1 )(b) 
of Coal Mines Regulations, 
1926

(14) Incorporated as Re
gulations 115(1)(%; and 
108 of Indian Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1926,

(15) Incorporated in 
Regulation 101 of 
Indian Coal Mines Regu
lations, 1926*

4



1

^Rpdonmiend^tj-on.^ ... ... .. .. .. ~ Z ... _A.Q^i°n Taken,

16. A written record shall be kept giving 
full details of the number of shots fired, 
the places in which ’they were fired, 'the 
quantity of explosives used in each hole, 
and’ the number of misfires. The record 
shall be written by the shot firer or in 
his presence and on his personal report’ 
it shall in every case be signed by him*

(!6)Now incorp or at edt 
as Regulation 129(b) 
of the Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1957,

Xi• Mewton .Chikli. C . (1_925)r .1 death .due to ^breakagc of

No definite recommendation seem to have been made.

XII * Bh ask aiuri Colliery .(1928)? 7 dea’Uqs due . to ^irruntion .of water.

(a)In case of disputed boundary 
between adjacent mines. Revenue 
Survey or District Settlement 
plans should be consulted.

(a) Regulation 76 of Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 1926 
provides for reference to 
Court of Daw in such cases.

Sub-regulation 4 of 
Regulation 15 was also 
amended*

(b Regulation 75 of Indian Coal 
Mines Regulations. 1926 should b 
amended to prevent a.gainst in
flation from lower seam to 
tipper seam.

(c) Notice of flooding the mine 
should be given to the C.I.M., 
and the adjoining mine,

XI11.1 u d i d ih Co 1 li er y (1 928)» 6. d e ath s

(a) The management should notify 
pillar extraction in all cases to 
the C.I.h.

(b) Recommended continuance of 
work by tne Subsidence Committee.

(b) This was done.

(c) Incorporated as Regulat
ions 75 A and 75 B of Indi an
Go al Mine s R e gul ati ons, 1 926,

due to subsidence,.

(a)Incorporated as Rule 17A 
of Coal Mines Rules.

■(b) These committees were 
appointed by the Mining, 
Geological and Metallurgi
cal Institute of India,

(c) Regulation 78A. of Ind
ian Coal Mines Regulations, 

i- 1926 was framed with this 
object.

(c) A greater vigilance on idle 
part of the Industry in the 
cases of pillar extraction opera 
ons in the vicinity of inhabited 
buildings.

(djMiiie owners and managers should 
themselves try to get into *!• 
closer touch with the Mines Deptt. 
for possible advice in cases in 
which they feel that their own 
judgments may prove faulty or 
uncert ain.

(d) No action called for.

5
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... ... ., ..._______ _ _ -A.Q’'ci°h /SaJs°.Qe.. L__  . . . »________________________ f • *
'XIV, ..’Sripur Colliery (1929);. 4- .deaths .clue to ^falls. of r.ooft

No >ecommendation made of general application,

XV♦ D/y^aXlgaXh /Wb.st..Collier y f C193 Qlp 6. deqths'^ •

(Din gassy mines shots should be ■ (1) Incorp orated as
fired only by persons holding sirdars Ro ylatio^ 115(1) (a) 
©ade^-sc certificates of competency ’ of Indian Coal Mines 
endorsed to test for and detect Regulations, 1926, 
inflatable gas.

(2) Bye-lafws for stone''dusting or 
watering in dry and dusty places 
j_n the workings of-Disher garh 
Seam should .be introduced at this 
mine *

(3) The coprt alsp. recommended, 
”We are of opinion' that the« ■ j- 
i_npoftant duties of overmen and' 
sirdars in a gassy mine should be 
entrusted to men possessing .a 
higher standard of intelligence, 
.. education and training,”

(2) This was done.

(3) This is possible 
only if suitable 
facilities for edu
cating and training 
overmen and sirdars 
are available.

XVI. BagdUi^ .(1935) । .1 9 deaths due, to. .exn.lo^i on^.

(1)Additional precautions under _• :
the Indian Mines Act are recommended
as follows

(a) to require managers of mines 
to take adequate steps to prevent 
air passing through a roof oy area 
in which there is fire.

(b) to require the ventilation 
in a mine. in which there is a 
fire, to be controlled by 
ar ti £ lei ad. me an s ♦

*
(c)to require safety lamps 

to be used in a ventilating 
district of a mine in which 

there is a fire, subject to the 
Qhief Inspector of Mines’being 
empowered to give exemptions in 
certain cases.

(2) Amendments to Regulations, 
13, 70(4) 72(2), 73 & 87 of the
Indian Coal Mines Regulations are 
recommended.
(3) It is suggested that precautions 
with respect to this danger from dry 
coal dust , should be taken in any 
mine in which there is an underground

(1) (a)Regulation 87 oSft 
Ind i an Co al Min e s • R e gtH 
lations, 1926 was ajneijgd,

(b)Incorporated in a- > 
modified form as Regu
lation 121(2) of the 
Indian Coal Mines Regu
lations, 1926.

(c)Now incorporated as 
Regulation 130(3) of 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1957.

(2) Done.

(3) Incorp or ated in Reg
ulation 87-1 of Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 

fire. 1926.

6
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R ^common£ at ion

(4) It is suggested that working of 
a seam under another seam which is on 
fire should be restricted by regulat
ion and that this suggestion together 
with other ma/cters should be considered 
by the Committee appointed to enquire ‘ 
into the dangers from underground fire* 

.Action ~

(4)Regulation 87 of Indian 
Coa3_ Mines Regulations, 
1926 amended t

xv 11. J&r^jqa^^g-JJ&ktkab^dlJSo^
explosion of ccial. dustn. ‘"k

(1) In view of the circumstances 
attending this accident we are 
doubtful if liquid oxygen 
explosive, in the form used , in the 
mine, is a suitable explosive for 

use underground in a coal mme 
in this country. We realise that 

it has several important advantages' 
over certain other explosives with 
respect, to safety in storage and 
transport and also in some , aspects 
of the actual firing of shots but 
we feel that it is one which is 
liable to be mishandled in the 
processes of preparation and use, 
and therefore, an undesirable 
explosive for use underground.

(1) In corp or ated as - 
Regulation 1O1«A in 
Indian Coal Mines 
egulations, 1926t

(2) and (3). Of application to 
Giridih Collieries only.

(1) Regulation 115 should be 
split up into two regulations 
on the following lines:

(4) Incorporated in Regulat 
ions 115 and 116 of the 
Indian Coal Mines Regulatio®, 
1926 •

”115 (a) In any place in which 
use of a locked safety lamp-is

tiie

for the time being required by or 
in pursuance of these regulations *
the shotfir er shall not fire a 
shot until he has examined both the 
place ..itself and all contiguous 
accessible places within a radius of 
gO feet for the presence of 
inflammable gas and has found such 
place free from gas.

”(b) In any place which is not 
naturally wet, whether safety lamps 
are in use or- not, no shot shall be 
fired until the place itself and all 

A , contiguous accessible places within a .
radius, of 60 feet have been drenched with 
water to such an-extent that there 
will be no danger of dry coal-dust 
being raised into the air by the shot*”



(7)

XVIII,

Recommendation Action taken
(5) We are of the opinion that a (5) Now incorporated

very large measure of safety can as Regulation 168(17)
be attained by the firing uf shots of Coal Mines Regula-
between shifts..We strongly re- tions, 1957.
rommepd, therefore, that in coal 
nines where explosives are used, /
shots should as far as practicable' . 
be fired only between shifts ur 
when as few non as possible are in 
the nine. We doubt, however, 
whether this recommendation could 
suitably be framed as a regulation.

’We reconnend it, however, to all 
managers of coal nines.

Loyabad Colliery (1936): 35 deaths due to explosion.

XIX.

(1) We recommend fy to the management 
the advisability of fitting suitable hose 
connections at convenient intervals on 
main delivery colures with lengths of 
hoses kept in readiness or supplies of 
sand kept in various parts of. the. nine. 
It is our opinion that had sone such 
arrangements been available at Loyabad 
the fire night have been extinguished 
when the manager first saw the fire as 
at that tine it had not spread to any 

great extent.
(2) Provision for nuking the installa
tion of a telephone system compulsory 

ih certain mines be considered. We 
believe it is not practicable to make 
it compulsory in all nines and realise 
that it nay be difficult to specify 
to what class or classes of nines such 
a regulation should apply but we think 
the natter•should be examined and have . 
framed this recommendation accordingly. 
Poidih Colliery (1936); 209 deaths due to 
(1-) Improvement of the present system 
of mining, as far as possible, so as 
to prevent accumulation.of gas in goaf 
cavities, which frequently form reser
voirs -for the accumulation- of 
inflammable gas. This question, we 
understand, is at present under the 
consideration of the Coal Mining 
^o^pittpe.
(2) The attention of Agents and 
Managers of gassy mines should be drawn 
to the necessity of keeping mechanical 
ventilators working continuously in 
order to safeguard against any unfore
seen accumulation of inflammable gas.

(1) Regulation 87(c) 
of Indian Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1926 
amended.

(2) The suggestion was 
incorporated in adula
tion 93 of IndiaWCoal Mines RegulatiodB,1926.

explosion.
(1) This recommendation 
was of a very general 
nature. Depillaring in 
gassy nines ‘is no,w done 
generally in conjunction 
with sandstowing.

f . M ‘ . At

(2) Incorporated in a 
general form as Regula
tion 121(1) in Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1926.

They should be advised to bring 
to the notice of the Inspector of 
Mines any prolonged stoppage of such 
ventilators.

Now incorporated in 
Regulation 133(2) of the 
Coal Mine ^Regulations, 
1957.
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_____ R^omriendation7 7 ~ 7 ~ ~ 1* ~

(3) It. is advisable that a regulation 
should be introduced to make it
compulsory that persons entering a 
gassy mine should be searched.
This regulation might be framed on 
linos’of section 35(2) of the 
English Coal Minos Act of 1911«

(4)Regulation 25 should be amended

the

_ _Action t^en«\, _
(3) Incorp or ated ■ in Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1926 by amending Regu
lation 135 . ,

so as to provide that a bound 
regisi®^-* should be kept at every 
colliery, showing all appointments 
or authorities of competent persons 
by the Manager •

(5) A regulation should be framed 
requiring the Manager or a corp etent 
person appointed by him to examine 
all the safety lamps in use at the 

. mine at least once a week, and to 
record, the result of such examin
nations in a book to be kept at the 
mine for the purpose#

(4)Incorporated in Indian 
Coal Mines Regulations, 

1926 by adding clause (2) 
in Regulation 25»

(5)Incorporatod In Indian 
Coal Minos Regulations, 1 926 
by adding clause (2) in 
Regulation 25.

(6) We think that electric safety 
lamps are less liable to misuse in 
the hands of irresponsible.per
sons, and their use by all persons 
except the supervising and inspect
ing staff should bo . .couraged, in 
preference to the flame typo of 
lamp. This is particularly advis
able vhen extraction of pillars 
is being carried on.

(7) Regulation 122 should be 
amended so as to specify more 
clearly the points at which the 
monthly measurements of air shall 
be made.

(6) Powers have now been 
taken, vide Regulation 
15 4(2; of the Coal Mines 
Regulations, 195 7 to speci
fy the typos of lamp to 
be used in mines. The 
owners have also been 
generally advised to 
change over to elec trie 
safery laiqos.

(7) This was done.

(8) A regulation should be issued 
requiring old workings in gassy 
mines and particularly places in which 
inflammable gas may accumulate, to 
be examined once a week by competent 
person and the results recorded in 
a book kept at the mine for the 
purpose.

(8) Regulation 70-B added 
to Indian Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1 926.



-9-

R%comm )ndat:.ons_______________ I._____ Action takm

(9) Wo ai' s impr ess d with the 
d an gc# s .?.-■ •: s in g- f .? om co al-d us t m 
gassy mmes and a. - of th.) opinion 
th.t ex- sc ng regulations and bye- 
laws r a gu 1 ating cod-du s t b u 
exam med w-th a v w to their 
consolidati on ?nd possibly more 
stringent application. But m view 
of the limited scops of the present

(9) Regulation 87-J added 
to Indian Coal Mmes Regu
lations, 19 26,

enquiry, and uh- controve•sial, naturu 
of ths technical questions involved, 
we do not make any-specific reco
mmendations. We understand that the 
question is one of those engaging 
the attention of the Coal Mm mg

Comm it too.

(10) We invite attention to ths fact that 
in Poidih mine th uro were goaves 
isolated by stoppings m such a way 
as to make it impossibis to ascertain

(10) Regulation 70-C added 
to Indian Coal Mines

R e gul a 11 on s, 19 26,

whether inflammable gas was accumulating 
behind those stoppings. It is 
advisable that m a stopping or 
series of stoppings there should be 
ar rang smarts whereby atmospheric 
condit?.ons behind the stoppings 
can be caad 11 y ascertamsd.

XX» Neamundi Iron Q.:^ Mmu (3945) : 4 deaths due to falls oF s|

Mine authorities must be guided by the 
individual nature of "ha fa^t- being 
worked and the general principles laid 
down in Regulation 38, 39 and 40 of 
Indian Metalliferous Mmes Regulations, 
1926 (so) however that in loos? ground 
wher3 mining is c^r^ ied out by hand 
labour and not by mechanical processes, 
ths-kin :s face should b3 worked m 
benches 5 ft. high with an average width 
of 8 ft. - benches carrying tram Imas 
should ba 10’ wide- and the overall 
slope of th _ face should bv. 1 in 1^. 
Side of each bunch need not be sloped 
but may bo vertical m such short benches. 
No loose boulder‘should be left unattended 
to on the surface of the bunch, if within 
5’ of the outor odgu.

Instructions issued™
Now incor pot at ad in^De af t 
Metalliferous Mine^
Re gul a 11 on s, 1957 • ® 
S^,0. 1001 of 20.^957

XXI• Begonia Colliery (1946) ; 13 deaths duo to explosion* •
(1) Thu pres mt inquiry reveal ad that 
five active fmes wire started duo to 
the pres nee of bamboo mattings m> the 
mine. It is therofo '6 rmommmdod that 
in all mines brattices should be 
constructed only of non- inflammable 
materials, exemption being granted m 
special cases by the Chief Inspector 
of Mines,

(1) The i’ e c omm ?nd a 11 on 
could not be accepted 
du j to non-avail ability 
of suitable in combustible 
brattice material.
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commend^t i on . Action t^cn»_

(2)On the main airways of a mine 
which is ventilate A by -mechanical 
means, double doors Constructed of 
strong inflammable materials such 
as steel should be provided in 
ordef to”prcvent leakage, so that 
in case of one of the doors being 
left open through carelessness or 
otherwise, thc-whole system of 
ventilation of the mine may not be 
seriously affected.

(2)Now incorporated as 
Regulation 135 (4) of 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1957,

(3) It is considered that wherever 
practicable, the -installation of 
auxiliary fans should be avoided 
and steps taken instead to ensure that 
the general ventilating current of the 
mine is adequate to ventilate blind 
ends#

(3) Nov; incorporated as 
Regulation 137 of Coal 
Mines Regulations, 195 7*

(4) At present under Regulation 
121(a)/ the Chief Inspector of 
Mines may require the manager of any 
mine to submit for his approval 
standing orders specifying what 
auction should be taken with respect 
to the withdrawal of workmen 
fB©m a mine or parts of a mine in 
tiie event of a stoppage of the 
mechanical ventilator* It is consi
dered that standing orders approved 
by the Chief Inspector of Mines

(4) Now incorporated 
as Regulation 134 in 
Coal Mines Regulations 
1957.

ventishould be enforced tn all mechanic alii' ' 
lated mines* This will ensure pre
cautionary measures being automatically 
taken by the supervising staff and the fan .
attendants of such 
of stoppage of the 
v en t il a to r for any

mines in cases 
main mechanical ' 
longtii of time#

(5) In the present case a considerable 
amount of time was lost in replacing 
tiie sheared off blades of the main 
ventilating fan# It is, therefore, 
recommended that wherever possible, a 
complete set of spare blades for the 
main surface fan should be kept always 

(5) The recommendation wa 
apparently not considered 
to be practicable, or 
sui t ab 1 e for in cor p o r at- 
xulxxxsx ion in the 
Regulations*

available at gassy mines in which safet ~ . 
lamps are required to be used, so that blades • 
accidentally damaged or broken may be 
promptly replaced and an Adequate 
venti lating curr ont re-e stabl i shed 
without any loss of time#

11



L _ ^Rocjsmmend^ _ _ _ _ ......  .. .......
4 * ‘ ■ '

(6)According to the Indian Elect
ricity Rules, the use of flame proof 
apparatus is compulsory only in the 
return airways of a safety lamp 
mine. As auxiliary fans are liable 
to be shifted from place in a mine, 
there is a possibility of a non-* 
flame proof apparatus used in 
connection with auxiliary fans in the 
main in take airways being taken 
to the return airways inadvertantly. 
To guard against the risk ar i sing 
from the use of non-flame proof 
apparatus in return airways or in 
situations where there may be danger 
from inflammable gas, it is considered 
that the use of tnc flame proof 
alpP ar atus should bo made compulsory 
in all part of a mine where gas has been 
or in likely to bo found. Besides, 
.through carelessness or otherwise, if 
the auxiliary fnns fa.il to work in 
a gassy mine for a length of time, 
sufficient gas may accumulate and 
infiltrate into the intake airways and 
thereby render the non-flame proof 
ap p r at u s d ang erou s •

Mt ion tq^en,

(6)Incorporated, vide 
Rule 111 of the’

Indi an/Elect icity Rules 
1937,

The foliowing precautionary 
measures recommended by the Committee 
on the Amendment of the General Regula
tions governing the use of eloctiricity in 
mines under the British Coal Mines Act, 
1911, should also be observed;

,TThe enclosure of the apparatus 
shall not be opened so as to 
expose live conductors to the 
surrounding atmosphere at any 
time. "

(7) In respect of all mines in 
which inflammable gas has been or is 
likely to be found, the search of 
per sons .under the Indian Coal Mines 
Regulation No. 135(2), (3) and (4) 
should be made by a competent person 
other than the banksman on duty , 
irrespective of the number of 
persons employed in the mine in any 
one shift. This is necessary to 
ensure the operations under the 
Regulations being carried out 
efficiently and thoroughly.

(7) Now incorporated as 
Regulation 147(2) of the 
Co^l Mines Regulations, 
1957. «



(12)

_______ Rec ommendat iori____________J_______
(8), In respect of all mines in which 
inflammable gas has been or is likely 
to be found or where there is an under
ground fire, whether such fire has been 
sealed off. or not, persons carrying out 
duties under the Indian Coal Mines 
Regulation No. 127(a) should be holders 
of underground Sirdar’s certificate 
endorsed for gas testing, the reason 
being that such a person having 
knowledge of the danger arising from 
inflammable gas in a mine is more 
likely to carry cut the statutory 
examinations in a thorough manner 
than a clerk without technical 
knowledge. In such a mine the safety 
lamps should be tested invariably 
by means of a blow pipe so that the 
test can be carried out thoroughly.

Action taken
(8) Now incorporated ajs 
Regulation 155 of- Coalr 
Mines Regulations, 1957.

(9) In respect of all mines in which 
inflammable gas has been or is. 
likely to be found, only one type 
of flame safety lamp should be used 
in the workings of any one mine. It 
transpired at the inquiry that 
lamps of two different types were 
used in this mine which led to some 
confusion in that some lamps had 
double gauzes while others had a 
single gauze in conjunction with 
an internal combustion tube. It 
would not be possible to find out 
from external examination'whether 
a lamp, in which the internal 
combustion tube had been omitted, 
was being used with a single 
gauze only.

(9) and (10). All gazzy mine, 
have been advised to change 
over to electric safety 
lamps. Steps have also been 
taken to withdraw all single
gauze flame safety lamps 
from mines.

(10) It is considered that in gassy 
mines, the use of electric safety'lamps 
•should be encouraged so as to reduce 
the risk of dangerous accumulation 
of gas being ignited by defective 
flame safety lamps.
(11) It has been found, that - in re
conditioning gauzes of flame safety 
lamps, their height is lessened.
This reduces the effectiveness of 
the gauze. It is, therefore, re
commended that no reconditioned 
gauzes should be used in any mine.

(11) Now incorporated as 
Regulation 157(2) of Coal 
Mines Regulation^, 1957.

(12) In respect of all mines in 
which inflammable gas has been 
or is likely to be fount safety 
torches are essential in the event 
of an emergency for the effective 
carrying out of rescue and recovery 
operations. Therefore, it is re
commended that at least half a dozen 
safety torches of an approved type 
should be kept constantly available 
in all such mines.

(12) Instructions used.

(Contd.... 13)



(13)

Recommendation
(13) It has been found from experience 
that a portable chemical fire extengu- 
isher helps considerably in dealing 
with the initial stage of a fire. 
Therefore, it is recommended that at 
least one chemical fire extinguisher 
of not less than two gallons capacity 
with solution- for use on six occassions 
and at least two stirrup pumps to
gether with sufficient hose and-two 
buckets should be maintained in all 
mines where inflammable gas has been 
or is likely to be found or where there 
an underground fire, whether such fire 
is sealed off or not.

is

Actiontaken
(13) Now incorporated in 
Regulation 120 of Coal 
Mines Regulation, 1957, 
the requirement being 
made applicable to all 
mines.

(14) It was' found that some delay 
occured in the recruiting of Proto
trained men from neighbouring mine 
to carry out the rescue operations 
at this mine. It is, therefore, 
recommended that at large mines, 
where safety lamps are required to 
be used, the Chief Inspector of 
Mines may require that at least one 
team of fully trained rescue men shall 
be maintained. Further, it is 
recommended that at least one extra 
brigade should be maintained at 
each Rescue Station.

(15) In view of our finding that 
supervision had for some time been 
far below the standard desirable in 
a gassy mine, it is recommended 
that surprise inspections, especially 
at night, should be made at frequent 
intervals by the superior supervising 
staff, not below the rank of a senior 
overman. It is desirable that the 
Manager himself should make personal 
inspection as far as practicable. 
Special attention should be paid to 
Sundays, holidays and other such 
occasions when there is a likelihood 
of slackness on the part of the 
subordinate supervising staff and 
work persons.
(16) Much avoidable delay in sending 
information of the accident to the 
Rescue Station and to the Chief 
Inspector of Mines was caused by 
the absence of a telephone at the 
Begunia Colliery. To avoid similar 
delays in future, the installation of 
telephones connected with the public 
telephone system should be made 
compulsory at all mines where in
flammable gas has been or is-likely to 
be found or where there is an under
ground fire, whether such fire 
is sealed off or not. Exemption may 
be granted in special cases by 
the Chief Inspector of Mines.

(14) The. Rescue Rules are 
being' amended on these 
lines. Two brigades are 
now maintained at each 
of the stations.

(15) Now incorp ora tedj/ln 
x Regulations 41, 42, 4® 44, 

49, and 50 of Coal Mines 
Regulations, 19'57

(IB) Incorporated in Rule 3r 
of Coal Mines Rescue Rules, 
1939.

(Contd.... 14)
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Rec ommenda t 1c >n.  _____________3.Ac t ion takne , 

XXII o Champion Reef Cold, Mir.ee (1952) ? 30 deaths due to two Rock-bursts.
Recommendations related to that particular mine.

None, of general nature.
XXIII. Oorgaum Cold Mine (1952); 1 death due to Rock-burst,

No recommendation made,
XXIV. Pure Chirimiri Colliery (1953)_ S deaths" due to fall of roof.

The need for exercise of personal Provisions for personal and mor
a'nd more careful supervision.on careful supervision of the work
the part of the manager and senior 'in mines in general by the 
overman over day-to-day progress manager and other supervisory
in working of the mine was staff have been incorporated in
stressed. Regulations 41, 42, 43, 44, 49

and 50 of Coal Mines Regulation 
1957 .

XXV» Swang Colliery (1954); 7. deaths due to fall of roof.

No recommendations made.
XXVI.

(1)

Newton Chikli Colliery (1954) ? 63 killed'due to inundation,
(a) The original plan of the (1) Incorporated as Regulation
workings of an abandoned mine 61(2) of Coal Mines Regmation «
should be preserved in the o fice 1957,
of the Colliery.
(b) A certified copy cf the plan 
of the abandoned mine sent to the 
Chief Inspectc"' of Mines under 
Regulation 17 should also be pre
served in the office cf the colliery.

(2) A certified true copy of the plan cf 
an abandoned mine sent by the manage
ment under Regulation 17 to the Chief 
Inspector of Mines should be kept in 
the office of the Inspector of Mines in 
whose circle the mine is situated. The 
plan would enable the Inspector to find 
out the nature and extent of the danger, 
when the workings approach the 
abandoned mine.

(2)This will be done when 
sufficient survey ctaff and 
storage space has been made 
available,

(3) If9 for any cause,-the original 
plan of the abandoned mine or its 
certified copy be not available in 
the office of the colliery, the 
management should obtain a certified 
true copy of the plan from Chief 
Inspector of Mines,

(3) Incorporated as Regulation 
61(3) of Coal Mines Regulations, 
1957

(Contd......,15)



Rec ommendat ion

(15)

ZZZI Action taken

(4) When, the workings of a mine are 
witb/tn 200 feet of old workings in 
any -J>rizon, the Chief Inspector of 
Mines should be informed and an 
agreed scheme-ofbe 

^irivolvedA' . - '

(5) It should be the duty o' the 
lesess or owners of every working 

-colliery or mine to.ascertain 
whether any plans of abandoned 
workings within the area of such 
colliery or mine or within a 
margin of 200 feet‘are in the 
possession of -

(4) Immediately incorporated in 
Coal Mines Temporary Regulations, 
1956 - Regulation 5.- Now incor
porated as Regulation 127(3) of 
Coal Mines Regulations, 1957,-

(5) (a) & (b) Incorporated as 
Regulation 61(3) of Coal Mines 
Regulation, 1957.

(c) Incorporated as Regulation 
59(4)(b) of Coal Mines Regulations, 
1957 .

(a) the owners or lessees of 
the adjoining colliery, or

(b) the Mines Department. - If 
such plans are found,- to examine 
the same and make a copy of such 
portion thereof as relates to 
the areas of their own mine and to 
a surrounding margin of 200 feet;

(c) the lessees .or owners of ;an . 
adjoining colliery shall be bound 
to disclose the plans.of'abahdones" 
workings within the area’ os such' 
qoiliery or within a margin of 
200 feet, < ■

(6) The lessers of every nine 
shall be bound-tc disclose and ; 
make available for copying to 
their lessees all plans in 
their possession of abandoned 
workings within.the area let 
and the surrounding margin of 
2'0 feet,

(7) All survey field books and 
others records relating to the 
preparation of statutory plans 
and sections with appropriate 
descriptions, shall be carefully 
preserved in every colliery 
office or inthe central survey offic< 
if any, and-, they shall be made 
available by the colliery or the 
Central Survey Office whenever 
required, by the Department of: 
Mines, or any authority empowered to 
call for the same. The outgoing 
owner or.owners shall hand over 
such books/records to, the incoming 
owner-or owners or their represen
tatives, -

Kihc upor* • y ■ bpW;
■ lion few ' ' corM 

(6) The concerned'(Ministry-of . NHSR 
■was advised;to • take action 

this matter i . .S

■.gu3 r«l(3) ,oi’ Coal Xin..-:-

1 fj h . 'U OU
(7) Immediately pointed:out in
C .I . Circular '5' of 1955. " 'Now<' 
incorporated as Regulations 63(3)

And 8(1)(b) of the Coal
Mines Regulation, 1957.



. < (16)

Rec ommendat ion 
_____ ill._____
Action taken-

(8) All statutory plans, sections 
and maps prepared or ob£ained; by a 

.. ...colliery shall be serially- numbered, 
and a register of them maintained. 
Contents of such register/registers 
shall be periodically, not later 
than once in six months, verified 

. * with the actual stock of* plans, 
sections and maps variations,^ if 
any3’”shbuld be"r9corded, signed 

. and”dated by "the both the colliery 
surveyor and the colliery manager. 
Movement of all plans shall be 
recorded in the. register.- The

(8) Imm.?d'iat.eiy-1 incorporated in 
' • C.1,M.Circular No. 5 of.1955.

•Now', incorporated as Regulations
63(1) and ’63(4)/of^Coal-Mines
Regulation,.^ 1957. / ;,i .Z

(■ s

register, /shall be; open to inspection 
by the Department /of Mines or by any 
other authority empowered to do so.

'H

(9).That the Mines Inspector should 
countersign the- . egister during the 
time of his inspection. This will 
check the disappearance of plans.

(10),The collieries should deposit 
certified true copies of all 
statutory plans, brought up-to-date, 
with the Mines’ Department' every 
year .-

(9) Instructions have been issued.

(10) Incorporated as Regulation
60 oftheCoalMines 5
1957

Regulation 9

(11) The current working plan of 
every mine required to be kept 
under Regulation 15(2) should show 
the position of old goaves within 
the leasehold and within 600 feet 
of the boundary of the leasehold 
all drifts, staple pits and explora
tory headings in the name seam or 
different seam. -:: The /'details’ ‘and 
sections of such drifts, staple 
pits and exploratory headings 
should be incorporated in the 
index to the plan. .

Regulat(11). Incorporated \as Regulat 
52(1) of Coal.. Mines Regulati<
1957

(12) (a) Reduced -levrlS' of the 
floor of all galleries- and roadways 
on a vertical rise or fall of 
every 10 feet or at a horizontal 
distance of not exceeding 100 
feet should be taken and recorded 
on the statutory mine plan.

(b) Reduced levels shall be shown 
at the faces of all explora
tory galleries, drifts, and 
staple pits when the;mine is 
abandoned Seam contours 
shall be shown at stated 
internals. If such an action 
had been taken, the difference in 
level between Pit No. 2 and No. 12 
rise at the juction of 9 west 
level could have been easily 
detected and served as a warning 
against irruption of water.

(12)(a)-/Incorporated as Regula-
tion- 59(3) of Coal Mines Regu-'. 
lat ions’, 1957' . ,•' ’■ /” ' - < - • 7 •

' - ■ ' ./'■' 0 ’/■
(b) In-corporated>as Regulation 
61 of -Coal Mines-Regulation, X 
1957 ,; • . ...4 ' b ■ |

Also immediately - incorporated’ 
in Coal Mines Temporary’ i <• 
Regulation,~1955 as Regulation 
5. . - XU -

(Contd;.



Rec ommcndation Action taken ,

(13)'Drifts in st.cne. ap^,^ galleries; *• (13) Incorporated in Second- 
in coal -at different levels* .should- Schedule? of the Coal Mines 
be clearly indicated by different Regulation*', .1957.• , 
colours and by appropriate noting /■'" ;
on the plan so that nc' speculation . / ’ • .
is necessary afterwards to appreciate 
their identities and relatives ’ • .
positions. Gradients cf such ‘ • /
galleries and drifts, should also 
be clearly stated.

(14) Different plam cf the same (14) In corporated as Regulation 
mine are required under the Regu- ‘ 58(1)(a) of the Coal Mines Regula--
lations, but there is no standard tions, 1957, 
practice of denoting them by any '
designation or ’’head line.” This ’■
should be done and, each plan ’ ’ ’
clearly indicated, as to which 
regulation it relates, '

4 *

(15) A detailed survey of all work- (15) Incorporated as Regulation 
ings must be made in every district 65 of Coal Mines Regulation, 1957. 
in which the extraction cf pillars, •;
or the splitting of pillars, as-a 
final operation is about to fcake 
place/ ■ .

Explanation; This is essential as
otherwise the final position of •_
galleries or exploratory headings '' ■ . . •
is not known. • 1

(16) The throw of each fault where (16) Incorporated as Regulaty&i
proved shall be written. If not 59(1)(vi) of Coal Mines Regulations,
proved, the word ’unknown1 along 1957. a p
the fault line should be written.

(17) Barriers of coal to be left (17) Incorporated in Second Smedule
for safety or support, shall be of the Caol Mines Regulation,>19'7\
clearly marked in green colour. (> /

(18) To avoid confusion with con- (18) See comments on Recommendation 
tour lints, the sentences in Regula- No. (21).
tion 15(2) - ”The position of workings 
at the time of the last survey shall 
be shewn by a dotted line drawn • .
through the ends of the workings; 
such dotted line shall be marked 
with the date of the last survey” 
shall be replaced by the following 
sentence

’’The ends of all gelleries shall 
be locked tc show the position 
of the faces at the time of the 
last survey and the plan shall 
be dated.”

(19) New plans should net be large, (19) Incorporated as Regulation
cumbersome and rolled, which caused 63(2) of the Coal Mines Regulations,
early fatigue and cracking, but 1957
should be sectionalised. Provision .
should be made for flat storage.

(Contd 18)



(18)

Recommendation { ■ ’ 1 'Action Wen

(20) Regulation 15(4) requires that (20) Jlnqorporated as regulation 
the mine plans shall be normally 58(3)L'of Coal Mines Regulation
maintained uptodatc within six 1957.
months. This probably worked satis
factorily and may work satisfactorily . z.
in the cace of pack mining in a 
comparatively thick seam, as the rate 
of'progress in such a case is small.
In the case of thick seams however, 
progress is much quicker. With 
the . apid progress due to machine ,
mining, speedy advancement by blast- ■
ing alone, without recourse to mechani
cal coal cutters, it is necessary 
to keep the underground working plans 
uptodatc within 3 months or the 
progress of the working shown up to 
a point not me c than 100 feet behind 
the actual coal face. Regulation 
15(4) should be amended accordingly.

(21) Regulation 15(4) requires that 
the mine plans should be accurate, 
but as no offset.survey is made, 
the width of galleries or, the 
line correctly shown on the plan. 
Offset survey should be made 
obligatory.

(22) The section of the seam worked 
is required to be drawn on the mine 
plan under Regulation 15(2). Where 
available, the section of the strata 
above the working seam and seams up 
to the surface should also be 
shown. The plan should show the 
height of galleries worked. As 
the height of galleries or workings 
may vary from place to place in 
the same time, such height 
.should be shown at the places 
concerned. To avoid confusion 
or doubt, the thickness of coal 
left in the floor or roof of the 
workings should also be stated.

(23) The plan should show the 
nosition of boreholes from surface 
and, section of seams encountered 
in such boreholes.

(24) An independent body of quali- 
fidd surveyors be appointed by the 
Chief Inspector of Mines or, by the 
State Government, who in some cases 
are the Royalty owners cf the 
minerals, to survey each mine every 
year. Plans made by independent per
sons will thus be available 
mistake made by the mine suiv.p:r 
would be brought to the notice of 
the manager.

Oler igs 
fieft in 
Stans 
®-ng’ " r^these 
®pome 
bete ome

(18), (21) and (22) It was 
considered that these recommenda
tions were net practicable. The 
preparation of offset plans for 
all the galleries in a mind would 
involve a very large amount of 
additional work not commensurate 
with the value thereof. Showing 
the width and height of g; 
and the thickness of coal 
floor or roof on the main; 
would result in ’ over-cro1 
with the result that afte: 
plans have been in use fo: 
time, they are likely to 
undec ipherable.

In fact, due to the expec 
increase in the size and extent 
of mines, the need is that of 
keeping plans on smaller scales.

The Fifth Session of the Industrie 
al Committee on Coal Mining 
ccncurred with this view
(23) In-corporated as Regulation 
59(1)(b) of the Coal Mines 
Regulation, 1957.

(24) The recommendation is a use
ful one but checking of all mine 
plans every year by Government 
surveyors will necessitate the 
employment of hundreds of persons 
for this work alone. Regulation

65(2) of the Coal Mines Regula
tions, 1957 now provides for the 
preparation cf a plan,by a Depart 
'mental surveyor if a plan is 
suspected to be incorrect. It is 
also intended to carry cut 
occasional check-surveys at

(Contd.................19)
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■ ■ ■ Recommendation' ~ .. j-- „ Action taken . . J; ■

'■ ' ' ■ ..coal mines. '

” . ... ... • ' ' The Fifth. Session of the.
"Industrial Committee on Coal 
Mining .Concurred with this 
view.

(25) Whenever any Inspector of (25) Instructions issued.
Mines visits any mine for the pur
pose of inspection, he shall see.
that the statutory plan maintained ‘ :

by the colliery has got the edges . 
of the workings--of the ‘abandones. 
mine, within the colliery area 
shown on it. Suitable remark on-, 
the condition of the abandones mine, 
viz. whether filled up with water 
or not, whether accumulation of 
gas exists or not, reduced level 
of the edges of workings, if 
availabb, and the date of abandones 
shall also be made thereon.

(26) Whenever a copy is made of (26) Incorporated as Regulation
any plan of a mine or part thereof 64(3) of Coal Mines Regulation,
by tracing or, by any other means, • 1957. 
viz. a photostat copy, or by pre
paring a new field book from the old . 
plan or map,, a clear remark shall be ' 
made by the Surveyor on it to the 
effect that it has been so prepared. ,
He should specify the original plan ,• 
or document from which the copy 
or tracing has been made by him. The ■'
extent of working should be clearly 
indicated by dotted lines around 
ths edgers of the workings and, 

bdatecHs'c that any subsequent entries
may be quickly deciphered. In the 
case of interfilling of workings - 
§lthin the dotted lines, a different 
colour should be used and such 
interfilling dated and signed by _
the Surveyor. . 

? r.. . *
(27) Regulation 149, Second Para, (27) Incorporated as Regulations 
should be deleted. Record of per- 41, 43, 44, and 57(4) of Coal 
sonal visits to underground workings Mines Regulations, 1957. 
by colliery managers and. assistant 
managers, surveyors and others of 
supervisory staff should'be maintained.

(Contd......... 20)



Recommendationj Action taken •7M5r

Vu®) Substantial increase in the
Vz Mines Insneetors:_  The total number 
//6f mines in ind ia is about 3,300 

'Xs out of which 850 are coal mines.
There are 59 collieries and 337
other mines jin Circle No.3. The 
Chief Inspector of Mines has stated:

(28) Increase in the cadre of 
the Mines Department has been
sanctioned,

V'-w. /VS

’’There is no Regulation or Rule 
enjoining an Inspector to inspect 
a coal mine once a year or at 
specified intervals .... There 
are some collieries in Circle 
No.3 which had not been inspected 
between the 1st of January, 1954 
and 31st of December, 1954.:‘

Increased dept , modernization of mines 
and againg of mines have brought in 
their trail attendant difficulties 
and unsafe conditions requiring 
constant and intelligent supervision. 
In our opinion, coal mines should be 
inspected 4 times a year, The Chief 
Inspector of Mines has stated:

”It is ’desirable that a coal mine 
should be inspected 3 or 4 times
in a, year. About 8 Wftp*^tors are
necessary in order to carry out 
4 inspections and hold enquiries . 
into accidents in Circle No.3.
There are 2 Inspectors at the moment 
and 4 more Inspectors are to be 
posted very shortly."

(29) A consolidated list of mines 
inspected should be sent to the Chief 
Inspector of Mines at regular inter-

.vals 
each

by the Inspector of Mines of 
circle.

Instructions have b 
issued.

(30) 
have 
ment

Inspectors of Mines should 
practical experience of manag- 
of a colliery. Before

appointment, an Inspector should 
have worked for 5 years as a 
colliery manager.

' V
(30) Due to the low salary
grades of Inspectors, this 
could not be accepted. Also 
it was considered that the 
qualities required of a good 

Inspector were not necessar
ily the same as those of a . 
good manager.

Vx/(31) The offices of the Inspectors 
should be periodically inspected 
by,-the Chief Inspector of Mines 
or his Deputy.

(31) Steps are being taken 
in this direction. . •

A^(32) There should be Central Rescue 
Stations at suitable sites in 
different coal fields. Were it is 
not possible to have a Central 
Rescue Station, each colliery or a 
group of collieries should nrovide 
bare requirements for rescue work 
At present there are only 2 Central 
Rescue Stations - one at Jharia in 
Bihar and the second in Raniganj.

(32) Rescue Rules are being 
amended to become applicable 
to all coal mines in India.

c on td..........21
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Re commendation ■ ‘ • ^Actio^

(33)The senond means of egress,, if ($3)Incorporated:..as. Regulations 
a shaft,- should” have a cage. 66(2)* of Coal Mines Regulations

1957. .• c . •• ‘ ' " yi' ■ .
(34)Each colliery should have a (34) Incorporated as Regulation
qualified surveyor. Under the 35 of Coal Mines Regulations,
existing mining'.regulations , ■ 1957 ,   /
there is no bar against the ' ' : • 
appointment of one qualified 
surveyor by more than one colliery 
at the same time' the engagement ■ ••• 
of the services of one surveyor 
by more than one colliery at the - 
same time.should.be subject, to ......
the approval of the Chief : Inspector . ' ■ ' r
of Xines. ■ i • 4

x 1)^35) A high, level commission (like (35)A Conference is being 
the Royal•Commission on Safety in ; otnvened, 
coal mines appointed in 1935) 
should be appointed’to .examine the 
provision of the Mines Act, Regula
tions, Rules and Byelaws’ now. in 
force in the context of prevailing 
conditions and progressive develop
ments and to make suitable, recommenda
tions to ensure safety in coal'mines.
The present Regulations, which were framed 
in 1926, and the Byelaws require revision.
'(36) Use of Electric Safety -Lamps ' (36)Incorporated as Regulation 
The. quest ion of lighting the - 151 of the Coal Mines Regula-^ 
underground pass.ages in mines ..L o tions, 1957. 
should be examined by the * •
Commission. t

> XXVII. Amlabad Colliery (1955); 51 deaths due to explosion / --------- ----—-----
\V\i)I would, wish my first recommen- (1)A scheme for safety propagWda 

dation to be what I may call is under consideration of th^^
’’Safety First Compaign. ” People Government .

• connected with mining operations 
should.be made aware by intensive 
and extensive methods of advertisements, 

. pictures, lectures and the like, ,of the 
kinds of dangers to which they may be 
exposed by carelessness and how to prevent 
them. It may possible be useful to form 
.’’Safety Committee” consisting of ■ • 
representatives of the officials and
workmen in order to make' persons 
..connected with mining operations aware 
of the dangers and their preventions.

time.should.be
should.be


Re c omme nda tjon. Action taken.
(2) The early stage of an invest-".;' (2) It Was consid^^d
igation are necessarily hampered .. /• that in case of,major
by the more urgent., needs of exploration ^ accidents, rescue 
---------  --------------- U..4.. operations should borescue and recovery; but, at' the., s^me'
time, it is important that no vital ’"E 
evidence should be lost or destroyed f:t 
during these operations. A "Special 
Investigation Team” may follow, as- ' .<

kept /Unhampered.

closely as pos ible, without interfering

Appointment of a 
Special Investigation 
Team shall unduly delay

with the recovery operations. Its work
will probably be hampered to some v 
extent by the immediate need on hand, 
namely, rendering the mine safe 'and 
recovery bf^'men, dead or alive* But 
such difficulties may be lessened 
by co-operation,and systematic 
planning-. Early collection of 
evidence is necessary. In the course 
of the present inquiry, we found 
that the condition of the 60 H.P. main 
dip haulage was not examined soon 
after the explosion; for if that had 
been done, it may have been helpful

such operations. Also, 
as it is the function 
of the Mines Department 
to investigate into 
mine accidents, it was 
considered that the 
collection of evidence 
should be left to that 
Department. The Fifth 
Session of the Indus
trial Committee on 
Coal Miring agreed 
with this view.

in determining its condition before 
the explosion.. The desirability of 
inspecting the condition of ventila
tion by a Mining Engineer and. the 
condition of electric apparatus by 
an Electrical Engineer (both un
connected with the Management and the
Department of Mines) immediately 
after an accident should' be real 
otherwise much valuable evidence 
^likely to be lost for a Court of 
Inquiry.

(3) The use of flame-proof 
apparatus should be nude 
compulsory in every part of 
a gussy mine

(3) The complete replacement' 
of the entire electrical equip
ment with flame-proof appara
tus was not considered 
advisable as such apparatus 
is not manufactured, in India. 
It was considered that if the 
relevant provisions of Electri
city Rules are' strictly 
adhered to, there is little 
danger of electrical equipment 
forming a source of ignition. 
The fifth Session of the 
Industrial Committee on Coal 
Mining concurred with this 
view.

(4) In gassy mines, electric 
safety lamps are less liable 
to misuse in the hands of less 
responsible persons and their 
use by all persons except the 
supervisory and the inspecting 
staff should be made compulsory 
in preference to the flame type 
of lamps.

(4) All gassy mines were 
advised. Powers have also 
been obtained under Regulation 
154(2) of the Coal Mines 
Regulation, 1957, and will be 
exercised aS soon as suffi- 
cent electric lamps are being 
manufactured in India.



(23)

Recommendation. ' ' i Action: taken. ..

(5) Old workings in gassy mines, , (5) Incorporated as
and particularly places in which ' .Regulation 143 ’in Coal 
inflammable gys may accumulate. Mines Regulations, 1957.
should' be (xamined at least once - . .
a week by a competent person,, and • ^<*7
the rc-sul ts’’rccor Vd in’a book kept 
at the mine for the purpose. • , " ^7 ■’ •’

(6) In a gassy mine, the air current (6) Incorporated as 
ventilating a goaf cd area, whether Regulation 146(4) of Coal, 
packed or unpacked, and disused Mines Regulations 1957.
vorkings should not be allowed to 
ventilate the working places unless 
permitted by the Chief Inspector 
of Mine s'. ' . -

(7) Dagger of accumulation of in- (7) Incorporated as
flammable g^s anywhere in a mine is Regulation 142 of Coal 
always a serious matter, and it .Mines Regulations, 1957.
becomes a lively hazard if it is 
near, or if it may react upon, a- ** „ 
working place, or it to be/any /near 
possible source of ignition. In 
such an event, the matter should 
receive the careful consideration •
of .the higher Management who should 
decide wh_t is.to be done about it, 
and the agreed policy should be made 
alearly known to the under-officials 
in charge in the area. The operation 
should only be done on a well- 
considered plan and under the close 
supervision- of -a supervisor official.

(#)'Any change in the system of 
ventilation in a mine where Safety 
lamps are required to be- used should 
at once be notified to the Inspector 
of Mine s.

(9) Whenever possible, the instal
lation of auxiliary fans should be 
avoided, and steps should be taken 
instead to ensure that, the general 
ventilating current of the mine is 
adequate. But if, a fan has to be 
installed, whether on the surface 
or underground, provision should be 
made- in the regulations to the '• 
effect that, for installation of 
fans or their removal or change of 
site, the previous' sanction of the 
Chief Inspector of Mines; or any 
other competent officer, shall be 
nece ssary.

(10) Provision should also be made, 
in the Regulations that, for any 
major change in the ventilation 
system, the previous approval of 
the Chief Inspector of Mines should be 
always taken except in certain emer
gency cases where discretion may be 
left to the. Manager who shall forth
with intimate the changes made to the 
Chief Inspector of Mines.

(8) Immediately incor
porated in Temporary . 
Regulations 1955, atjfeemp. 
Reg./9(3). Now income /_195 
porated as Regulation

146(5) of Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1937.

(9) Immediately ^incor—-• yt- s 
porated in Temporary .
Regulations / Now incor
porated as • Regulations 
132 and 137(4) of the 
Coal Mines Regulation, 1 
1957.

/ 1955= as Temp. 
Regulation 9,

(10) Immediately incor
porated in Temporary 
Regulations 1955 as Temp. 
Regulation 9(3). Now 
incorporated as Regula
tion 146(5) of the Coal 
Mines Regulations, 1957



(24) M-
(11) This recommendation~(11) Since sand-stowing is the 11) This recommendation

common method of. stowing goafed >^9^ Was. refnrrdd to -th^Coal 
it seems desirable' that a Committee''-'*' 'Board' (who", are responsible
should be appointed for making a \ 
research generally and to examine 
the question of shrinkage :of sand 
resulting in roof-falls. .. In / 
"Transactions of the Mining, >;•

for carrying out research 
on stowing) for action.

Geological and Metallurgical
Institute of India, Volume-;45, No.^J.^ j 
January1950" at the top/of • page./ 
156, it is stated as follows:;/1.^ 

"As the stowing material‘:is . . 
sand, the phenomenon known :/ 
as ’bulking’ may have been an < '17: 
effect in the underground 
packs. Sand, whether dry or • 

saturated, occupies the same 
volume, but in any intermediate 
stage the volume is increased.. 
Thus an originally perfectly 
saturated coarse sand pack may 
increase in volume by 10 per 
cent when the water is reduced 
to 4 per cent. Investigation aS 
to how far thi° applies to 
undergrounds packs is necessary, 
Generally water drains off sand 
packs for 10 days after stowing,”

During the present inquiry, opinions . 
differed regarding shrinkage of sand,.
It seems to be important that this 
question should be examined more closely.

(12) Provision should be made in
-the Regula that, save in emer-
gency no instructions with regard

(12) Incorporated as 
Regulation 37(2) of Coa!
Mines Regulations, 1957| 

to matters concerned with the working
of the mine should be given to any 
person employed in the mine except by, 
or under the- authority of, or in 
consultation with and through, the 
Manager.

(13) Provision should be made in the 
Regulations for fixing the minimum 
qualification for a person to be 
appointed an "underground sirdar" 
incharge, "overman" or munshi. The 
minimum qualification provided may 
be that of a Matriculate or some 
equivalent educational qualification.

(14) A labour representative should 
be permitted to go underground and 
inspect the places where miners work, 
in order to afford additional safe
guard for their safety.

(13) Incorporated as 
Regulations 194 and 196 "of 
Coal Mines Regulations, 
1957. >

(14) This suggestion is 
under the consideration of 
the Government,

► . • • ■ * w '
contd.....25
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Recommendation. \

5) I have commented upon the/irr
egular inspections by -the Mines

_ Inspectorate . as well RiB^by the 
Electrical Inspector ..M

K.'., Action taken..

•’ (<1 £). /The.. Elec tr ical Inspec tor 
' has. -now been brought under the 

c.orit^pl of the Chief Inspector
I have* the. of Mip0®* 

impression- that'there is lack of 
co-operati’on between them.'M Therpy^ 
to be comple te ■ co-operation be tvyqeh . • '
the two ‘in"order- to- avoid, or at'-le^st, , 
minimise darigebs of exp Ip si p-n-Mdf-' in
flammable gases igpitipg'ifrb^'.-elec trical - •- 
sources. It is the/Mine's.'.'-ln;spec tor ate 
which ordinarily tests^for inflammable •
gases in the mine, arid they come to 
know the varying conditions in the 
mine. This information ought to be 
made available to the Electrical*****' 
Inspector in order to take and ” ,
adopt necessary safety precautions 
in the mtterr of- electrical installa
tions. Or, the Electrical Inspector 
of Mines may be brought under the • 
Chief Inspector of Mines so that both 
sets of these officers may cor-ordinate 
to' ensure safety in mines.

(16) Provision in the Mines Act may 
be made making it obligatory upon 
the Mines Inspectorate to inspect

(16) In order to incre 
frequency of inspect io1 
mine's, the Department

f the 
fef 
I Mines

every mine at least once a year; and if? being strengthened 
more frequently, in the case of gassy. "
mines. No such provision Was brought
to my notice in the inquiry, and 
all that the present provisions do is 
to given then power to inspect but 
cast no duty upon them to inspect at 
tain intervals.

cer

(17) An inspector ought to be a per
son of experience. He should have■ 
experience of five yecirs at least as 
Manager, and then made an Inspector.

/(18) It is necessary to increase, 
the number of Mines Inspectors.

(17) Due to - the comparatively 
poor salary paid to inspec
tors, this could not be accep
ted. Also it was considered 
that the qualities required 
of a good, inspector were not 
necessarily the same as, those 
of a good manager.

(18) An increase-in the number 
of Inspectors has been $anc* • 
tioned.

(19) Appointment of Assistant Mana- 
gers in large mines should be made 
on a prescribed scale as to number 
and depending upon the monthly 
output of the- mine .

(19) Incorporated as Regula
tions 32, 4ldr(b) and 42 of

•• ’Coal Mines Regulations, 1957.

(20) A regulationt j- “ n i h°uld be added in (20) Incorporated as Regu- 
tte Indian Coal Mines Regulations, - - -
1926, preferably alter Regulation 25 lations ■ 1957. 
in Chapter III of -the Regulations, .to ’
the effect that no mine shall be worked

lation 41 pi Coal Mines Regu-

unless daily personal supervision in 
respect of the working is exercised 
by the Manage r, and during the period 
of his absence, by a person authorised 
by him as un^er Regulation 24(3) and 
a report of it should be kept in the 
manner prescribed.
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• Re commend a ti/^n{ Action taken, • . <

(21) Regulation 121(1) This regulation (21 Immediately incor- 
requires constant production.in every porated in Coal Mines 
mine of 1 ah adequate’ amount of vcntila- Temporary Regulations, 
tion to dilute and render harmless in- 1955 as /Temporary 
flammable and noxious gases, etc. . Regulation 9. Now 
Comment is often nude as to what would . incorporated as Regula
te ’an adequate’ amount of ventilation^- tion 130 of the Coal 
Section 29('1 ) of the English Coal - > , Mines Regulations, 1957. 
Mines Act, 1911, deals with the standard 
of ventilation and- there is similar ?./ 
vagueness. The Report of the Royal ’• • ' ' - -
Commission of Safety in Goal Mines of 
the year 193S h^s'commented on this 
question at pages 208 and 209.- It 
recites that the Royal Commission on 
Mines in their Second Report (1909) ‘
pointed out that the General 'Rule 
as to ventilation then in force 
(which was incorporated in section 29(1) 
of the Coal Minos Act, 1911) ’’prescribes 
no definite standard an.d that in each 
case it is ultimately left to a Court 
of Law, on proceedings.being instituted 
to determine whether the rule is 
complied with or not”. The Report 
then proceeds ^s follows -

’’The Commission reported that 
difficulties had been experienced in 
proving breaches of the rule-land 
figures were given to show that 
prosecutions for inadequate, ventila
tion had failed more often than in 
the case of other breaches of the 
Act. The Commission came to Ithe 
conclusion ’that it should be rendered 
legally obligatory that every respon® 
sible endeavour-should be ma^e to 
maintain such a stand .rd of ventila- : . .
tion .;s to prevent the appearance, in 
any open and readily accessible 
position of a fully formed cap in 
the lowered flame of an ordinary 
safety- lamp, burning the oil in 
common use, and that men should not
be allowed to work dr pass when this .
standard is exceeded.’ But they 
deferred saying what percentage of 
firedamp was sufficient to produce a 
fully-formed cap, pending inquiries.
In their third ReportU1911)/ after 
those further inquiries had been 
made, the Commission came to the 
conclusion that it was not possible 
to define in more precise terms that 
constituted ’adequate’ ventilation, 
’which must be interpreted according 
to the best mining knowledge of the 
day’ and that all they could do was 
to recommend the fixing of a definite 
percentage, of firedamp at which workmen 
must be withdrawn ................. ”

The difficulty to define is more precise • ; 
terms what constituted ’’adequate ventilations”

.... .................................................. ........



(27)

Re c ommendpti on. Action taken.

is realised; but at the time, I think •• 
that the working of regulation 121 (1) may,.- 
if practicable be m^.c more definite. In 
this.' connection, reference may also be ; • ’ 
made to sectibh 55 of the English' Mines z 
and Quarries Act,, 1.954. ’ V. . 7

. (22) Regulation 122 - provision • should (22) Incorporated as 
be made in the regulations on-the Regulation 133(4) of
lines suggested- by the Royal Commission Coal Mines Regulations
on the Safety in Coal Mines in its Reportl957 
(1938) at page 227 which I quote :-

"V.e propose therefore that in 
addition to being measured c ■ I'’. 
the downcast shaft and in every 
split at the point where the 
split commence, the quantity of air 
should be measured, at least once 
in every month,, at or as near as 
practicable to a point ten yards back 
from the-, first working place-at 
the- working I- n 9 which the air enters, 
and at or as near as practicable 
to a point ten yards on the return 
side of the last working face which 

. the air ‘leaves. In either Ccise the 
district inspector should have power, 

■ if circumstances render it desirable, 
to-substitute some other distance for 
the ten yards. If there is more than 
one face or section of work in the' 
ventilating district, the measurement 
should be made at the: ’corresponding 
points, in respect of. each face, if 
worked longwall, or, if worked other
wise, at such suitable points as 
shall .be fixed by the manager, with 
the approval of the- district 
inspector.”

\s :•

(23) Regulation 134 - In rtjiis regulation (23). Immediately incorpora- 
provision may also be made for the ted in Coal Mines Temporary
appointment in writing of door attend- Regulations, 1955 - Tem-
ants to' attend to doors, the opening 
which may lead to derangement of
ventilati on.

(24) Regulation 13$(I) - This 
regulation prohibits a person 
from having in his possession 
inside a mine, in which the use 
of safety lamps is required, 
amongst other things, ‘"smoking 
apparatus”. The term is rather 
vugue, and the intention ought 
to be more clearly expressed.

of porary Regulation 9* Now
incorporated as Regulation 
136(2)(c) of Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1957.

(24) Incorporated as Regu
lation 147(1) of Coal Mine. 
Regulations, 1957.

contd....28
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(28)

Recommends tion. Action taken.

(25) Regulation 135(2) This regula- (25) Incorporated as 
tion requires the search of ’’all Regulation 147(2) of Coal

persons employed below ground” before Mines Regulations, 1957* 
entering the mine. Literally, it.*
.provides for the search not of all 
persons entering the mine but of only 
such persons ^S'are ’’employed below”» 
For instance, a visitor would be 
excluded, from the search. The regu
lation should include all persons 
going below ground. The correspond
ing provision in the English Coal 
Mines Act, 1911, section 35 is 
more clear.

(26) An additional chapter may be 
added to the present Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1926, containing 
’’Special Provisions regarding 
Gassy Mines” and, in it, provisions 
may be made (a) for the appoint
ment of special ventilating and 
Safety Engineer whose duty should 
be to supervise the maintenance of 
the ventilation system; (b) for 
periodical sampling and analysis 
of the air in each district by an 
approved apparatus capable of giving 
readings on the spot; (c) for 
providing/ automatic firedamp 
detectors; and (d) for perman^Mt 1 
installation of gas alarm in such 
Parts of the mine where there is 
suspected danger of presence of 
gas„

427) A National Commission ought to 
be appointed at an e.<rly date, and 
at intervals thereafter, as Royal 
Commissions- are appointed in England 
to inquire ’’whether the Safety and 
health of mine workers can be better 
ensured by extending or modifying 
the principles or general provisions 
of the Indian Mines Act, 1952 and 
the regulations ,-nd rules made for 
coal mines or the arrangements for 
their administration, having regard 
to-the changes that have taken place 
in organisation, methods of work 
and equipment since they became 
enforceable and experience gained, 
and to make recommendation.”

(26)(a) Incorporated as 
Regulation 149 of Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1957. '
(b) Incorporated as Regula
tion 145 of Coal Mines 
Regulations, 1957.
(c) and (d) These instruments 
are not manufactured in 
India. They are of a deli
cate type and on rough A 
usage which is inevitable®! 
mines, go out of order very 
quickly.’ Therefore, thei^ 
compulsory use at the proW 
sent stage was not consider
ed advisable,- The Fifth ® 
cession of the Industrial® 
Committee on Coal Mining ® 
endorsed this view.

(27) This conference is 
being convened for this 
purpose.
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Appendix F . ;' . . ■ : '

JUNE DISASTERS - Their Causes and Prevention.

>•# '*
1. High-fatality accidents (which individually 

/ • <t • >
involve a l^rge number of fatalities) are usually termed

‘disasters’. The different causes of mine disasters

are mentioned below in order of importa.nce;

(1) Explosions (mainly in coal mines).

(2) Inundation. ’ ■

(3) Bumps de Rock-bursts.

(4) binding in deep shafts.

(5) Fires • •

The various causes of these accidents and the precautions 

required, to be taken in respect of each type are dealt 

with below:

EXPLOSIONS.

2. ■ Explosions may be due to-..fire-damp and/or coal S 

dust. Generally, in most explosions both fire-damp and ®
• /take part; and very.few purely fire-dampr orcgSp du 

coal dust^xplosmns have occurred so far. Also,* thoug® 

there are cases of coal-dust explosions having b^en - 

directly initiated, usually it is a fire-damp explosion® 

which raises fine day coal-dust into a cloud and'starts 

a coal-dust'explosion'. " " • •

3. The two essential factors for the occurrence of 

an explosion are the presence of an explosive medium, 

and of a source of ignition. All precautionary measures 

against the occurrence of explosions are directed 

towards the removal of these- two factors.

4. Sources of ignition (in mines) are given below in 
• . I

X ■ ’ ■ ' ..

order of importance:' ' ’ •”
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(a) Nake^ lights;

(b) Defective or damaged safety lamps;

(c) Shotfiring;

(d) Fires (accidental, spontaneous or from 
sealed-off areas);

(e) Sparks produced by -Fiction or rubbing of 
material.,

5^ Fire-damp can propagate an explosion only if 

present between 5 to 15 percent in the mine air^ If 

the percentage of the gas present is below 5, it will 

ordinarily just ignite and will not, propagate a wave 

of explosion,. Similarly if the percentage of Ithe gJ 

exceeds 15, an explosion cannot -be propagated due to 

insufficiency of oxygen,. However a high percentage of 

inflammable g..s is fnought with danger in as much that, 

at any time, it can form an explosive mixture by mixing 

with more air.

6« The lower- limit of inflammability of coal dust 

varies with the type, age etc, of the dust# However as 

a general figure it is considered that 0*1 oz, of coal 

dust per eft, of the air forms the lower limit of 

inflammability. The higher limit is difficult to fix 

because a thick cloud of dust can, in no time, become 

thin and* thus come within the limits of inflammability. 

In this connection, it may ’be mentioned that even 0 01 oz 

of coal dust per cit. of air (which would hardly be 

perceptible to the nake d-eyej . is .sufficient to. sustain 

and propagate an explosion wave. The maximum intensity 

of explosion is caused by ).35 oz, of coal dust per 

eft, of air, 

7* As mentioned above, for a coal dust explosion 

to occur, it is necessary that coal dust riiog in the 

air in the form of a cloud - which can easily be done .
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by a blown-out shot or by a small ignition of fire-damp 

etc.

8. Sources of ignition can be eliminated by the 

following means:

(i) Safety lamps should be properly maintained 
and checked. Use of naked lights should be 
stopped by keeping effective checks at the 
mine entrances.

(ii) Only permitted explosives (and if possible/' 
sheathed explosives or substitutes for explosives) 
should be used. Effective precautions should be ■ 
taken to guard against the existence natural 
breaks in the shotholes,

(iii) Use of flame-proof equipment and its 
maintenance in good condition,

(iv) Sparks produced by friction can be minimised 
by proper maintenance and supervision of 
all machinery in the mine. Sparks caused 
by the friction or impact of falling rock 
masses are liable to initiate an explosion 
only when the caving method of extraction is 
adopted. If extraction is accompanied by 
hydraulic packing, this source of 
ignition is greatly eliminated,

(v) As any type of fires (accidental or caused 
by spontaneous heating of coal or from sealed- 
off area) can cause an ignition, steps should 
be taken to minimize the chances of occurrence 
of any type u,f fire in the mine, and to 
extinguish or seal-off a fire that may occur.

9, Coal Mines Regulations, 1957 and Indian 
Electricity Huies, 1956 contain effective provisions to 
guard against the various sources of ignition; and if 

fully observed, should eliminate to a very great

extent the chances of ignition of gaS or coal dust in 

mines.

10. To guard against the dangers of inflammable

gases, precautions should be tuken to prevent accumulation

of inflammable gas in percentages likely to cause

explosion. To achieve this, it is necessary to

circulate such a quantity of fresh air in the mine that 

the percentage of gas in the air is kept much below the 

explosive limits.
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11. It should be mentioned here, however, that 

with machine-mining the progress of the / ice advance is 

very much faster so th^t much more, inflammable gas may 

be given out in a particular length of time. The gas 

which is given out at the face should be diluted then 

and there; and this necessitates the circulation of 

fresh, air as near to the face as possible. In quickly- 

developing faces; especially in bord and pillar workings 

this is not easy to achieve.

12. Indian goal Mines Regulations, 1926 did not 

lay down a specific standard of ventilation and were 

vague .about this point. However.,. Coal Mines Regulations 

1957 lay down (Reg. 130(2) that ft’ place shall be 

deemed to be normally kept free from inflammable gas 

,,,only if the percentage of such gas does not exceed 1£.

13. In some of the countries working highly gassy 

seams, a technique is being developed to drain off the 

gas in advance, from above the seams, through pipes. 

1’4. Coal dust is constantly formed during all 

operations of coal mining, and in much larger quantities 

when machines are used. To tackle the problem it is 

necessary to minimize the production of dust, to 

suitably tre..t such dust as-has been formed, and to 

prevent it from rising into the air and forming a cloud. 

15* For minimizing the production of coal dust, precau

tions should st.^rt even before the cutting of coal 

has started by infusing the coal with water -or steam. 

This however’required, an advanced technique and is not 

yet practised in India. Later on, precaution'are necessary 

at every stage of coal handling to reduce breakage of 

coal, •

contd.. . . .
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16. The object of treating coal dust is to prevent 

it from nixing with air to form an explosive mixture. 

This is achieved by cleaning and then watering and/or 

mixing with stone dust.

17. Indian Coal Mines Regulations, 1926 were Vague 

about the standard of stone dusting and Watering. 

Moreover they required the removal or treatment of 

coal dust only on the haulage and travelling roads. 

However, a coal dust explosion c^n occur even though 

the haulage and the travelling roads may be very well 

treated if sufficient - which, in any case, is not much - 

coal dust is available in the remaining workings.

The Coal Mines Regulations, 19.57 now lay down specific 

standards of stone dusting and Watering, Regulations 

123 requires th^t the roadways should be so treated with 

stone dust that the•percentage of incombustible 

is not less than 70, or that if the workings are 

treated with water, the dust will have not less than 

3 0 percent by weight of water in it. The type of stone 

dust to be. used has been specified in the Regulations. 

If the standards laid down in Coal Mines Regulations, 

1957 arc maintained, the chances of an explosion should 

become- negligible.

18. Mention may al' ) be made here of a third type 

of explosion i.e. water-gas explosion, Water gas is 

a mixture of hydrogen ^nd carbon monoxide, both of which 
.. *

can form an explosive mixture with air. Though 

such an explosion is not of*'a common occurrence, it is 

likely to occur in mines if water enterrs a fire area. 

By the action of Water on burning coal, carbon monoxide

contd..
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and hydrogen are formed and the fire provides already 

source of ignition. Thus an explosion may take place 

behind a sealed-off fire area and, by breaking the 

seals, initiate an explosion of gas or coal'dust. 

This danger is eliminated if the. ire area is sealed 

off by explosion-proof stoppings. .

• INUNDATION. —----------
19. Several‘‘disasters have occurred by the sudden

inundation of mine workings by water. Two pre-requisites 

for such a situation are, firstly, a large body

of water in the vicinity, and secondly, an accidental 

connection with it, of the mine workings at a lower- *
level. The body of water may be-on the -surface or

’belowground ..nd may enter the mine^. .workings: A

(a) in the cas 7of surface waterf through y
.entrances,; through breaks and goaves etc.; ®
or through: we-ak ground or thin cover or A
a premature collapse etc.; and

(b) in the' case of underground water, through 9
connections or. thin barriers with workings J’
in th.e-same mine pr from neighbouring mines; V 
from workings,in the seams above and/or 
below (-.through.connections such as'drifts, 
staple pits, boreholes etc.; collapses of 
intervening strata; or geological'displace
ments

In addition, the failure.of a dam built to hold water 

on the surface., or belowground may also cause an
J ■■ w M

inundation. ■ • v *

20, Connection with an underground body of water* ’■
is fraught with an additional danger. As "Water has generally 

been stagnant over ;a long time, noxious gases like

carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide etc. may be present and 

endanger persons who ray otherwise have escaped',



21.. Precautions against surface water include 

the following:-

(i)Mine entrances should be sufficiently 
higher than the highest known flood level 
of the area.

( ii) Goafed-o ut areas over which water may 
accumulate on the surface, should be kept 
isolated belowground by sufficiently 
strong water dans.

(iii) The minimum thickness of cover under which 
workings can be made depends upon the 
nature of the cover. Under normal conditions 
a cover of 15 metro-S; should suffice if the 
size of the pillars and galleries is 
normal? but in cases where the cover 
consists qf alluvium or sand etc. , a 
thicker cover will be required for 
guarding against the danger of inundation.

( iv) Wherever the-re is any danger of water 
entering the mine through entrances, 
goaves, broken ground etc., suitable 
signalling arrangements should be provided 
to give due warning to the persons employed 
belowground of any apprehended danger.

22t The following precautions are necessary to & 

guard against inundation from underground workings: ft

(i)Workings within 60 meteres of any water-®' 
logged workings should be made only by 
putting advance borehole* and whereever 
any doubt exists as to the extent of Water
logged workings, the thickness of barrier^ 
should be proved by burn® side boring 
apparatus.

X
(ii)In order to guard against water entering 

an adjoining mine and then flooding other 
mines, sufficiently thick barriers should 
be 1*ft between adjioent mines.

( iii)All water dams should be/s uf f icient strength 
and should be regularly inspected to see if 
any deterioration in their condition has 
taken place.

23. For guarding against danger from any■chance 

connection with any accumulation of water, the 

preparation and maintenance of accurate plans is an 

absolute necessity. The following precautions should 

be taken in this respect.

(i) the plans should be correct and correctly 
oriented;
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(ii)the plan should be prepared on such paper 
or cloth and should be stored in such a 
way as will minimize shrinkage;

( iii) the position of all drifts, staple pits, 
boreholes, faults and dykes etc. should be 
shown on the plan;

( iv) field notes from which the plan has been 
prepared should be carefully preserved;

(v)whe-rever there are water-logged workings 
nearabout the workings of a mine, the 
extent of such workings should- be marked 
on' the plan;

(vi)all the working plans should be regularly 
brought up-to-date;

(vii) before any mine is abandoned, the plan 
of the workings should be brought up-to- 
date. If the. workings could not be brought 
uptodate, the fact should be recorded on 
the plan.

24. The Indian Coal Mines Regulations, 1926 

permitted conditional working within 30 metres of any 

water-logged workings. In Coal Mines Regulations, 1957 

this distance has been increased to 60 metres* Flat 

storage of plans (to guard against shrinkage) is also 

now required. The specifications of water dams are 

required ..to be- shown on the plan.

nOCK BURSTS AND BWS

A rockburst is the sudden and violent failure 

or collapse of,rock under stresses greater than it can 

withstand and on a scale sufficient.to cause material 

damage or to endanger personnel. A rockburst emits 

an earth tremor or shock wave which travels outward 

from the focus (or point of failure) in:all directions 

It is audible underground as a sharp single crack, and 

is perceptible on the surface as a vibration. In coal 

mines, a rockburst is called a bump but in metalliferous 

mines, a bump is the name given to a rbek failure,
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which emits a shock wave but which causes no damage 

underground.

26. Rockbursts may take place during development 

or during- stoping’-. During development, they may be 

caused, by violent arching or by the influence of 

fissures or adjacent excavations on the stress • 

distribution. Both these types are, however, basically 

the same, in that the rock surrounding the excavation 

fails under ring stresses greater than it can sustain. 

27. Rockbursts during stoping have been classified 

(according1 to J.Spalding) as follows;-

(a)Ring Stress bursts: Their mechanism is more 
or If ss similar to that of rock- ’ ...
bursts during development; the rin. A" 
stresses round levels, rises or winzes, are 
so increased by the influence or an 
approaching stope face that at some point 
the rock fails, Such a burst is usually 
local in effect though a heavy e-arth 

. teremor is caused’,
I

(b)Shear bursts; This type is the most common, 
By the occurrence of a single 
sheer, crack parallel to the face in one 
of the walls, the rockwall behind the 
shear plane is able to expand .fteely into * . 
the stopes, heavily compressing the,, 
supports and causing the face to disrupt .. . 
and fill the place with debris.

(c)Pillar bursts: Failures of remnants, and . u' 
of promontories by crushing, as well as

those of pillars, are termed pillar bursts.

(d) General Collapses; Haphazard working of 
ore shoots creates high stresses on some 
remnanstwhich may collapse suddenly.

(e)Virgin Stope bursts; These are of 
comparatively rare occurrence, and may 
take place in new ore shoots with both 
walls of exceedingly strong unseamed rock. 
At great depths and pressures, the total 
load on the exposed area of wall may be so 
great that the rock fails by shear along 
the ends of ground before the supports 
have suffered any squeeze. The failure is 
sometimes violent and the burst may affect 
one of the walls.

28. Practically all rockbursts occur without any 

irevious warning However, sometimes one or more of



the following audible and visible warnings may be

(1) ’Talking’ i.e. a series of'small bumps 
or cracking noists within the wall,

(2) Sudden silence after a lone period of 
1 talking’ .

(3) An increase of ’spitting’ from the faces, 

(4) An increase in the rate of ’closure*/ 

These warnings however are of little practical use as 

in most cases they may be totally absent, while in

* others there may be lot of false warnings. The 

prediction of rockburst still remains practially an 

impossibility.

29. Precautions against rockbursts during 

cevelopment include -

(i) The restriction of arching by providing 
suitable linings. • •

( ii) Laying-out development in s^qch a manner 
that adjacent excavations are made a safe 
distance apart, or that when a holl« 
required it is made in the safest way.

(iii)Careful mapping, of all fissures, faults 
and dykes, and laying-out development in 
accordance therewith.

SA. The following recommendations made by the 

special sub-committee on the occurrence of rockbursts 

• in the mines of kolar Gold Field relate to prevention 

or rockbursts during stoping:

(l)The ore should be extracted as completely 
as possible in the first workings, leaving 
as few remnants as possible.

(ii)The number of winzes should be kept to a 
minimum.

(ill) Where two reefs are being mined, it is 
preferable that the hangwall reef should 
be worked out in advance of the footwall 
reef.
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(iv)Blasting should be done at the end ofw*' 
working period

(v) Development in the deeper levels should he 
kept to a minimum.

(vi)Longwall face should be adopted in stoping, 
and the stope face should be advanced aS 
rapidly as possiblee

(vii)Where a dyke or fault cuts across an ore 
body and the width of the dyke or cut-off 
is sufficient to warrant leaving the 
barren ground in site, then stoping should 
preferably commence at the dyke or fault 
and the faces should retreat from it.

31. A Bump in coal mines is a phenomenon by which 

slabs of coal are thrown suddenly and violently from 

sides, roof or floor with a loud report. A violent 

bump may smash or dislodge timber, and may even cause 

an air blast. Bumps may be ’pressure Bumps’ (where 

pillar or adjacent stratum is overloaded and ultimately 

bursts) or ’Shock Bumps’ (where a sudden breakage of 

a rigid stratum above and spanning a subsidence cavity 

produces a hammer blow on the seam roof).

32. Pressure bumps may be caused when the strata 

above or below the seam are strong and unyielding, 

and where there is excessive weight of the overlying 

strata on the coal pillars. Shock bumps may occur when 

there is subsidence of some kind under a strong rigid 

roof which- is thus standing over an excessive span, 

so that the roof breaks suddenly after the rock has 

bent sufficiently.

33. As mentioned above, bumps take place without 

any warning and may cause severe accidents. Moreover 

large quantities of inflammable gas may be liberated 

by the bumps.

34. Our present knowledge of 'the mechanism of 

rockbursts and bumps is very limited. It is very
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necessary to carry out investigations to find 

out the exact causes io that precautions to minimize 

the occurrence and ill-effects of rockbursts and .bumps 

can be worked out.

WINDING IN DEEP SHAFTS

85. Winding in deep shafts ,‘vertical or inclined, 

presents several difficulties. If in a given time a 

deep shaft has to raise the. same quantity of coal or 

ore, or has to raise or lower the same number of persons 

as a shallow shaft,.one or more of the following steps 

shall have to be taken:

(1) Increasing the speed of winding.

(2^ Increasing the pay load.

(3) Decreasing the time taken at the top and 
bottom of the shaft.

In practice all the above-mentioned methods are utilised 

to some extent to achieve the end in view. Larger 

and/or multi-deck cages etc. are used; and as more 

men are lowered or raised in each wind, there is . 

a great risk of a disaster occurring in case of a 

mishap. This calls for better designing of equipment .r* 
and use of adequate safety appliances.

36, By increasing the speed of winding, the rope 

and other drawgear are subjected to greater stresses; 

there are more chances of an overwind; and there is 

greater wear of the guide-rope and guide-shoes (with 

the attendant risk of guide-rope breakage and large play 

of the cages). By increasing the pay load, the factor: 

of safety of the rope may have to be reduced; and 

there is more unblancing of the loaded and empty 

cages, so that there are greater chances of an overwind
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37 The remedy for all the above-mentioned 

difficulties lie's in the proper manufacture of winding 

ropes and other winding grear from flawless material, . *» 
installation of reliable safety devices, proper 

maintenance of the entire winding equipment, and 

employment of a more intelligent and skilled type of 

winding engineman. The. new Regulations contain 

provisions relating to all these points.

FIKES

38. Fires in mines may be accidental or may be 

caused by spontaneous heating. Accidental fires are 

caused by ignition of brattice cloth, wood, belts, 

coal heaps-, oil or other combustibles present under

ground. Such fires are generally less extensive and 

are comparatively easier to control; but in gassy 

and dusty mines such a fire can cause havoc as it may 

initiate an explosion. The following precautions 

should be taken to guard against such fires.

(i) Only the minimum quantity of inflammable 
materials should be stored underground, 
and then only in specially constructed 
receptacles.

(ii) All brattice cloth and belts etc. should 
. be made fire-resistant material, or 

should be constantly maintained in a wet 
cond ition.

(iii) Wood chips, jute, cloth used for cleaning 
oil etc. should not be thrown underground.

(iv) Grease used for lubricating guides, oils 
used for lubricating etc. and diesel or 

fuel oils used underground should 
have .a high ignition point.

(v) Steam boilers or other ste&m generating 
plant should not be installed underground 
All steam pipes should be preperly lagged.

(vi)Welding apparatus, blow lamps etc, should 
be used underground only on approval by the 
manager and 'subject to conditions laid 
down by him.
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39. Fires-caused by spontaneous heating; All
4 •'* >

coals (excepting a few high carbon anthracites) are 

liable to spontaneous heating. Oxidation of coal 

takes place at all times, the process being accompanied 

by the generation of heat. In normal workings this heat 

is carried away by the circulating air; but if (due 

to certain reasons, such as smaller quantity of 

aid circulating etc.) the heat generated is not 

totally dissipated, the temperature rises. At higher 

temperatures, oxidation and the accompanying heat 

generation take place at a faster rate, with the 

result that the temperature rises to the ignition 

temperature and the coal ultimately catches finer, 

4^. There are several other factors such as 

caibon content and friability of the coal, presence 

of pyrites, moisture, carbon dioxide etc, which effect 

the liability of coal to spontaneous heating, 

41. From the- facts mentioned above it would be 

evident that there are two pre-requisites for 

spontaneous heating of coal;

(l)Pvesence of coal in crushed or loose form 
(though spontaneous heating has been 
detected even in solid pillars); and

(2)Presence of air (oxygen part of it) 
sufficient for the oxidation of coal but 
not sufficient to carry away the entire 
heat generated by oxidation.

Ideal conditions for spontaneous heating are present 

while pillars are extracted by the caving method,. 

Invariably coal stocks, and sometimes even floor or 

roof coal or side ribs, are left in the ^baf. If the 

roof consists of shale, that may also add to the 

combustible matter. As the quantity of air circulating 

in a goafed-out area is restricted, the conditions
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are ideal for fire to break out. The period 

between the starting of pillar extraction and the 

first appearance of fire is different for different 

seams; it is termed ’’the incubation period11 and forms 

a very important factor for planning the depillaring 

of coal seams liable to spontaneous heating.

42. In order to prevent spontaneous heating of 

coal, steps should be taken to prevent the existence 

of the two factors mentioned above. These precautions 

include the foilowing:-

(i)Broken coal should not be allowed 
to remain underground.

(ii)All underground places should be. 
properly ventilated. Provision should 
.be made for dividing the workings into 
independent ventilation districts vith 
due regard to fire risks.

(iii)Whenever any 'crush' takes place, steps 
should be taken to remove loose coal or * 
to isolate the area as the case may be.

(iv)Seams liable to spontaneous heating 
should be worked in conjunction with 
stowing. Only non-inflammable, material 
should be used for stowing the goaves. 
However if it is not possible to stow 
the goaf, the coal seam should be divided 
into panels of a size compatible with 
the incubation period of the coal seam.

(v)All goaves or crushed areas should be
kept sealed, and if possible, the goaf . • . *1 
should be drowned.
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(vi)ln those parts of the mine where there is 
chance of a fire breaking out, regular 
analysis of air samples should be carried 
out to determine the variation o'f C0/02 
and CO 2/02 ratios. Effective steps by 
controlling the ventilation or by sealing 
off should be taken in case heating is 
suspected.

(vii)Effective arrangements such as'fire 
extinguishers, sand, water mains should 
be maintained to deal with any chance of 
fire.

43. Once a fire by spontaneous heating has broken 
out in a mine, it is very important to bring it under 
control. A fire underground, even when it is sealed off
is dangerous in that -

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

It may spread to other areas or other 
seams, or even to the neighbouring mines
It may initiate an explosion.
In case of accidential breakage of any fire 
seal, noxious gases (such as carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide etc.) 
may infiltrate into the workings and 
foul the whole ventilation current.

Damage may also be caused due to collapse of surface area.

44. For controlling the fire the following steps
are t aken -

(i) The fire area should be sealed off by means 
of stoppings underground and blanketting on 
the surface (to minimize the leakage of 
of air into the fire area).

(ii) Constant watch should be kept on all fire 
stoppings to check any leakage of air or 
of noxious gases, and temperature readings 
should be taken on all stoppings to study 
the condition of fire.

(iii) Fire stoppings should be ventilated by an 
independent split of air.

(iv) Regular air samples from behind the 
stoppings should be taken to see if the 
fire is alive or dead.

45, It is needless to say that attempts should in
all cases be made to extinguish the fire. However in
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some cases this may not be possible, and the only 

possible course may be to keep the fire under check#

46, In order to arrest the spread of a fire, it is
- . 1 ’ <4

advisable' that the following arrangements for fire-fighting

4 etc. are made at all large mines:

(1) Irrespective of any other inspections that 
may be required to be made, every district 
liable to spontaneous heating should be 

' inspected on idle days.

,(2) (a) Fire-proof closing devices which can be
operated quickly and effectively, should 
be provided at the top of or at a 
suitable place in all downcast shafts 
or other intake surface openings.

’ ’’ ’ (b) Suitable fire arresting zones should be
established in all districts of the 
mines,

(c) Adequate number of fire-extinguishers, or 
adequate quantity of stone dust or water 
should be maintained at all mines for 
fire-fighting.

(d) A trained fire-fighting squad should be 
maintained 8

(e) A fire-fighting plan (showing the 
position of underground fire, fire 
stoppings, direction of air current etc.)

(3) (a) Whenever any opening is left in any
stopping, necessary materials for 
building stoppings (such as sacks of 
sand brick, cement etc.) should be 
kept available underground.

(b) Befo re the construction of a fire 
stopping is begun, an adequate stone 
dust barrier should be erected along a 
sufficient length of the road,

(4) (a) The re-opening of districts that have
been isolated by fire stoppings should 
be carried out only with the permission 
of the Chief Inspector of Mines in 
India; under the constant supervision 
of the manager; and by experienced 
workers.

(b) Before opening a stopping, sufficient 
material should be brought upto the 
stopping for re-closing it.
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(o) While stoppings are being opened^ a 
rescue brigade should be kept ready.

(d) Re-opened districts and any other- 
districts likely to be contaminated 
should not be re-occupied until they 
have been examined and fouzjd safe.

(e) If a mine or part has been drowned to 
extinguish a fire., it-should carefully 
be ascertained whether water gives of 
sulphuretted hydrogen. Adequate 
measures should be taken if such gas is 
suspected or detected.
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Appendix (1 < ?

LOW-FATALITY ACCIDENTS

1. Low-fatality accidents account for over 90^

of the total fatalities in mines, and are therefore 

really more important than disasters . Almost all •

non-fatal accidents are also to be classified under 

this head, as in disasters (high-fatality accidents)/ 

few people escape with mere injuries to their persons.

V ‘ Low-fatality accidents may be’.Vldssif ied,

in ordqr .of importance, as being due to:. /’ 
\ i r '

(1) Falls of ground; <1 ,. '• j

(2) Haulage;

(3) Explosives;

(4) Electricity; Jk
(5) Machinery.

More accidents are, caused, by falls of ground, than all 

the other accidents taken together (including disasters 

like explosions* fires and inundations, etc)* 

Accidents due to explosives and electiricity are usually 
' - avoidable.

V
3. The new codes of Regulations lay down in

sufficient detail the precautionary measures necessary 

to prevent such accidents and, if strictly followed, 

should go a long-way to improve safety in mines. 

Better ventilation and lighting should also, by 

improving the working conditions in general, result 

in greater safety in mines.
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It should be remembered that a fatality is only One 

bad link in a chain of circumstances consisting Of 

(a) the cause of the accident; (b) the accident; and 

(c) the injury, The object therefore should be the 

prevention of all accidents, for if the causes for 

minor accidents are removed, fatal accidents "will 
• -rv. 

automatically be eliminated.

5» Some authorities on safety methods estimate 

that as many as 98 per cent of all accidents are 

preventable, ‘And a study of preventable accidents 

has shown that 80 per cent of all preventable accidents 

result from unsafe acts of persons and only 20 per cent 

directly from physical or mechanical causes. Mechani

cal and physical defects thus play a relatively minor 

role in the occurrence of accidents; and eVen when 

they do, human failures are often contributory factors# 

It is therefore essential that due importance be 

attached to the part played by ’human element’ in 

the occurrence of accidents. The suggestions made elsewhere 

relating to training of personnel, improved discipline, 

safety propaganda etc. are therefore the real means which 

should be pursued to achieve greater safety in imines# 

Physical examination of mine entrants.?

6. And last, but not the least, is the need 

for a rigid physical examination of all miners, both 

before and during employment. Although mining can be 

made relatively safer than what it was in the past, 

it is futile to deny that it is a strenuous and 

comparatively dangerous occupation; and as discussed 

elsewhere, deep mining and mechanisation introduce 

several new hazards. Persons with defective hearing,



eyesight or heart should, therefore, not be 

employed as they are a menace not only to themselves 

but also to their fellow-workmen.
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SAFETY EDUCATION, PROPAGANDA AND. CONTENTg/ETGj.

Besides improving discipline - which is an

indispensable requirement for safer work, the other 

most effective means for bringing about greater safety 

are the adoption of suitable educational methods ( which 

help the supervisor to assess the dangers inherent 

in a particular type of work and assist the worker to 

follow safer methods of performing his work) and safety 

propaganda.

Safety Education.

2» Suitable schemes should be evolved and put into

practice to educate the mine staff at all levels about 

the necessity and requirements of safety. For the

genior managerial staff, this may take the form of -•

(i) Safety Conferences held occasionally, where 
papers relating to different aspects of 
safety should be read, the experience of the 
managerial staff regarding safety discussed, 
and various means explored for solving 
problems of safety, both old and new;

(ii) a Safety Bulletin (devoted completely to 
the promotion of safety in mines ) issued 
periodically,

3. For the subordinate supervisory staff, refresher 

cctrsos should be organised where senior mining engineers 

and officers of the Mines Department may be invited to 

give talks and lectures. Excursions should be made to 

modern and/or difficult mines to acquaint the under

officials with new techniques of mining ana new sources 

of danger. Rescue Stations should also be visited. The 

value of such courses can be considerably enhanced by -

(a) holding discussions on the causes of actual 
cases of■accidents, and on the chain of events 
leading to such occurrences;

(b) inviting the trainees themselves to hold 
discussions on safety matters brought 
up by them;
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(o) display and discussion of diagrams and other 
exhibits having a bearing on safety; and

(d) requiring the trainees to appear in a test 
at the end of the course etc. etc.

4. Educating the workers for safety and teaching 

them safe habits is a more difficult problem. .Vocational 

training as suggested earlier is likely to make them 

more conscious about safety; and during any such training 

the main stress should be on safety. Other means include 

showing of films and display of posters etc. about 

safety - discussed later0

First, Aid Training and Safety

5. One of the best and most effective methods>of’ 

bringing safety-mindedness to the mining personnel, 

officials as well as minors, is training of the entire 

personnel in first aid to the injured. Though according 

to the Mines Rules, only one person for'every 50 .under- 

ground workers and for every 100 surface workers is to 

be so trained, safety-training work does not reach 

anything like its full effectiveness especially in 

mechanised mines (where the incidence of minor injuries 

may be very high), unless every person has undergone such 

training at least once. Of course, all skilled workers 

and mine officials should be kept trained in rendering 

first aid to the injured by refresher classes and 

ambulance competitionse

Safety Propagand etc,

6. Propaganda has an important role to play in 

disseminating safety knowledge and in making people 

more safety conscious. To carry home safety propaganda 

to the workers most of whom are illiterate, it is
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essential to adopt visual mean^. Documentary films 

about accidents and safety should be prepared and shown 

to gatherings of mine-workers. The possibility of 

exhibiting these films in the commercial Cinema halls 

in the mining areas should also be explored.

Suitably-designed safety posters should be 

regularly displayed- in mines to maintain the workers11 

interest in safety, and to act as constant reminders 

to them for taking adequate•precautions while in or 

about the mine, In order that posters do not become 

stale, but that new ideas are developed and new designs 

utilised to make the posters arresting, a full-time 

artist should be engagad on this work, 
* v 

Safety Contests etc,

8, Safety contests between different districts of

the same mine and between different mines in each group 

haw been found to be useful. Awarding prizes or bonus 

to winners of these contests helps in stimulating 

interest in safety. Observance of ’safety weeks* or 

’safety months’ is another means whereby the ideas of 

accident prevention can be inculcated amongst the mine 

managements and.workers and their interest in the problem 

kept alive.

Safety Organisation at the Mine ^evel.

To obtain the workers’ active participation in 

accident—prevent ion work, it is necessary that every large 

mine should have an active safety organisation. Pit 

Committees can play a very useful role in this respect.



1®. Algo useful at the. mine*level are Qgfi^ials1 

Safety Meetings. After the officer concerned has analysed 

the causes of an acgident (or series of accidents)/ group 

meetings of all officials, should be held to discuss the 
' * •' ''''' 

matter. In every case, the chain of events that led to.^ , 

an accident should be thoroughly examined, ^er'iodii 

safety meetings are an excellent medium for the discussion, 

of accidents and the evolution of cosriective measures;

and though not practised in India, have proved -very 

useful in other countries< 
■jX’.y . x •

11• In a safety meeting, stress should not be laid 

on placing blame on some body,- as this is almost certain 

to result in antagonism, resentment) etc* What is needed 

is a spirit of friendliness; and for this purpose, 

criticism must be constructive and sincere.



^xoracts from letter dated the 7th March, 1958 from 
br. o.V. Anantakrishnan, Professor of Chemistry, Madras 
Christain College addressed to the Union Minister for 
Labour and Employment.

dome says back I noticed a press report that Government 
is planning a thorough enquiry into the explosions in the 
Coalmines and the explosion in Pathankot4 As a distant 
observer and as one interested in the mechanism of chemical 
reactions, I felt that some scientific investigation of a 
fundamental nature is also called for,

Coul dust is capable of spontaneous ignition under 
certain oxygen pressures. This latter may be partly varied 
by ambient temperature conditions. There is also the 
inherent danger in the very process cfmining where explosives 
are used. Is there any information regarding any Static® 

electric charges in the region which might induce the sc®.d 
phase oxidation of coal dust and set in motion the explo®on 
wave? what is the type of coal and the overall structui® 

of the seams? Susceptibility to spontaneous change has ®en 
reported to vary with the nature of coal dust in other 
countries. nave we any data on the point regarding our Coals? 
These ana many other points will have to be cleared, 
XX XX XX XX

I hope that your conference will investigate the 
scientific side of the problem. Any safety measure 
necessarily depends on a correct 'knowledge of the 
secientific position.



colliery
Article by Professor J.B.S. .Haldane .on/explosions^ 

published in Hindu dated the 9th March, 1953i

COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS, 
7

There has been a serious colliery explosion at Chinakuri 

in West Bengal, in which nearly 200 people were killed. Such 

explosions were common in the .U.K, sixty years ago but have 

been rendered extremely rare. The improvement has been due 
. ’ ' ' . ' ' ' J*'"’ . . ’ -V.

to three causes, scientific research, with some of which I was 

associated, regulations for safety, and education not only 

of engineers and mine inspectors, but of miners.

It.is idle to hope that safety will be achieved in Indian 

mines until the men working underground understand the sources 

of danger, and how to counteract them. And this improvement 

can only come as part of a general rise in the educational JP 

level. Even that will not be sufficient unless the gencral^B 

education includes at least some elementary science.

explosion is a burning which happens instantaneously . 

through a large volume. In most cases the burning is the® - 

combination of oxygen atoms with other atoms. In a solid 3 

explosive such as gunpowder the oxygen is in potassium nitrate, 

from which it comes off very easily, and later- combines with 

carbon and sulphur. In an explosive such as trinitrotoluene 

the oxygen and the carbon and hydrogen with which it unites 
..... are originally in the same molecule, but separated by nitrogen 

atoms. However, in a colliery explosion things are different.

/The oxygen is in air, and what is burned is either a gas called 

methane,’ or coal dust. ' **

So to prevent explosions one should take two different 

kinds of precaution. First, one should prevent thecae cumulation 

of gas or dust in sufficient amounts to cause an explosion* 

Secondly, one should avoid anything which might start an explosion 
........ • O / * *

if gas or dust is present. In the same way if one has a gun
X . ' • *** - . j

or pistol in the house one should take two precautions. First,”" 

the gun should not be left loaded, and, secondly, it should
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COLLIERY EXPLOSI ON'S

There has been a-serious colliery explosion at Chinakuri~ 

in West Bengal, in which nearly 200 people were killed,.. Buch 

explosions were common in the .U.K, sixty years ago•but.have 

been rendered extremely rare. The improvement has been due 

to three causes, scientific research, with some of which I was^ 
’ ****<••’*' ■ .t ‘ , t. •; ' 1

associated, regulations for safety, and education.not only 

of engineers and mine inspectors, but "of miners.

It .is idle to hope that safety will be achieved in Indian 

mines until the men working underground understand ’the sources 

of danger, and how to counteract them. And this improvement 

can only come as part of a general rise in the educational 

level. Even that will not be sufficient unless the general^ 

education includes at least some elementary science,
An explosion is a burning which happens instantaneous  ̂

through a large volume. In most cases the burning is the® X.,, 

combination of oxygen atoms with other atoms, In a solid W 

explosive such as gunpowder the oxygen is in potassium nitrate, 

from which it comes off very easily, and later- combines with 

carbon and sulphur. In an explosive such as? trinitrotoluene

the oxygen and the carbon and hydrogen with which it unites •'•i 1 '
. . -

are originally in the same molecule, but separated by. nitrogen

atoms. However, in a colliery explosion things are different.'
I • / •

.The oxygen is in.air, and what is burned is either a gas called 

methane,’ or coal dust. ‘

So to prevent explosions one should take two different 

kinds of precaution,. First, one should prevent thecae cumulation 

of gas or dust in sufficient amounts to cause an explosion* 

secondly, one should avoid anything which might .start an explosion 

if gas or dust is present, . In the same way if one.has a gun 

or pistol in the house one should take two. precautions. First;" '

the gun should not be left loaded, and, secondly, it should’



never oe pointed at a human being, even if one is sure 
that it is not loaded* ' ’ . • •

EXPANSION OF AIR.
- ■ ? S ' * && r «■

A gas or dust explosion is dangerous on account of 

the heat generated by the rapid burning. This can scorch a 
man’s skin, but a greater danger arises from thqjrapid 

expansion of the air caused by the heat. This pushes 

everthing in its path, as the explosion of the mixture of 

air and petrol: Yap our-:in the cylinder of a car engine pushes 

the piston. Both gas anddust explosions use up the oxygen 

of the air and generate a poisonous gas, carbon monoxide.
Finally an explosion may start a fire. This is what appears 

to have happened at Chinakuri. ' ■
Methane, which is called firedamp in England, comes out® 

of the coal in many mines, and in such mines ’’naked” flames ?-W 

such as candles are forbidden. Either electric lamps are use® 

or an oil lamp is used with a glass chimney, and wire gauze S 

screens where the air enters below the flame and leaves.above w' 

it. a flame can no more get through such, a screer . than a 

mosquito can get through the gauze screen of a railway carriage

When I was a boy my father gc ve me what.Gandhi would 
have called basic education in science. I first went down a 

mine at the age of about four, though I did not go down a coal 

mine till later. I remember being taken into an abandoned 

part of a coal mine where there was no ventilation, and gas 

has accumulated. Methane is lighter than air, and collects 

near the roof. We crawled along the floor to avoid it. Then 
my father told me to raise my safety lamp. It filled with 
blue flame and went out. If it had been as large as a 

railway compartment the explosion would have gathered so 

much force that it would have shattered the glass and ignited 
the gas round it. Then my father told me to stand up. As 
there was very little oxygen in the firedamp near the roof I 

soon fell down again. However, I had learned some Chemistry;



GOB FIRES. .. '

Mixtures of gas and air in suitable' proportions are 

rather easily set alight. match can do so. So can a • *yiw s< •'<_- . / _i i*
spark from an electrical apparatus, or perhaps even from a 

nail in a man’s boot. In England a very common cause of 

explosions was what is called a gob fire, When the coal has^ ‘̂ 

been taken out of a seam the props which support the roof are 

withdrawn and the roof comes dow. The crack which may remain 

between the roof and floor is called the gob or goaf. If too 

much,coal dust and .fragments a^e left there, and there is a 

drought through the gob, this waste >coal may heat up and 

finally smoulder at a red heat. Such a gob fire can set off 

a gas explosion. Gob fires can sometimes be detected by 

smell long before any smoke is visible; but chemical methods 

are’much more reliable. ®

Dust explosions are .not so easily ..started, A cloud mT 

coal dust must be quite dense before i.t explodes, Such d$nde 

clouds can be produced by wagons loaded with coal, by coa® 

cutting machinery* and otherwise, More usually however, cb^L 

dust is stirred up by a small gas explosion, .and then seW 

alight. Dust explosions can be more violent -than gas explosions. 

I once saw an experimental one which tossed pieces of boiler

as large as carts for 600 yards or;'S-o, and, though the local 

newspaper was dissuaded from reporting this-fact, an earthquake 

was reported six miles away.

Considerable care is taken in British collieries to 

prevent the accumulation of dust. Roads, as the tunnels 

between the shaft and the coal face are called, <,may be watered. 

Limestone dust may be mixed, with coal dust and sp on. This is 

particularly necessary in mines where explosives are used, 

^1though explosives used in collieries are tested ^pr the 

absence of a flash, these test^ are not quite fnfalli-.ble and 

extra precautions are needed to prevent dust explosions.



* * ~

From the newspaper accounts of the, Chinakuri explosion 

which I have seen, it looks as if the explosion of a small 
amount of gas might have started a much larger dust explosion.* 

• : ■
Enough gas to kill more''than one or two men can-only accumulate*, 

through very gross negligence. But a moderate amount may 
suddenly come out of the coal, and if it is accidentally 
ignited, will explode. However, if proper precautions are 

taken, it will not start a dust explosion,
The explosion only lasts a second or loss, but is 

extremely hot. So, exposed skin is scorched. But, ghough the 

clothing may be charrred, the skin below it is seldom much 
damaged. Unfortunately in India miners wear fewer clothes 

than in Britain, and are likely to be burned over larger aroaj^ 
Death by carbon monoxide poisoning is one of the least painfuSS 

deaths that one can imagine. After a brief period of confusi®, 
one loses consciousness, Mine rescue teams are equipped witlfe 

a breathing apparatus which gives full protection against it. w 
It has been proposed that all coal miners should carry such ™ 

apparatus. But this proposal has been rejected, as the apparatus 

is cumbrous, I am glad to read that a rescue team saved 
severalllives at Chinakuri,- Mine rescue is one of the noblest 
of human occupation#, combining the honour and risk of the 

soldier with complete non-violence. The British teams have 
a magnificent record of courage, even though in the last few 
years they have had little chance of showing it.

There is to be an enquiry into the Chinakuri disaster'. 

Trade unions can play a most important part in such enquiries, 
provided their representatives have a good knowledge of the 

necessary science and technology, Too often they are 

lawyers who know no more of chemistry and physics than I 

know of law, and arc- more concerned to make the witnesses 

called by the owners contradict themselves than to arrive at the 

truth. In such an enquiry it is no doubt important to find



out, if it is possible, who was responsible for thqfexplosior 

It is much more important to prevent such explosions in
/

future. This can only be done if the problem is regarded 

as a scientific rather than a legal question.- But, what- 
*

ever precautions are taken, I do not believe that Indian 

collieries will attain the high safety standards reached 
in Britain until the miners are sufficiently educated 

to understand not only what orders are given to ensure 
safety but why they are given,



Memorandum of the All India Trade Union Congress

To

Steering Group for discussing Safety and Allied 

Matters in Coal Mines.

1. In this memorandum, we have attempted to frame a 

composite scheme to ensure higher standard of safety

in the mines of the country, particularly in view of the 

series of ghastly accidents In the course of last few years 

which have created a sense of insecurity in minds of all 

sections of workers connected with mines. However, it should : 

be remembered that it is the constant daily sniping of a 

life, lost here and another there, that makes up the yearly 

total and effective steps should be taken to prevent them.

2. It Is a wetter of great regret that there seems to 

be a 41nd of satisfaction in certain official quarters 

regarding the rate of accidents in India. Lota of statistics 

are presented to "convince" the general public by the Hines 

Department. For those who feel satisfied, we can only quote 

what Dr. J. W. Whitkar, Director of the Mining Research 

Station, said in 1956: "The mine accident rate for Indian 

mines is not high when compared with other countries on the 

basis of number of accidents — major and minor-— per 

100,000 manshifts ..... But the very method of comparison 

leaves much to be desired. For instance, it does not show 
4

the true picture of the number of -deaths (or other accidents) -
caused per one million tons of coal or mineral raised. For 

India, the rate to expressed is high. And if we are to 

increase the coal output by 60 per cent, i.e., from J? to



rates in the mines can be.brought about without a basic change 

of attitude of mine owners and the Department of "Mines ——— 

the attitude of indifference, contempt and hostility to workers 

in general and Trade Unions in particular* The present attitude 

is to keep the representatives of workmen completely dark about 

the condition inside the mines. Assistance or suggestions are 
' ' .. -' ' • " '•... ■'

not even looked into; complaints are brushed aside and permission 

to visit the mines either with Inspectors of Mines or high 

officials are refused. So long as this attitude persists, 

thousands of regulations and hundreds of Inspectors will not 

lead to any Improvement of the situation. The workmen have a 

major role to play in accident prevention and all bther measures 

will not avail unless active cooperation is sought with 

workmen under the guidance and leadership of their chosen' 
. ■ - • ■ ' 

representatives. How this can be done, we have discussed'later.
6. It is a matter of regret that inspite of our repeate# 

demands, there appears a complete lack of interest or faith by 

employers in any scheme of safety organisation at the mines ft... 

in cooperation with xkxx representatives. The Indian Mining 
. ” Mtn

Association, the premiere organisation of the coal magnets, 

stated before the Colliery Tribunal that the *work of the 

miners underground is no more hazardous and difficult than that 

of agricultural labourers in the fields.” So the attitude was 

what was the use of having a safety organisation?

7. Moreover, we strongly feel that further enactment of 

rules and regulations would not help unless there a serious 

effort is made to observe these regulations and the effort 

must come from employers themselves. A great number of accidents 

result from failure to observe regulations which already exist 

and position can be hardly improved merely by adding further 

provisions to such regulations; safety can not be secured on 

paper alone. What we suggest is this that not only the 

standard of statutory regulations be advanced and the Mines



Department reorganised, there must be effective means of e^r 

foreement and deterrent punishment for all those who violate 

laws.

8. We would like to emphasise that the problem of safety 

in mines, if substantial Improvement is to be secured, must be 

attacked simultaneously from all sides, by adequate strengthening 

of the administration, the setting up of a higher standard of 

enforcement and observance, the formation of safety committees, 
■ • - ■ ■

the change in relations of the Mining Staff with the management, ■ • ' ■ '■ . '‘.A> ■ ~ ■ ■; ’
the reduction in workload, the separation of safety officials with 

production section, reduction in working hours, an improvement 

in the material conditions under which the.work is carried on, 

and the active cooperation of employ ere, unions and the Mines 

Department. K

9. Before we place our suggestions, one fact should be 9 

kept In mind, that is, mining has become more difficult and S 

complicated in the recent years as a result of mechanisation W 

and with the workings of Thinner or more difficult or deeper | 

seams. The total number .of persons employed has been reducedW 

production has gone up, and in near and the actual working face 

the burden on workers has sharply increased and the task of 

overmen and Mining Sirdars mare difficult.

10. (a) The introduction of machines and other equipment,•

drills etc, have created risks both in being handled in 

preparation for work and in their moving parts when at work, . 

and other indirect risks, particularly at the working face, and 

of the noise which they usually make.

(b) There has been an Increase in the number of 
••

shots fired per ton of coal raised and in the use of electrical 

machinery of all kinds. '

(a) New problems of roof control in most cases from 

the more rapid depillaring and advance of the working face.

(d) There has been increase in the rate of emission of 

gas and there has been an increase in the make of coal dust 
t - ■

-4- ’. .. ’ '

both on the face and on the main road.
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(e) The speed-up and pressure to get more coal has created 

the neclsslty to maintain the cycle of operations? delay in 

one operation affects all the others , which generally tend to 

hurry and bustlp, and the taking of greater risks.

(f) The supervision by higher officials on the afternoon 

and night shifts has not kept pace with the Increased size and 

importance of these shifts.

(g) A larger part of the 24 hours being occupied in the 

operations directly connected with the getting and transport of 

coal, less attention is paid to take various precautions.

11. THE MINES DEPARTMENT & ITS ORGANISATION & IMPROVEMENT.

1) There should a seperate MINISTRY for the MINES

for the purpose of securing the most effective development and 

utilisation of the mineral resources of our country and the 

safety and welfare of those engaged in mining industry. This ® 

Ministry should In overall control of all affairs in relations -^o 

mines.

2) The exercise of the responsibility arising out * 

under such obligations should remain a primary function of the V 

Mines Department under the Chief Inspector of Mines.

J) The Mines Department should have two group of 

officials ---------- one group only concerned with the safety side

and the other group to look after health and other allied matters 

underground, research and prevention of industrial diseases. The 

present mult Ifareous activities of the Mine Inspectors should 

be Immediately discontinued. This seperation is necessary to cope 

with the increasing volume of work and undertake new developments, 

and the inspection, testing and research work.

4) Substantial additions is absolutely necessary 

to the present number of Inspectors and the appointment of more 

specialist Inspectors is needed because of the rapid progress 

in certain brannhhsa of mining practice devoting attention to 

particular problems. These include more Electrical Inspectors,

Medical Inspectors, Mechanical Inspectors and other Inspectors
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for dealing with Roof control and Dust Problems.

5) In view of the ever-increasing part played by machinery 

in modern mining, and the addition of new problems in safety 

which are thereby created, Inspectors of Mechlnacial Engineering 

be appointed. Similar considerations arise in connection with 

Haulage and Roof Control problems. The Inspctor of Mechlnacial 

Engineering might, at the outset, also be responsible for the 

central direction of haulage questions, but separate specialist 

Inspectors be required to exercise general supervision of the 

very important question of Roof control. Besides these, special 

Medical Inspectors of Mines with assistance, in the study of the 

prevention of industrial diseases and the administration of 

first aid service and other matters must be appointed.

6) It must be frankly admitted that the present salary S 

scale of the Inspectors is inadequate and so their decisions ’ 

and reports of inspections sometime tend td be influenced by । 

colliery magnets. While we do not like to discuss this in 

details, we think that improvement in their salary scale will™ 

enable them to withstand various pressures of employers. Ik 

XdtxbxbTibxbkbxhxbxbxtaahkbtbxbkbKbBbxbsbbibxbf hxbxbxbxbkbiK 

khxbxbxbxbxeiuXtxbxbfcbxbxexlxtxbxdx^xbxtxeabxbkbx^kbBfixIxbxbxkKX 

xlxMliibBbHbabxbMbxbabxbabduxbkbibxy.xbxbstbHuxbdbKgKbkbxwbilabxla 

damaging xtifca ximhx&xikp x o £ bkb«bKh®t anadHtwh xkxhkbxx.

7) We submit that present amount of inspection is 

insufficient and we suggest that every mine should be Inspected 

throughout not less often than twice a year, and that visits 

should be even more frequent at mines where the management Is 

lax.

8) The Inspector of "Ines must visit every nook and cranny 

of each mine. During the Inspection, any workman or a represen

tative of a registered trade union of the colliery will have the 

right to put up complaints before him regarding safety and allied 

matters either orally or in writing and it will be the duty of 

the Inspector to hold an enquiry into the complains.



9) Tb® Inspector of Mines should have power to investigate 

a complain by any worker that he has been discharged because 

of the way he has carried his Aakta* safety duties and submit
* ' ■ ■■

his report to the Chief Inspector of Mines with a copy to the
■wiew'-' 4

worker or the. union whilch filed the complain^ The Chief 
• .„*r 

Inspector of Mines will have the i>ower to prosecute the owner 

or agent or manager on the basis of the report of the Inspector.

Moreover, the workman or his representative must have the right
•V'*

to Institute proceedings under the Act against owner^ agent or 

Manager for violations of the SAFETY LAWS.

10) Besides yearly visits for thorough inspections of mines 

it will be the duty of the Inspectors to visit and inspect a 

mine-----(a) on INVITATION & (b) On COMPLAINT.

11) We propose that a much larger proportion of inspectl^gs 

should be allocated to the afternoon and night shifts? We 

suggest that 40 per cent of the Inspections to be on the nightS 

shift and JO per cent each on the day and afternoon shifts.

12) Whenever an Inspector will visit a mine on receipt of^- 

a complain from a registered trade union of that particular 

mine, it will be his duty to take along with him a representative 

of the union during his inspection, if the union so desires.

1J) All the reports of inspections-should be posted at 

the pit head to enable the workmen to know if any recommendations 

in the reports were carried out, and whether defects defects 

known to them had received the attention of the Inspectors. Or 

in alternative, Trade unions of the colliery should have copies 

of such reports on request.

14) To do minimum job as required, we suggest that 

a) the number of Inspectors be Increased.

b) the number of collieries or the zone under one 

Inspector should be small in the interest of more efficient and 

authoritative Inspections, which we believe to be one of the 

most effective means of securing the greater safety of the 

persons employed in mines. The advise of the Central Sa fety



Committee should be considered by the Chief Inspector of 

Mines in this connection* /
‘ ■ • - . . ..r J ‘ .

15. ENFORCE OF LAW & QUESTION OF PROSECUTION •

The question of enforcement of law is perhaps more 

important than framing of, lavs and regulations. The value of 

every statutory provision must depend ultimately on the 

respect with which it is regarded by those whose duty it is 

to comply with it. Our basic complain Is this that at present 

mine owners are violating laws both directly and indirectly, 

which we will deal in connection with the duties and difficulties 

of overman and mining sirdar. Here, we can briefly say that 

only in few mines there is overman end mining sirdar in all 

sections in every shift and they are not allowed to white A 

correct report and their main task today is not cones rnedgja th 

safety but output. Indirectly, proper men and materials are 

not given to them to keep the underground in safe conditlqj£

The closure of collieries by the Mines Departf^nt 
mk 

for violation of laws by the management is no solution at £11.

It is rather an escapist devise. Instead of closure, steps 

should be taken to compell them to take safety measures failing 

which the Government should take over the mines.

16. The present practice of prosecution in ordinary local 

court is absolutely ineffective. Firstly, it takes too much 

time and secondly, it is impossible for magistrates to be 

completely independent from the influence of colliery owners 

who are the real bosses of coal fields. So SPECIAL TRIBUNALS 

Oh COURTS must be set up at some centre ( like Industrial 

Tribunal at Dhanbad) where all mining cases will be heard and 

whose judgments will be final. These courts will only deal 

with violations and ether allied matters.

17. And as we have suggested in earlier paragraph, the 

right to institute prosecution cases against owner, agent and 

Manager must not be limited to Inspectors and Chief Inspector of 

Mines only, but should be estended to workmen and unions. We
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ta&L quite strongly that It would be unreasonable to deprive 

workmen or their representatives from this right tie they are 
,, ■. ■ ' - ’ ■ *■ v,>* 

first to die in any accident, big and small. /_

18. The present punishment is negligible. In view of the 

more statutory effect which is expected from heavier penalties, 

we suggest an increase in maximum penalty would be justified. 

Continued violation should result in confiscation of the 

colliery and heavy imprisonment. <

19. We also suggest that with the growing complexlsty of 

mining questions and cases, a seperate LEGAL ADVISOR for the 

Mines Department should be seriously considered.

20. All warnings by the Mines Department, in the event of 

contraventions being discovered, should be in writing. But at 

the same time, we fleel that system of warnings, carried too fafc 
generally tempt managements to transgress law with impunity; sq| 

where there is deliberate failure to carry out the law or 

culpable negligence on the part of the management to see that 0 

is carried out, proceedings should be taken without previous 

wanrlngs.

21. RESEARCH WORK

In matters of safety and health, a full seal© Research 

Organisation, in collaboration with the Mines Department, should 

be set up under the Ministry with adequate staff. The present 

Research Station is not at all suitable for this purpose.

22. The task of the organisation will be two-fold:

a) to direct generally the research work into the causes of mining 

dangers and the means Cfir preventing such dangers & (b) in 

cooperation with Medical Inspectors, to conduct research work into 

the causes and prvention of industrial diseases.

22. STATUTORY RESPONSXBILITES

Before we go to other vital questions, the problems ** - •
of statutory responsibilites of owners, agents and managers must 

be looked Into; at present the colliery owners, interested only 

In raising and lower cost and more profit, Interfere at every



stage of mining operation and managers carry out their orders 
■ ■

for the fear of losing jobs* But at the time of trouble, 
these owners shift the entire blame on the manager and others 
and plead complete Ignorance of all violations for which they ’■ ><' ' .<>. j.
are really responsible.
24. The fundamental principle should be that the owner 
or the managing director fax is primarily culpable and liable 
to penalty for any breach in law. Briefly, our suggestion is 
that owners and other superior officials like agents should 
not be able to escape the legal consequences of their influence 
on policy and methods of work by allowing managers to assume 
full responsibility. *

• k - \ - *
25. The Manager should be given additional safeguards 
from Interference by owners and their agents.
26. WORKERS PARTICIPATION & COOPERATION

We come now to one of the two fundamental points 
the question of workers cooperation — which Is core of any® 
safety plan. The cooperation of workers Is essential in any# 

movement to secure a higher standard of safety, and they should 
be encouraged to collaborate more fully with the managements 
and the Inspectors in accident prevention, and in particular 
they should be called upon to exercise regularly their power 
to have the mines inspected on their behalf. This id done in 
all other countries. Union representatives are allowed to go^ 

inside mines, they have the right to accompany Mines Inspectors 
during their inspection --  all these rights are enjoued by

•«- 
unions and workmen of other countries. But in India, unions 
and workmen are treated with contempt as we have stated earlier 
and all attempts to cooperate are frowned upon. The attitude 
of the Mines Department is no better. I enclose a letter of 
the Actg. Superintendent of the MacNelll Barry & in reply 
to the union secretary (Dhemo Main Colliery) dt. 24.6.57> 
through the Conciliation Officer (C), Asansol, brushing aside 
all suggestions for cooperation. (Annexure A).



27. While we do not go as far as to suggest the appointment 

of Workmen’s Inspectors who will inspect the mine atleast once 

in every month, as is done in other countries, our suggestions 

are: - .

1. Representatives of a registered trade union with a branch 

and membership in a colliery should be^,allowed to visit the 

underground atleast once a week. The owner, agent or manager will 

have the right to accompany, or to appoint one official of the 

mine to accompany the union representative on all occas/lons.
z.' . * .

il. The local registered union will have rights to have 
* . ' i*’ *

notice from the management of accidents causing loss of life or 
r j 

serious personal injury and powers to Investigate such accidents, 

iii. Local representative of a registered union with member

ship in the colliery will have the right to accompany the 

Inspectors of Mines during his inspection underground.

28. OF PIT AND SAFETY COMI4ITTEAS

Every collieyy should have pit committees elected 

year which will look after the general problems from sanitatloi® 

to housing etc. But there should be another committee, to be 

known as SAFETY COMMITTEES, closely interlikned with pit committees/ 

The Safety Committees should be composed of equal 

numbers of management and workmen’s representatives. The workmen 

representatives of safety committees may be either nominated ’ ;i 

by local registered union or elected by ballot. In any case, 

membership to safety committees shoyld not be only limited to

i workers but also open to union representatives, who are not workers, -- -----  —-.       _ ■    —— -   ~ "*
in view of Important and difficult and heavy nature of job which 

i1 demand considerable education.

1. These colliery Safety Committees should be under a Central 

“Accident Prevention Committee1’ or a “standing Advisory Committee 

on Safety Matters", which should consist of representatives of 

the industry, workmen and the Mines Department ----  as a matter of

fact, this committee representative of all the Interests concerned 

and driving its power from a sincere desire to cooperate in all
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practicable measures to reduce accident# will be capable to pro- 

viding all the leadership, the driving power and the coordination 

that are necessary. And this top committed along with branehe• 

at every colliery must be set up by an Act*

11. Such a committee at the top and colliery level, meeting 

at regular intervels to discuss accidents, to consider suggestions 

for preventing their recurrence and allied matters will be the 

only way to foster the safety spirit in mine.

ill. The task of the Central and colliery safety committees 

should be as follows with the aim,to bring about safety consciousness 

among all.

(a) To give leadership in the organisation of safety campaigns 

on the mines.

(b) To stimulate amd maintain general interests in safetv 

measures by means of the distribution of information regarding® 

the prevention of accidents.

(c) To collect from the mines and to tabulate informational 

as to the methods of procedure to be conductive to a reduction® 

in the accident rate ©nd thereafter to make such information W 

known.

(d) To conduct “Safety Propaganda* work among workers by 

showing films, arranging lectures, discussions, conferences, 

posters, exhibitions and by bringing out publications.

It is Indeed a matter of regret that the psychological side 

of accident prevention, popularly known as “Safety First11 movement 

has made no progress in the mining industry, although we hear 

much about “Road Safety* movement.

29. SAFETY OFFICERS

In other words, if safety propaganda is to be carried out 
a'.' • ' - " *

In the mining Industry on a sufficiently wide front and made 

effective, it calls for a new class of jioxpka people —-———
4 ' '' ‘ \

Safety Officers. As a matter of fact, workmen will be able to 

discuss all safety matters with them which may not ne possible 

with other high officials.



30. DUTIES, RESPUN1SILITIES ASP DIFFICULTIES OF OVERMAN, A 
UINING SIRDAR. 

. ■ ...... 
The second and perhaps the most Important question 

besides workers’ cooperation in relations to safety problems is 

duties, responsibilities and difficulties of overman and 

mining sirdar. No attempt has been made so far either by the 

Mines Department or employers to understand the difficulties 

of these people, whose duties are, In short, to look after the 

safety measures In mines and who to day In practice are engaged 

in everything else but safety. Yet whenever an accident happens 

or violation is discovered, employers and the Mines Department 

make them the target and they are suspended even without a 

shadow of enquiry. If accidents are to be reduced^ and 

real causes of accidents are to be discovered, then all aspects^ 

of their duties, difficulties and relationship with'management® 

and the Mines Department must be thoroughly studied and radical^ 

changes are necessary. Their position have become Intolerable?^ 

and actually contributing to accidents.

31. Their duties are provided In the Mines Act, the

Rules and Regulations, Bye laws and they are responsible for 

maintaing safe working condition. Briefly, they are to see 

that coal Is extracted according to Mining laws and prevent 

violations. They are to issue directions to various classes of 

workmen such as miners, timberman etc, as to the correct method 

of getting the coal, of erecting timber and of maintains safe 

working conditions both at the working faces and on the road

ways. They are also responsible for controlling haulage hands 

and ensuring xxkxky mmm that when tubs are hauled* 
proper safety precautions are taken to prevent runways. They 

also have to keep various records, make regulatimw inspections 

for all kinds of possible dangers. . "They are also to test gas, 

keep records, supervise rescue operation and;see that a sufficient 

supply of materials and other necessities required for the safe 

working are kept ready. In short, they are supposed to be



Police Men to keep employers and workmen from violating laws 

and safety measures.

J2. But what happens in actual practice?

From Police Mon, they have been reduced to position

of Raising Inspectors, Their jobs depend on employers whose only 
Ui '• .

interest Ato *taise more and more coal at a minimum cost with the Xs ■
smallest number of men and smallest amount of materials possible. 

Their promotions, their whole future depend how much can they raise 

in one shift? When they try to avoid sections which are 

dangerous, they get chargesheets for less production. If they - /* -, 
complain of shortage of timbermen or timber, bad lighting, 

defective equipment, dlllapidated lines, bad roof, shortage of
. V I ■ 

staff, lack of materials, over work or heavy workload---- they 

are termed as inef^flclents. If they point out to dangers’ of jB 

violating laws, they are told HYou are to raise more coal. WeB 

will take care of laws.” They are not allowed to write correct!; 

report of their sections. Their refusals to obey orders lead » 

dismissal®. And when kksy kxx in order to keep their jobs, tk^
SB' 

are forced to resort to illegal mining methods and raise coal 

where they should not, and accidents take place or violations

are discovered by the Mines Inspectors, it is these overmen and 

mining sirdars who get the entire blame.

33* In other words, when action taken by overman and 

mining sirdars lead to the stopping or retarding the production 

in their areas, they are dismissed, suspended and degraded in 

consequence. It Is Impossible for them to make complain to 

the Mines Inspectors because the result of complains will be — 

discharge from their jobs on some other flimsy’grounds. And 

the Mines Inspectors also for reasons known to themselves
■ ■ ■ ■ •.. •' w<. %

accept manager’s version without a word.

34. And what is most surprising is that Inspectors of Mines 

immediately suspend them and s^ize their certificates or tokens. 

They do not hold any proper enquiry. They are given no enquiry
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I . ■ . i —: ■'

notices. They are not allowed to state their case or produce 

their evidence. There la no attempt to find out the truth* 

How can one ever hope to find out the truth if the man who is 

held responsible for the alleged violation or .accident la not 

given the full chance to explain the full circumstances before 

a Board? If they tell the truth, they lose their jobs.

35. These difficulties of the overman and mining sirdar 

can only be resolved by* state employment in which case their 

appointment and dismissal would no longer be in the hands of the 

mine management.

36. Till the above step is taken, the Section 26 of the 

Mines Regulations should be drastically amended. It is 

unfortunate that while drafting and finalising these Regulations, 

the Government did not think It necessary to incorporate any 

of the suggestions that were sent by the A.I.TU.C., the 

Indian Mine Workers Federation and The Indian National Mine 

Overman, Mining Sirdar and Shotfirer’b Association.

(a) Statutory provision should be immediately wade 

to set up either special Tribunals or Boards or Courts to 

receive complains from the overman, mining sirdar and shot- 

firer. And when any one of them complain that he has been 

discharged or degraded or transferred because of the way that 

he has carried out hla safety duties, full enquiry should be 

made to find out the truth. And the complaintant should have 

the right to produce evidence and defend himself with the help 

of a lawyer or officer of hie union. Similarly^ no order 

of suspension by the Mines Department be made without full 

enquiry in the above manner by a properly constituted court or ) 

Tribunal. . ’ r"

(b) During the period of ^suspension he would be given 

proper allowance ae decided by the authorities which will take 7 
into consideration of his years of service, salary and other 

factors. After the expiry of the suspension period, he must ./

7
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be allowed to resume his duties in the same post in the same 
■

colliery. If the person concerned is proved to be not guilty 

by the Board, he should be reinstated with his full wages from
I 

the date Of suspension.

The above measures are absolutely necessary for the 

carrying out of safety jobs by the Mining staff, faced with the 

problem of conflicting interests.

37. Besides what has been suggested above, the following 

measures should be taken: !
(a) Separate production officers should be appointed 

in order to enable the overman and mining sirdar to carry out 

purely safety duties.

(b) The size of a district is a vital point. Now the gr 

districts are arbitrarily fixed and it becomes impossible f^ 

overman and mining sirdar to carry out proper inspection.

The district should be sufficiently small to enable it to 

inspected completely witnin 1£ hours. Area of a overman should 

also be determined. There should be provision to enaole 

overman end mining: sirdar to complain regarding the size of his 

area to a Board or Tribunal.

(c) The overman and sirdar spend over 10 to 12 hours 

underground to complete all their work from taking over the charge 

to handing over the charge and this long stretch of work 

seventy affect their health and efficiency. We suggest that 

their working hours should be reduced to 6 hours per shift.

(d) The present heavy duties of these people should be reduced.

(e) The Award of the Tribunal in relations to overman and 

Sirdar has not at all been properly implemented. Their categories 

have been wrongly fixed and designations have been arbitrarily 

reduced. Immediate measures should be taken to refer all complains 

regarding correct fixation of designations and scale to Tribunals. 

We regret that in this matter the Industrial Relations Machinery 

has not been very helpful and the attitude of the Government to
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send these oases to Tribunal is one of complete indifference. 

Moreover, the salary and other facilities of overman and sirdar 
/ . • -.m '

should be made attractive In view of the heavy responsibility 

they undertake.

j8. We also recommend that for better handling of safety 

jot)------- an abstract of the Act and Regulations should be 

posted at the surface.

59’ SHOT FIRING

No overman or mining sirdar will be asked to do shot 

firing. Now In a number of collieries, a sirdar is over and above 

his other duties carrying on the shot firer’s job. This should 

be stopped. The man who will do the shot firer’s job will not 

be given any other Job.

(b) As regards supervision of shot flrers, provls^i 

should be made of putting all the shot firers under the control 

of foreman shotfirer who would be responsible both for supervising 

all matters connected with the use of explosives in the mines 

and also for training prospective shot firers, for which there is 

no arrnagement to day.

(c) Simultaneous, shot firing should be stopped 

because, briefly, of danger from undetected misfires and the 

time thus saved Is not devoted to ensure greater safety but to 

greater speeding up In the production of coal. In single shot

flring the shot flrer can hear whether the shot has gone off or 

not, and the operation of dealing tith one that has not gone off 

though dangerous, Is at least an operation carried out in full 

knowledge of the risks involved, and with all appropriate care 

and precaution. In simultaneous firing, on the other hand, the 

sense hearing will not detect one mlssflre out of several shots, 

nor can examination of the place be certain to detect any miss- 

fire; the possibility of danger is multiplied by uncertalaity•

(d) The number of shots a shotfirer may fire should 

not exceed, maximum, 15 per shift In a gassy mine and 25 in non-
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gassy wines*
40* So far as the Electticlans are concerned, there is much 
discontent among them* In a great number of mines, the 
categorisation of Electricians has been done in such a way to 
kill all interest in their work. Although there is a provision 

■ • * ■

in the Award for the post of a Head Electrician in Category X,
I 

’• Z ■ • ' ' • *

only in a few collieries we find any such post. And the number 
of electl?t/cians in collieries is small and those who supervise 
and those who help have been put in the same category. Complains 
to the Industrial Relations Machinery have not yellded any 
desirable result. Ve suggest that all grievances of Fitters and 
Electricians regarding categorisation should be quickly looked 
into.
41. HAULAGE

The absence of any improvement in haulage accident 
rates over a long period calls for flundamental remldies, anbng 
which one of the most Important Is an improvement in the 
physical and material conditions under which haulage operations 

are carried on, including the condition of the track Itself, 
the use of gear and appliances of sound material and of adequate 
strength in relations to the stresses thrown upon them, and 
the provision of adequate space and good lighting at places 
where persons employed on the haulages have to work. Proper 
supervision over haulage operations and the persons employed 
in these operations Is hardly leas important. In addition there 
should be effective dafety devices at danger points.

And we suggest that instead of burdening an over
man with this job to look after haulage, the manager should be 
required to appoint a seperate official in each shift to have 
definite responsibilities in relations to all questions regarding 
haulage with particular emphasis on safety.
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42. ROOF FALL . . ' *'j 1\ ' ■ ' • ’ ' > 4*^ •
Dr. J. W. Whitkar, Director, Central Mining /

Research Station, Dhanbad, said in 1956 that 50 per cent or 

more of the coal mine accidents, were due to roof fall* More 

steps should be taken in this direction. The more extensive 

use of STEEL should be encouraged. Provision should also be 

made to ask the managers to keep record of all falls of more 

than a certain size at the working gaces and on main roads. 

4J. Provision should be wade to use Safety Lamps

in all mines. We suggest the total abolition of naked lights 

underground.

44. The problem of COAL DUST should be looked into
•Va.- .

more thoroughly and regulations in this respect strictly enforce^. 

45. We suggest a reduction of working hours of|3
WINDING ENGINE KHALkSXS from 8 to 6 hours in view of the straliM 

of their work. This has been done in some collieries like 

Dhemo Main, Methani etc; and should be applied to the industry 

a whole.

46. PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

There is a complete negligence on the part of employers 

in India to supply protective equipment to workersx, which 

can reduce severity of many types of accidents considerably. 

Provisions should be made to provide workmen with articles of 

clothing specially designed to afford protection to the head, 

hands, feet, eyes or other parts of the body, consistent with the 

freedom of movement and comfort of the wearer.

47. Training

Changed method of conducting mining operations have 

brought about an unrgent need for systematic training of all 

sections of mine workers, and especially new workers, who should 

gain experience and undergo training on the surface before they ■ 

are permitted to go underground, 
-w. *

48. Industrial Diseases & Medical Inspectors
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48. IMDl>at»UL aiaBAgBg * MEDICAL inspectors

The health of a miner is as important as his safety; 

yet we can say without any fear of contradiction that no steps 

have been taken either by the Government or employers to do 
> - • v . ■ ■ ?>F .

anything to protect workers from occupational diseases peculiar 

to coal mining —---- the lung diseases caused by coal dust,

silicosis and pneumoconsis, skin diseases, eye diseases and other 

diseases. It is a metter of great regret; that there is not even 

any statistics of occupational diseases in coal mines. The number 

of T.B. cases are increasing and as soon as the managements come 

to know of T.B., that particular worker is discharged. Even after 

his complete cure, and even when he is recommended by doctors 

for light jobs, the management refuse to take him or pay him any 

compensation. He is in just left to die. We can give number 

of Instances. It can not be denied that mining as an occupation 

is physically injurious. Moreover, lack of water, terrific • 1 

overcrowding in small number of Dhowras, extremely bad sanltarj ’̂ 

condition have made cholera, small pox and typhoid and dysentry — 

regular features in coal fields. There is more water availabe 

to officials gardens and bunglows that for entlire workmen’s 

quarters.

49« We suggest provision should be immediately made to 

provide in each colliery a proper staff to look after sanitation, 

drainage and water problem. Medical Inspectors under the Mines 

Department should inspect the collieries and take suitable action 

in this regard. There should also be a separate Medical Research 

team working In cooperation with Medical Inspectors. All medical 

expenses for workers and their families must be paid by employers
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50. We suggest the following questions should be seriously ‘ 

considered and steps be taken in this direction.
(a) The amalgamation of collieries is necessary to 

take proper safety measures. Immediate legislation should be 

taken to deal with all aspects of amalgamation in consultation 

with employers and workmen representatives/
‘ '• . " 5,.-„ • y

(b) The working hours in coal industry should be reduced.

(c) All sorts of contract system, particulary in relations 

to raising, must be abolished.
(i) The C.R.O., a kind of slave labour system, must be 

abolished.
(e) Leave and other facilities should be increased.

Kalyan Roy, 

Secretary, 

Indian Mine Workers Federation.
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EQUITABLE COAL COHPijSX LTL. 
hURRlLaDIH COAL COMPLY LTD. 
DhEMO JL-.XN UOLLlEiMLb LTD.

JAMURXA COAL COMPANY LTD.

cASTlRN COAL COMPANY LTi>» 
(Incorporated in England)

OFFICE OF TIL 
8UPEK1NTLNDENT OF

COLLIERIES.
MAGGIS SjRhY LTD.
DXSHERG.RH P.O.

dURd^AN DISTRICT
* x / WEST BENGAL.

THEEKahS:
EQUITABLE , DISHLRGaRH .

TELEPHONES: 
aSANoOi^ 218.
z>O4i^c.UL A56 •

Date..24/25th. JuneI957

NO. CV.0/57/407/3540.

The Conciliation Offlcer(c) 
Asansol.

Dear sir,

Representation dated 18.5*57 of Sri 
D.P.;ilttrat Dhctno Main Colliery,

“ 5.No persons of the local union can be recognised as expert 
in under©roundsinIng operations for consultation. ® 

Avoidance of accidents and ensuring greater safetlie in 
in the working of mines la a statutory responsibility of 
the management.

It is not true that the accidents referred to has ^eat- 
-od any panic in the minds of the workers. M

Yours faithfully, 

sd/~ Illegible.

Actg Superintendent.



CHAPTER I
(1)

Coal Industry In India.

Coal was first raised in India in 1774 in Ranigunj coalfield
of West Bengal. In the early part of 19th century, the British 
capital and enterprise began to' extend operation in this industry. 

It was not however, till the East Indian Railway Company opened a 

line from Calcutta to Ranigunj in 1885, that the industry witnessed 
a rapid developement. Since then, the developement of coal industry 

followed the extension of railway lines to the different caolfields 

in Bihar and Central Provinces.

Coalfields in India are distributed in several provinces,

mostly in northern and central parts of the country, namely in 

Assam, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa,’ Madhya Pradesh, Andkx Vindhya Pradesh 
and Rajasthan. Besides, there are coalfields in Andhra Jradrsh and 

Madras in the south. Out of all these,the adjoining
coalfields in Bengal-Bihar border districts produce more than 8( 

of the total annual output. The annual outputs of other fields j 
^adhyapradrsh 10%, Andhrapradesh 4%, VindhyaPradesh 2.53%, Oriss^

1.42%, and Raj asthan.08%. The total number of coalmines in Indim 

955, distributed in the following manner. Bihar 639, Bengal 223,

Badhyapradesh 56, Assam 15, VindhyapradesU 9, Orissa 8, Andhra 4, 

and Rajasthan 1.

Coalmines in India are mostly operated on a small scale, 

with a small number of workers, and raising a small quantity of 

coal. Few collieries in India are big.

Classification according to annaul output(1954)

Less than 5000to lOOOOto 20000to 30000to 50000to 100000 200000 Above 
5000 tons 10000 • 20000 30000 50000 100000 to to 300,000

200000 300000
260 94 133 89 83 96 59 29 9

(1954$lsssiftcation ac?cordlng to average number of workers employed daijry

2 Less than 51tol50 150 301 to 500 to Above
50 workers to 500 1000 1000

300
233 201 153 85 88 92

According to Indian standard even, the 70% of the collieries 
are small, 20% are middlesized, and only 10% are big.
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In most of the mines the coal is obtained from underground 

by way of pits or inclines. The quarry mining is very limited in 

this country. The geological condition is generally favourable 
' ■< ’ - • 

and in most of the mines the coal seams are^available at shallow 

depths. Besides, the seams are thicker- 10 ft, in the average and 

their inclinations' are comparatively sxxyx easier. The mines are 

gree from gas excepting some old mines of Ranigunj., The roof strata 

in the collieries, excepting in Assam , are strog and good. 
- ■ ■ 

The production of coal has been rising continuously since 
.. ■

1948 to meet the increasing demand of the expanding industry of 

the country. The pace of increse is slow, keeping in line with 

the slow rate of industrialisation of India.

Annual 'output of coal(1948-57)

1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 195$
. \ \ (Vn million b^ns) \ \ • / 1956 1957
30.12/31.69/32.29/34:43/36.30/35.97/36.88 38.23 39.43 4^

, The coal produced inIndia is classified into; several giSBes

according to the ash content and volatility. Beginning from 

grade to,lower down, there are five classes i.e., Selected A,W 

Selected B, Grade I,urade II, Grade IIIA, and Grade IIIB. Ne^1 y 

80^ of the total output is of high grade variety and fall in the 

first three classes.

The mechanisation in the mines is still at a nascent stage,

which -is aptly borne out by the figures given below.

Only 149 collieries using 495 coalcutting machines in total.

Only 349 collieries using in aggregate 222006 H.P. of electricity.

Only 143 collieries using 223 mechanical ventilators.

Only 5 mechanical loaders, and 33,753 conveyor belt is under 

operation. ( All figures relating to 1954)

As a result, majority of the operations in the collieries 

both underground and surface, are required to be done by manual 

labour,with the simple toold. The-pattern is, that ihs smaller the 

colliery, fewer the number of machines. Even there are collieries, 

where there is no machine, except a ramshackle pump and tiny verti

cal boiler, which also come into use only during the rains.



The productivity in the Indian coalmines xxs is much lower than 

the western countries, 'where the mining operations are mostly 

mechanised.The output per manyear in 1943 was 107 tons, 'which began 

to sag down because of very unattractive wages, and employment 

condition xfcxfchsxksgxxxiiigxafxkk&xwaKx in the war time, and touched 

lowest point in 1946 at 83.6 tons.After the partial betterment 

of the wagesX and employment condition in 1947 the productivity 

began to increase year by year, and has now surpassed the 1943 

fi’gure^ by a little. The productivity of Indian coalminers has 

immense scope of increase, provided the necessary conditions are 

fullfilled, by introducing increasing number of machines and pro

gressively improveing the technique! extraxtton.

ftost of the coal rased in India is consumed inside the country, 

and the mode of transportation is predominantly, by railway. But sin 

-ce 'a long time the railways have been failing to move not only

the quantity demanded, but the quantity raised each yeqr. In®he-

last 10 years production of coal has been lagging behind 

movement of coal lagging behind production.

thejpfemand

and

Dem

the

and Production Despatches ( In million

1949 33. 28 31.69 28.12

50 34. 74 32. 30 27.11

51 37. 19 34.43 29.21

52 39. 01 36.30 31.18

53 37. 50 35.97 30.76

54 39. 47 36.83 31.91

This is the brief sketch of the coal industry of India.
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Bosses, Labour, and Government.

The British capitalists, who pioneered in this field,adopted 

a policy of getting quick, easy, and high profit. They acquired vast, 

and best coalbearing land, opened mines to work the most profitable / 
xsxixs *
seams, and extracted coal without any regard to sceintific method,safet 

,conservation, and future cost, and abandoned the mine as soon as its 

high profitability was exhusted, to repeat the same process over again 

in another part of their leasehold. Io keep this process continuous, 

they grabbed huge areas of coalfields as their reserves with the help 

of the then colonial administration. Dy following this practice they 

amassed huge fortunes and ‘came to own the coal industry of the country 

in the pre war period.

Tn those times there were few big Indian firms operating in 

in the coal industry. But quite a large number of small Indian capital

ists were working as contractors in the big British firms and in«.sted 

small amount of capital in that process. That was the beginning q^" the 

entry of the Indian capital and enterprise in the coal industry.®he 

Indian capitalists entered in large numbers in the industry duriB! the 

last war, and the mines operated by them were mostly small or medium. 

Besides them, large number of local merchants invested small capital 

in the local coalfields, and opened a large number of tiny collieries. 

That is why the number of collieries rose steeply, though the annual 

output increased at a snails pace in this period.These Indian investors 

could xsk harvest a big return on their capital due to the prevailing 

high prices of coal and cheap labour cost, and thus were able to stre- 

ngthene their positon, gradually.

Since the attainment of independence by India in 1947 the 

inflow of Indian capital became greater and the capital structure of 

the industry underwent a change in that the share of Indian capital 

in the ownership and control of the industry has increased much, com

pared to the pre-war days. Apart from these purely Indian firms,,the 

Indian capitalists have acquired large shares in the British companies 

and the number of directors in these companies has- increased much,. 

ThougWh • /’ ' . ' 'y ■■
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Though there has been a sort of fusion of British and Indian capital 

in these companies the Britishers still retain their lead in the 

ownership and control of this industry. The number of joint stock 

companies and their paid up capital have increased in the following 

manner in the recent years. /

Year., No. of companies Paid up capital in-million Rs.

1946-47 ■ 362 124.7
47-48 383 154.4

43-49 403 172.2
49-50 427 186.9
50-51 446 196.5
51-52 448 210.9
52-53 458 216.8
53-54 475 224.2

Of the capital,invested by .the individuals and their family 

members in partnership, there is no reliable statistics.

Most of the big joint stock companies are administered throug' 

the big managing agents firms of Calcutta. A hanfifull of managing 

agents firms such as Bird & HeilgeYs, Turner Morrison, Jardine & 

Henderson, Tatas, Andrew Yule, Macniel & Barry, and Shaw Wall^pe etc. 

control all the big coal companies, and by virtue of this they 

dominate the industry. About 90% of the annual output i^'^aised 

by these joint stock companies. f

Ther is no reliable statistics on the profit in the (Mil 
faW’ 

industry. The All India Colliery Tribunal calculated on the basis 

of insufficient and unreliable datas an average profit if 10.43% 

on the total capital in 1953. besides, the trend of profit can be 

understood from the figures ^iveh below.

Base year 1939 -■

1947 55 companies 171.8 •
lii:

•48 53 ” * 201
49 48 ” 287.7 p . ■
50 46 " 209.2
51 44 " 178.4
52 45 ” 220.4

The big companies like Bengal Coal, Borrea Coal, and Amalga

mated. Coalfields etc. have been regularly distributing dividends, 

ranging from 25# to 40#. The average dividend of all the big corapanie 

is somewhere round 20% . All these firms have ploughed back huge



huge quantities of news capital, built up more than sufficient 

depreciation reserves, and over and above, amassed reserve capital 

equalling, even, exceeding their total paid up capital.

The big companies are-very well organised in their All India 

organisation, Indian Mining Association, Calcutta. This association 

repsersent the coal companies whose share in the annual output is 

between 70^ to 80^ of the country’s total production. There are othe: 

organisations, namely, Indian Colliery Owners Association, and 

Indian Mining Federation, representing the large number of small and 

me'ium collieries. There is clash of interst and rancour amongst 

these organisations caused by their interminable disputes on grading 

transport facility, marketing and credit etc. But recently they hav< 

set up a joint committee to defend their intersts against the wage 

demands of the workers, and for securing higher price from the consul 

er s.
In the colonial period, in twenties, the power of the British 

bosses and their agents was similar to that feudal lords in U»e 

medieval Europe. They exercised theZ power of,life and deathMot 

only over the workers, but on the peasantry of the coal bearfBg land.' 

as well, whose land they appropriated by fraud and force, wi® the 

help of the local govt, organs. '

The Indian national movement against the imperialists reached 

the coalfields in the thirties. And with the birth of first trade unj 

the unrestricted power of the bosses began to be challenged for the 

first time. When the popular governments assumed power in the provinc 

tn 1939 leading to the appearances of fissures in the well knit 

alliance of the govt, organs and the coal bosses; large scale ttade 

union movement was born as a real opposition force in the coal fields 

Since that time, the 'workers have greatly succeeded in reducing the 

social power of the bosses by a perpetual tug-of-war, through many 

ups and downs.

Labour.

Tn the old days the colliery workers were treated no better 

than pharia dogs. The pauperised and uprooted peasantry,forced to 

flee their home by remorseless hunger were lured to the mines by 

the wily recruiters with rosy hopes of a d$
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with rosy hopes of a daily bread. £ X ** .

And though their illusions used to be shattered in a few days 

they could not leave the mines, because of the perpetual rural unemp- 

loyment. He fled again and again from these horrid dungeons to his 

village home hyxku but was forced to come back every time by hunger 

and unemployment in the countryside.There was no law or organisation 

to protect his^ intersts in those days, and he was still unable to 

defend his own, lacking organisation, conciousness, and experience. 

Ris wages was always below subsistence level and his working life 

was limited to a maximum of 10 years. Due to total callousness of 

the bosses towards their limbs and lifes, and absence of safety mease 

res, they were subjected to a high rate of accident, inspite of the 

congineal mining conditions.

At the beginning of the thirties the coalminers made first

attempt in organising trade unions and apply the pressure of con

certed. action on the employers. They had to work against trem^dous 

odds, and to surmount which they had to stake their everything and 

manytimes their lives. With the ushering in of the Congress ni&istries 

in the provinces in 1939 the trade union movement buBst in thWcoalfi- 

elds, and washed away many obstacles in their path.The worker^,' 

divided i..to groups, according totheir dialect, life habits, province 

and even districts, and kept seperated from each others by the watch 

dogs of the bosses, succeeded in bringing the gulf among themselves, 

and evolved a class solidarity and conciousness. They took to the 

fields with reckless courage, underwent untold sufferings, and many 

a times defeated the bosses, thereby blowing up the myth about their 
*

absolute power.For the first time they tasted the elation of victory, 

and power of unity, which however transient and limited, gave them 

confidence and hope. Since that time began the kak real life £>f the 

coalminers.

In the last 20 years the coalminers fought for and gained much. 

Their unions were broken again and again,but never ceased to be re

built. They were defeated in numerous skirmishes, but ultimately won 

most of the battles forcing the owners to concede greater concessions 

and the government to make more provisions for ^rotestionjrf of their
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Compared to the twenties or even the pre-war days, their lot has 

bettered to gre&t extent. But to attain the level of their 

European brethren, they haye yet to traverse a long way, and 

overcome still more numerous obstacles.

The numbero coalminers at present is little more than 

350,000, of whome nearly 50% are organised in the trade uniorm. 

About 75% of the organised workers are distributed between the 

two all india/ federations, hamely, Indian National Mine Workers 

Federation(affiliated to INTUC and ICFTU) and Indian Mine Workers 

Feder£tion(affiliated to AITUC and WFTU). The other trade unions 

are limited in the individual coalfields, companies, and even in 

the collieries. The INMWF which is a trade department of INTUC, 
1 VMM

which is an adjunct of the ruling Congress party, enjoys exclusive 

recognition from the owners on the strength of am implicit compact 

between the Congress party and the Industrial!sts of the country.

Nurtured by the ruling party, and patronised by the employers and 

govt.’s organs the INMWF stll maintain the leading position in 

the miners’ organisation. The Indian Mine Workers * ederation amIi 

came into existence only in 1955 and developed through continuous 

struggles , ahd rallied, round its banner thousands ff coalminer& 

in five provinces by virtue of its unflinching leadership, and W 

correct guidance of the mogement.

After a protracted, wage struggle lasting for three years 

the coal miners/ have won a remarkable victory in this year. 'They 

have secured through the awards of the two Tribunals the following 

concessions.

1. A minimum wage of Rs. 2-10-6 per day applicable to the whole 
industry.

2. Equal pay for the male and female workers.

3. An extra allowance of 12j% of the basic rate for underground 
wo rk.

4. Standardisation of job descriptions for all workers and their 
categorisation in 10 broad categories,, with progressive mini
mum prescribed for each eategory.

5. Specified the workload of some piece-rated workers.

6. Provided for minimum guaranteed wggef for the piece-rated workers 
who,constitute more than70% of total strength.

3. Provided for incremental grade and scale of pay for all monthly 
paid staffs and workers.
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,s allowance at a graduated scalewith the provision of 

vomatci cushioning of future rise in the cost of living index, 

above a specific mxximBmx maximum.

9. Dorovided for difficulty allowances in certain cases.

10. Seven days festval holidays in a year with pay.

11. Both way railway fare, once a year, from to.colliery to home.

12. Retention of free housing facility.

As usual the awards of these Tribunals have not been implemented 

correctly, and fully everywhere, thus giving rise to a number of fresh 

disputes, which are at present under the examination of the all party 

tripartite committee, for amicable settlement. "Apart from these awards' 

the workers are enjoying the benifits of the following elegi sitions 

to the extent they are organised , and systematic functioning of their 

unions.

1. foal Mines Bonus Scheme,1948, provides for payment of 4 months 
basic wage in a year dependent upon rigorous attendance qualification.

2. Coal Mines Provident Bund Scheme 1950,provides for equal contri
bution by the employees and the employers.

3. Indian ^ines Act,1952,,provides for 8 hour working day,extra wages 
for overtime work,annual leave with pay etc.

4. Coal Mine Regulations,1957, provides for measures to be taken bM 
the management and the workers, for mxak maintaining safety, 
ventHation,adequate supervision, first aid etc.

5. Coal Mines Welfare Fund Scheme,1950,provide for free medical trWt- 
ment to the workers in the Central and regional hospitals, run W 
a semi-govt, organisation.

6. Coal Mines Standing Orders,,provides for a service rule for the® 
workers, although very unsatisfactory.

7. Coal .Mines Maternity henifit Act, provides for maternity leave ®r 
the working women,.for six weeks with partial payment.

8. Apart from these, ther are several all Indian legislations likejt 
Payment of Wages Act,Workmen’s Compensation Act, and Industrial 
Disputes Act, of,which the miners can also take advantage, depend
ing on their strength.

It is not that the all these laws are respected by the employers 

and the miners get the benifits automatically. The govt, has not 

provided any machinery to make available these benifits to the unor

ganised workers. Consequently, wherever the workers the workers are 

not organised in a strong and functioning trade union they are depri

ve^ of most of these benifits. Even where the workers are well organ

ised they can snatch these be ifits from the unwil.ing hands of the 

employers only through/ protracted litigation, and this alos ina 

country, wher4 admittedly , the law favours the highest bidder.



Govemnment1s Role. (io)
r*'

In the colonial period, the govt, had very little to do, 
*** 

with the miners , their only function being, to prevent and suppress 

the workers, and thereby to protect the interests of the owners, 

chiefly the British. It was only after the occurrence of a number of 
/ 

severe mining disasters that the government enacted a Minis Act, and 

set up. an office of the Chief Inspector OfmMines to enforce .the ■ 

provisions of the Act and the regulations made thereunder. Its power 

and functions were so limited that it could /dovery little in checking 

slaughter mining effectively. It is only very recently, the Congress 

govt., moved by the repeated mining disasters in 1953-54-55, has 

enhanced the powers and functions of this^ office. Until the coming 

up of national govt, the governmental functions vis-a-vis the miners 

were nil. It was due to the war necessities, the colonial govt, was 

forced to take move interest in the coal industry, in the Ilnd world 

war period. It created a n office of the Goal Commissioner, in Calcutta 

to exercise control on distribution, wagon supply,price, grading^tc. 

When th? National gvt. came into existence in 1947 it was immediWely 

faced with the rumbling mass of coalminers agitated and disconte®edl 

The govt, hastily set up a tiny conciliation office in order to 

solve the industrial disputes , which 'was however soon overwhelmed 

with the huge number of disputes,multiplying steadily. From that time 

onwards , the govt, in order to keep pace with the ever increasing 

number of disputed , ,has expanded thisrfoffice to an enormous propor

tion, with branched distributed in all principal coalfields. But 

the effectiveness of tnid department has not changed much from the 

date of its birth, dhe to the inherent defects in the policies of 

the govt.

Since the assumption of office by the Congress party, it 

has been their effort to increase governmental control,and. guidance, 

in various aspects of the coal industry, motivated by their desire 
•4+*' 

for its planned developement. From the pursuance of this objective ?- ■ 
the govt, has constituted a number of committees and infeitutions 

which areas follws.
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1. The Indian Buerea of Mines for prospecting .the recoverable 
mineral wealth of the country. p; 4

2. The Indian Fuel Research Institute for^carrying research in 
fuel utilisation.

3. The Indian Miningnxtesearch Institute for developeing mining 
technique suitable to our country1s condition.

4. A Goal Board for grading the coal seams.
5. The Coal Mines Welfare Organisation advisory committee.
6. The Coal Transport advisory committee.
7. The Coal Mines Provedent Fund advisory Committee e
8. A Stowing Board for supervising stowing operation.
•

Apart from these paermanenet bodies the govt, has appointed some 

committees for the fulfilment of some specific jobs. Some of these 

are Coalfield Enquiry ^ommitee of 194-6, Indian Coalfields Gommittee 

of 1950, Indenturedlabour(GorakhpuriJ enquiry committee, Price 

revesion Committee, and Amalgamatuon of small Collieries Committee.

X
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CHAPTER III

The Movement Begins.

The first trade union movement in thencoalmines start

in the Jharia coalfield in the early thrties., This was the period 

when the trade union movement in the country as a whole, was advan

cing at a rapid pace towards a higher form of struggle and organi

sation. The second national non-cooperation movement, combined 

togather woth the great capitalist crisis of 1930 was rocking the 

country from one end to another as never before. In this turbulent 

period, Jharia coalfield , the heart of the coal industry, became
■W. -’I'

the cradele of the coalminers movement.

The Bengal Bihar border region, which contains the • 

three^ major coalfields of the country, namely, Jharia,Ranfigunj, 

and Karanpura, wkiMxjointly produce 80^ of thee country’ s total 

production, and engage about the dame percentage of the country’s 

coalminers. Of these three fields, which are almost contguous, ® 

Jharia field is smallestin area(200 square miles) but richest ini 

recoverable coal is the highest producer, arid engages highest S 

number of workers.(Jharia-135.000, Ranigunj-80,000, and KaranpurJ- 

60,000). The concentration of Aabour in Jharia is highest, whic$
I 

fact has impacted a special importance to this field, and rightly 

Uharia is called the heart of the coalindusfcry of India. The ups 

and downs of the coalminers movement in Bengal Bihar coal region 

decides all the issues of victory and defeat, progress and retro

gression for the coalminers of the counrty as awhole. 
a-.,

Before the Ilnd World War.

In the twenties Swami Biswananda , a religious social worker 

attempted a mvement in Jharia Fieldmto improve the lot of the miners, 

and tried to organise a workers welfare organisation. It was more 

like a philanthropic association than a trade union, and the workers 

themselves took very little part in its work. But it served its 

purpose in reusing the interest of some people,having nationalist, 

and humanitarian inclination to take active interest in the condi- 

tion of the miners. 
W ,4
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In 1927-28 sogie local congress-men organised an union for 
'*** 

the first time with the name of Goalmines Employees Association.

This association/was not yet a real trade unionof the workers 

and had little living link with them. It was mainly concerned with 

the interests and grievances of the staffs and'was supported by 

them. Besides, these trade union leaders were getting the support 

from the contractors and many managerial officers on the basis 

of their nationalistic appeal directed against the the prevailing 

rabidly discriminatory treatment of the Indian officers and 

contractors. Naturally, these tirade union leaders were also the 

most energetic and popular congress nationalists.of that time. 

Inspite of all these limitations, the association could at thaX__tx- 

«e times took up cudgel on behalf of the miners also in limited 

speheres, and limited times. It was with the effort of this organi

sation and the help of all the nationalist elements in thisfield 

a session of All India Trade Union Congress was held in Jharia w 

in 1930, under the presidentship of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.

Put teal trade union movement began not until after 1930^K 

when Sri Subhas Chandra Bose, of I.N.A fame came to these parts® 

and. provided active leader-ship in building up of a movement and® 

organisation. Sri Pose who was connected with the Jamshedpur Labour 

Association of Tatanagar, came to this field, and organised a trade 

union named, Tata’s Collieries Labour Association with the help 

of a victimised employee of Jamadoba Colliery, Sei Satya Bimal °en. 

Sri Sen was the first trade union leader of this field who was a-^e 

to to secure a real -working class base and organised a trade union 

of the workers in real sense, of course with all the limitations of 

that time.Subhas Bose was one of the finest orator- agitator, that 

the national movement produced. Moved and whlded togater, by his 

oratory and organisational talent the workers of Tata’s collieries 

was orgainsel before long in the abovenamed association, of which 

Sri Pose himself was the president. It should be noted in this 

connection that it was greatly due to the consistent, painstaking, 

and unceasing toil of Sri Satya Bimal Sen that the un-ion assumed
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that the union assumed its important shape and prestige of^eing 

the first major trade union of the coalminers. Such and organisation 

of the Miners could not exist in that period without aoming at a 

loggeshead, before late, and the economic crisis of the thirties 

which had also held the coal industry of India in its cold-grip 
■ i •

provided for such a situation. - ‘ is

Tn 1932-33 the Tatas imposed an wage cut of 10% on the miners 
i)i 

from which the officers were exempted. The union opposed this and , »' 
raised the demand of a graduated wage cut - lowest for the miners, i.. 
and highest ^for the officers. The dispute culminated into a strike 

of 4000 workers of Jamadoba Colliery. This was the first big strike • >-
in the coalfields. Though-, the Tatas was an ^Indian concern, the 

govt, machinery was not a bit late in jumping into the arenaand 

applying all the draconian anti peojb^e measure of that time. 

Immediately, the meetings, processions,and assemblage of more than 

five persons were banned and Sri Sen was externed out of the strike

bound area. A large number of woirkers were arrested, ihe strikefS 

continued one week after another,in the face of these repressivS 

measures. But due to the crisis economy the employers, were not® 

keen for production, and were conviniently placed for a x£xx loB 

cuell. The conciousness and organisation of the miners was yet 4 

unequal for such a long drwan struggle. After one month, the workers 

lost heart in the face of naked starvation, and their ranks were 

broken by the false promises of the employers agents. The strike 

fizzled out slowly. But his defeat did not affect much the course 

of developement of the coal workers movement -which is proved by the 

fact from immediately afterwards, not only the TCLA could reorganise 

itself, but new unions in other collieries began to crop up. From 

year 1933 to 35 Sri Sen with Sri Subhas Bose’s hel^' organised tnes 

of thousands of workers of a dozen of big collieries belonging to 

Eastern Coal Co., East India Coal Co., and Lodna Coal Co.



me movement was still in its formative stage, and so,although 

small scale skirmishes occurred here and there,, many a times, 

no major strike took place before the vi ealgor a Strike in early 

1937. Jealgora colliery was owned, by East India Coal Co.-and was 

employing 3000 workers. The dispute arose on the question of wage 

increase and the removal of some bullies of the management. This 

strike was better organised tha/n the former one, and the ensuing 

police repression was not found very effective although its inten

sity was no less than in case of Jamadoba strike. But the economic 

situation had undergone some change, thus affording the workers 

a convinient position for a hard bargain.The strike continued for 

more than a month and ended in a partial victory, which neverthe

less made it less significant. This was perhaps the first success

ful strike in the coalfields.

With the advent of power by the popular congress ministries 

in 1937 some more congress leaders began a serious attempt toJ^Kga- 

nise the coalminers, this time on a much broader scale. A numt^ of 

new trade unions began to crop up in the collieries belonging 'feb 

the Bird & Co. and Kilburn Coal Co. The slackening of adminisoKtive 

restrictions on the activities of the trade unionsaccorded verW 

reel advantage to these newly formed organisations ih their format

ive period.The older organisations also were not slow to take 

advantage of this situation and managed to strengthen themselves to 

a considerable extent. The number of organise'- workers grew rapidly 

an^ with its increase the morale of the workers rose to meet the 

employer’s arrogance an' hostility- in whose eyes the meekest pro

test of their labourers would look like a sinister revolt. As the 

gotvt. was not arresting the labour leaders as in the good olden 

Cays there remained none to prevent clashes breaking out. And it 

broke out in mad. fury, Much to the surprise of the employers, the 

labour Lenders, and ’the minersthemselves, the coal workers fought 

so heroically that it was difficult for anybody to believe that they 

were fighting for the first time in their lives.



.^s in these struggles, the coalminers showed the magnitude 

of their fighting capacity in somewhat favourable condition.
*5*Iwo prominent new comers in the coalfield trade union 

movement were Sri Mukutdhari Singh, and Prof. Abdul lari both congfess 
■x • 

men. In 1938 a new organisation was formed under the able leadership 

of Mukutdhari Singh with the name of Chhotanagpur Mazdoor Sangh.

This grew into a fairly large organisation, second only to, the group 

of unions led by Sri Subhas Bose and Satya Sen. Sri Abdul Bari came 
F* V;

to this field only on few occassions, in connection with the strike 

at Mudi Uii colliery. The strike at Mudidhi colliery, owned^by ^ird & 

Co. took place in 1938 on the issue of victimisation and wage cut.
■® ■ 

That strike continued for nearly three months, as the local leaders 

of the strike could procure a sizeable quantity of aid from, various 

sources. But though Lt was the first long strike in the coalfield 

it ended in a failure because of many mishandling and the unreliable 

conduct of some of the leaders. This defeat of the ^udidhi strikers 

was followed by^tthe victory of the Kustore Strikers, 6000 strc>®, 

in late 1939.

War began in 1939 and following it the prices of the ® 

cereals and other consumers commodities began bo increase in Ir^Ba 

due to th$ predatory war preparation by the colonial govt, of Bfrd 

Linlithgow. Pressed by the increased labour agitation for a dearness 

allowance an^ advised by the govt, the Indian Mining Association, 

the premiere organisation of the bosses agreed to give a 10^ P.A. 

to the colliery employees. This was made easy because the market 

price of coal was bounding upwards zt a rapid pace at that very time, 

The employer of Kustore colliery which was the biggest mine employ

ing 6000 wotkers did not follow other employers iri paying the D.A. 

This acted as such a powerful detonator that all the 6000 workers 

struck work spontaneously without anyX leadership at the beginning. 

The strike continued for 20 days and ended in a complete victory. 

This was perhaps the highest point of the tide of trade union move

ment in the coalfields in the pre-independence days.
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During, the Ilnd World War. 

w.
after the failure of the efforts of thre political settlement 

between the British imperialist govt, and the Congress party, the 

congress ministries in the provinces resigned in 1940 and the admini

stration once ggain passed under the exclusive control of the British 

buereacrats.The political situation thus changed against the workers 

and in favour of the employers. The bosses were not slow in taking 4 

advantage of this and began to attack the unions to break the.source 

of power of their much despised^ employees. The second Kustore strike 

took place under these conditions, and in resistance againstmthe 

employers offensive to break the union. That strike lasted a 100 

days an^ ended in victory of the workers. The hands of the bosses 

were restrained and the workers retained their privileges. This 

strike of 6000 workers for 100 days, although very spectaculardid 

not indicate the the real organisational strength of the workers 

, because such a long struggle was made possible by the combine tlipn 

of some transient favourable factors. Due to the attractive wag® 

in the war services, and the absorption of thousads of local workers 

in those services ( a number of military camps, stores, and est^B- 

lishments were situated in and around of this field) the collie|^s 

began to fgsi face increasing labour shortages.In that circumstance 

it was possible for a large number of strikers to get temporary jobs 

in the surrounding collieries, and to meet starvation, the employers 

sharpest weapon. Secondly, various elements, who usually have no 

common interst with the working class rendered valuable aid to the 

strikers prompted by thber temporary interest in some particular str

ikes.

After that another strike of bigger dimension occurred in the 

collieries of Eastern Coal, Tatas, and East India Coal Cos, due to 

the same reason as aboeve. Between 25 to 30 thousands workers took 

part in that strike,,and was the biggest one in the coalmines in 

the nre-independence days, but the govt, was not in a position to 

tolerate such a big strike in a vital industry like coal in the 

war conditions , and adopted blanket measures of repression to break 

the strike. ■
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All the/ strike leaders were externed out of the field, and^the 

strike was crushed by the govt, might. Before the movement was 

finally crushed for the time being the Kustore miners fought for 

the last time a back to wall struggle in 194-1 which also lasted for 

100 days. With the defeat of this strike and the externment .of Bri 

’’.ukutdhari Singh the first period of the coalminers movmmnt ended. 

All shreds of movement and organisation was, finally st amped..out 

in the month of August, 194-2 by rounding up of all political elements 
. A' 

with the beginning of the "Quit India” movement.

The old absolute reign of the bosses once again came back , ♦■A
with all its evil accompaniment. The standard of living of the miners 

began to sink lower and lower by the sky rocketting of the prices 

of everyday necessities. The different concessions trickling one / 

after another in the form of deraness allowance, attendance bonus, 

free ration, and cheap ration neither could resore the living standard 

not could induce the/miners to remain the coalfields. The labour 

shortage tn the collieries grew so acute that in 1943 the govt, "qs 

comnelled to revive the system of employing women wotkers in the 

underground, ths and the recruitment of indentured labour from thw.' 

distressed districts of Corakhnur and around. **

Besides Jharia, the/ miners movement found an organised 

shane in the Giridhi State collieries of Karanpura field tn 1938-39 

as a result of the efforts of a small group/' of communists working 

inside the congress. They orgaMsed one of the oldest unions in Bihar 

with the name of Coal Workers Union, but there is no report of any 

large scale struggle in that period under its leadership. It was 

perhaps due to the fact that these communist caders could function for 

a very limited time as with the beginning of the war most of them 

were rounded up and kept in detention.

In Ranigunj coalfield, a group of communist caders succeded 

in organising an union in 1944.-45. But that union did not make any 

imprint in the movement in that period, because it could neither 

lead the workers in any sizeable struggles, or could maintain its 

functioning in a proper shape for any longer time.
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CHASTER IV r.
second

Rise and decline of movement. (1945-4?)

The find world war eided in 1945 and shortly afterwards the 

political leaders and workers of the country were released from 

behind the prison walls. Mahatma Gandhi and Lord VJavell’s parley 

on political settlement was continuing an* th4 draconian laws of' 
4 * .’-’4

the wartime that so long stifled the people’s cry of anguish, were • X" 
withdrawn. And on the eve of 194& Indian saw the mighty upsurge 

of a national freedom movement - sparked by the revolt in the

army and the navy and I.N.A. prisoners trial- which turned this sub

continent into a seething mass of anger and fury, roaring in a 

deafening crescendo, Quit British, quit India”.

The fringe waves of these turmoils in the cities reached.

the. crust of confusion and 

the potential movement, 

working class movemer^t took

the coalfields and succeeded in breaking 

demoraLisation'that was still containing 

pregnant with new victories to,come. The 

life from the warmth of this national upsurge, broke the shel® and 

steered out under the sun, to contend with the willy/ and pow^Btul 

coal bosses.

This tuime the growth of the movement was facilitate^ 

by a number of factors that were truning more and more favourable 

for t’->e workers. The movement began simultane/ously in all the 

coalfields of Lengal- Bihar region. A large number of social 

political workers of all the parties came swarming in these coalfi

elds cm’ picked up the old threads of organisation and began build

ing one union after another. The Interim government which came into 

ncrer at the centre borne on the crest of anti-imperialiit struggle 

-•id not interfere in the growth of the trade unions, as its hands 

were full of f=r more important problems. And besides, the central 

ministry of labour was concious of the gip between the prevailing 

high, cost of living and the low wages and the unassailable justice 

of the demands of the labour..The congress party which was then 

in power, task,itself undertook leadership in the movement at many 

places and the forcesof disruption were lying low for the time 

being.
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The political set up of India was changing so fast in this period 

of transition that the employers associations were not .sure off 

their nosition and were unable to undertake any determined counter- 

offensive. ’ / /
The coalminers ’who underwent a terrible privation during the 

war and were smarting under deep sense of injustice responded readily 

to the efforts of the large number of social political workers, who 
♦ > 

were operating in their mids.t. Wherever they could find a courageous 

man as their leader, theynot only enrolled wholesale in the union 

but immediately went into battle in defence of their newly built 

organisations with unexpected solidarity and boldness, And the old 

unions which had been soilong in a state of hibernation once again 

came to lifeand rallied its scattered forces fro fresh battles.

As previously, this time also the major part was played in the 
the

matter of organising x movement, by the three principal political pa

rties of the country^ Congress(nationalist), Congress- socialis® 

( social democrat) and communists. In the formative period at to 

beginning there was no or very little clash among these trade Ind

ers as their spheresof Influence were yet to meet each other atVgfee 

borders. In this period the central unions did not came into exigence, 
> W

and the unions could be distinguished only by the political allegiance 

and alliance of their leaders.

Although the fommunist group was still the smallest neverthe

less it had the honour to initiate the first ma’jor battle in this 

period. Tn 194-6 the 11,000 workers of the state collieries of Girishi 

( then owned by the railways.) struck work in sipport of their demands 

for inceeased dearness allowance, paid leave, sick leave, security 

of employment etc. The strike was conducted by the Coal Workers Union; 

in which the. hundred per cent of the employees were on strike for 

16 days, and the employers being unable to break the strike, had to 

bow down and come to asettlement of the union, 
nr ■

This xuEXEssfHk struggle of the Giridhi miners was the first 

-successful strike of the coalfields in this period and it gave a 

strong impetus to the trade union movement in other coalfields of the
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